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INTER-PARLIAMENTARY UNION 

Aims 

The Inter-Parliamentary Union, whose international Statute is outlined in a Headquarters 
Agreement drawn up with the Swiss federal authorities, is the only world-wide organisation 
of Parliaments. 

The aim of the Inter-Parliamentary Union is to promote personal contacts between members 
of all Parliaments and to unite them in common action to secure and maintain the full 
participation of their respective States in the firm establishment and development of 
representative institutions and in the advancement of the work of international peace and 
cooperation, particularly by supporting the objectives of the United Nations. 

In pursuance of this objective, the Union makes known its views on all international 
problems suitable for settlement by parliamentary action and puts forward suggestions for 
the development of parliamentary assemblies so as to improve the working of those 
institutions and increase their prestige. 

 

Membership of the Union 

Please refer to IPU site (http://www.ipu.org). 

 

Structure 

The organs of the Union are: 

1. The Inter-Parliamentary Conference, which meets twice a year; 

2. The Inter-Parliamentary Council, composed of two members of each affiliated Group; 

3. The Executive Committee, composed of twelve members elected by the Conference, as 
well as of the Council President acting as ex officio President; 

4. Secretariat of the Union, which is the international secretariat of the Organisation, the 
headquarters being located at: 

Inter-Parliamentary Union 
5, chemin du Pommier 

Case postale 330 
CH-1218 Le Grand Saconnex 

Genève (Suisse) 

 

Official Publication 

The Union’s official organ is the Inter-Parliamentary Bulletin, which appears quarterly in 
both English and French. The publication is indispensable in keeping posted on the activities 
of the Organisation. Subscription can be placed with the Union’s secretariat in Geneva. 
  

http://www.ipu.org)/
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FIRST SITTING 

Monday 24 October 2016 (morning) 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, was in the Chair 
 

The sitting was opened at 11.08 am 
 

1. Opening of the session 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, opened the session and welcomed members 
of the Association, particularly new members. She asked all those attending to check 
the attendance lists in the entry hall and to contact the staff if there were any 
discrepancies. 
 
She welcomed Perrine PREUVOT from the Assemblée Nationale in France to the 
secretariat. 
 

2. Members 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, said that the secretariat had 
received requests for membership which had been put before the Executive 
Committee and agreed to, as follows: 
 
Mr Temor Shah QAWIM Deputy Secretary General of the Meshrano 

Jirga, Afghanistan 
      (replacing Mr Shah Sultan AKIFI) 
 
Mr Mohamed Drissi DADA Secretary General of the National Council, 

Algeria 
      (replacing Dr Hafnaoui AMRANI) 
 
Mr Gert van der BIESEN   Secretary General of the Senate, Belgium 
      (replacing Mr Hugo HONDEQUIN) 
 
Mr Chencho TSHERING Secretary General of the National Council, 

Bhutan 
      (replacing Mr Tshewang NORBU)  
 
Mr Lúcio Henrique XAVIER LOPES Director General of the Chamber of 

Deputies, Brazil 
(replacing Mr Romulo de SOUSA 
MESQUITA) 

 
Mr Luiz Fernando BANDEIRA DE MELLO Secretary General of the Senate, 

Brazil 
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Ms Ilana TROMBKA   Director General of the Senate, Brazil 
 
Mrs Lucia PAGANO Secretary General of the Chamber of 

Deputies, Italy 
  
Mr WOO, Yoon-keun   Secretary General of the National Assembly, 
      Republic of Korea 
      (replacing Mr PARK, Heong-joon) 
 
Mr Tsedev TSOLMON Secretary General of the Great State Hural, 

Mongolia 
      (replacing Mr Byambadorj BOLDBAATAR) 
 
Mrs Lydia KANDETU Secretary General of the National Assembly, 

Namibia 
      (replacing Mr Johannes JACOBS) 
 
Ms Agnieszka KACZMARSKA  Secretary General of the Sejm, Poland 
      (replacing Mr Lech CZAPLA)  
 
Mr Jakub KOWALKSI   Secretary General of the Senate, Poland 
      (replacing Mrs Ewa POLKOWSKA) 
  
Mrs Svetislava BULAJIĆ Secretary General of the Chamber of 

Deputies, Serbia 
      (replacing Mrs Jana LJUBIĆIĆ)  
 
Mr Cesar PAREJA Secretary General of the House of 

Representatives, Philippines 
      (replacing Mrs Marilyn B. BARUA-YAP) 
 
Mr Mehmet Ali KUMBUZOĞLU Secretary General of the Grand National 

Assembly, Turkey 
      (replacing Dr İrfan NEZİROĞLU) 

 
The new members were agreed to. 
 

3. Orders of the day 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, read the proposed orders of the 
day as follows: 
 

Monday 24 October (morning) 
 
9.30 am 
 
Meeting of the Executive Committee 
 
*** 
11 am 
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Opening of the session 
 
Orders of the day of the Conference 
 
New members 
 
*** 
 
Communication by Mr Abdelouahed KHOUJA, Secretary General of the House of 
Councillors of Morocco: “Preparations in Parliament for Marrakech Climate Change 
Conference 22 in Marrakech” 
 
Theme : Parliamentary staff 
 
Communication by Dr Mohamed Salem AL MAZRAOUI, Secretary General of the Federal 
National Council of the United Arab Emirates: “The creation of an international standard to 
measure the proficiency and quality of the performance of parliamentary secretariats (from 
both a technical and administrative perspective)” 
 
Communication by Mr WOO Yoon-keun, Secretary General of the National Assembly of the 
Republic of Korea: “National Assembly organizations for legislative support and 
strengthening the expertise of their staff members ” 
 

Monday 24 October (afternoon) 
 
2.30 pm 
 
Theme : The Powers and Procedures of Parliaments 
 
Communication by Mr Shumsher K. SHERIFF, Secretary General, Rajya Sabha of India: 
“The role of Parliamentary Committee on Government Assurances in making the executive 
accountable” 
 
Presentation on recent developments in the IPU 
 
Communication by Dr Winantuningtyas Titi SWASANANY Secretary General of the House 
of Representatives of Indonesia: “The Role of the House Steering Committee in Managing 
the Order of Business in sittings of the Indonesian House of Representatives” 
 
Communication by Mr Bachir SLIMANI, Secretary General of the Popular National 
Assembly of Algeria: “Constitutional reform and Parliament in Algeria” 
 
Communication by Mr Luiz Fernando BANDEIRA DE MELLO, Secretary General of the 
Brazilian Senate: “The 2016 impeachment of the Brazilian President” 
 

Tuesday 25 October (morning) 
 
9.30 am 
 
Meeting of the Executive Committee 
 
*** 
10.00 am 
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 Communication by Mr Eric JANSE, Clerk Assistant, Committees and Legislative Services 
Directorate, the House of Commons of Canada: “Supporting an Inclusive Parliament” 

 General debate: The role of Parliament in international negotiations 

Moderator: Mr Philippe SCHWAB, Secretary General of the Federal Assembly of 
Switzerland 

Note on the general debate: 

Foreign affairs, and negotiation with other states of international bodies, have traditionally been 
the business of governments. Parliaments have had little role to play and that role has usually 
been limited to ratifying agreements which parliamentarians have played no part in and have no 
power to modify. Over time, the parliamentary role has increased and manifested itself earlier in 
the process. Thus it would not now be unusual for a parliamentary body to be consulted under 
mandate over international negotiations, or for MPs to participate in governmental delegations 
overseas. 

The purpose of the debate is to summarise the measures currently in place, then to evaluate their 
usefulness and relevance, particularly in relation to the separation of powers and the issue of 
confidentiality. 

Tuesday 25 October (afternoon) 
 
2.30 pm 
 
Theme : A Parliament for tomorrow 
 
Communication by Mr Anoop MISHRA, Secretary General of the Lok Sabha of India: “The 
Lok Sabha secretariat and its journey towards a paperless office” 
 
Communication by Mr José Manuel ARAÚJO, Deputy Secretary General of the Assembly of 
the Republic of Portugal: “Web TV - improving the score on Parliamentary transparency” 
 
Communication by Mr Antonio CARVALHO E SILVA NETO, Director of the Projects and 
Management Office of the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies: “The Experience of the Brazilian 
Chamber of Deputies on Open Parliament” 
 
Communication by Mr Gengezi MGIDLANA, Secretary to the South African Parliament: 
“Deepening democracy through public participation: an overview of the South African 
parliament’s public participation model” 
 

Wednesday 26 October (morning) 
 
9.30 am 
 
Meeting of the Executive Committee 
 
*** 
10.00 am 
 
Communication by Mr Mehmet Ali KUMBUZOGLU, Secretary General of the Grand 
National Assembly of Turkey: “The failed coup attempt in Turkey on 15 July” 
 
Communication by Mr Amjed Pervez MALIK, Secretary General of the Senate of Pakistan: 
“External versus internal drivers: Parliamentary reforms and development” 
 
General debate: Training for participants in, and persons supporting, parliamentary 
proceedings 
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Moderator: Mrs Claressa SURTEES, Deputy Clerk of the House of Representatives of 
Australia 
 

Wednesday 26 October (afternoon) 
 
2.30 pm 
 
Communication by Mr Claes MÅRTENSSON, Deputy Secretary General of the Swedish 
Riksdag: “The Swedish Parliament and the European Union: creating the best possible 
opportunities for influence at international level” 
 
Communication by Mr Jiří UKLEIN, Secretary General of the Senate of the Parliament of the 
Czech Republic: “The 20th anniversary of the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech 
Republic” 
 
Communication by Dr Nelson O. MAGBAGBEOLA, Secretary General of ECOWAS 
Parliament: “status of enhancement of powers of a regional parliament: evidence from the 
ECOWAS Parliament” 
 
*** 
 
Administrative questions  
 
Draft agenda for the next meeting in Dhaka (Bangladesh), 2 - 5 April 2017 
 

*** 
 
The agenda for the Session was agreed to. 
 
The President announced that time limits would apply to speeches: ten minutes for 
moderators opening a general a debate, with a further ten minutes for summing up; 
ten minutes for communications; and five minutes for other contributions. 
 
There would be short coffee breaks whenever time permitted. 
 
The President thanked all those who were making communications and moderating 
general debates. 
 
She asked members to start thinking about topics for discussion for the next session, 
to be held in Dhaka in April 2017. She reminded members that all texts should be 
submitted three weeks in advance of the session in order to allow for translation into 
other languages. 
 
The Executive Committee had expressed concern at the last-minute arrival of many 
communications, and proposals for communications, this session. It would be 
imposing deadlines more strictly in future. 
 
She reminded members that they should try, wherever possible, to access their 
documents via electronic means. 
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5. Official languages 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, said that interpretation would 
be provided into English, French and Arabic throughout the session. The Arabic 
interpretation would be provided courtesy of the Association of Secretaries General 
of Arab Parliaments. 
 
When necessary, speakers of other languages presenting communications would 
provide interpretation into English or French at their own expense. 
 

6. Collaboration with the Inter-Parliamentary Union 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, reminded members that a joint 
conference would be help between the ASGP and the IPU on Thursday morning that 
week. The IPU were looking for some ASGP members to be active participants in that 
debate and the President asked for some volunteers. 
 
The IPU was also looking for some secretaries general to volunteer to help formulate 
ideas on parliaments and technology. A meeting would take place at 17.30 on 
Wednesday that week. She asked anyone willing to help to approach her as soon as 
possible. 
 

7. Communication by Mr Abdelouahed KHOUJA, Secretary 
General of the House of Councillors of Morocco: 
“Preparations in Parliament for Marrakech Climate 
Change Conference 22 in Marrakech” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Mr Abdelouahed 
KHOUJA, Secretary General of the House of Councillors of Morocco, to make his 
communication. 
 
Mr Abdelouahed KHOUJA (Morocco) spoke as follows: 
 
[The text of this contribution has not been provided to the Secretariat and is 
therefore not available here.] 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr KHOUJA for his 
communication. 
 

8. Communication by Mr WOO Yoon-keun, Secretary 
General of the National Assembly of the Republic of 
Korea: “National Assembly organizations for legislative 
support and strengthening the expertise of their staff 
members” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, Mr WOO Yoon-keun, Secretary 
General of the National Assembly of the Republic of Korea, to make his 
communication. 
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Mr WOO Yoon-keun (Republic of Korea) spoke as follows: 
 
1. Introduction  
 
My name is WOO Yun-keun, Secretary General of the National Assembly of the 
Republic of Korea.   
  
It’s my pleasure to join this prestigious gathering of secretaries general of 
parliaments, which provide a solid foundation for our democracies. This is definitely 
a great opportunity to share our experience in strengthening the competence of our 
parliamentary staff.  
  
Before being appointed to the Secretary General of the Korean National Assembly, I 
served as a Member of Parliament for three terms or 12 years during which I chaired 
the Legislative and Judiciary Committee and elected to the Floor Leader of the main 
opposition party of Korea.  
  
From my experience as an MP, parliamentary committee chair, and floor leader as 
well as parliamentary secretary general, I can safely say that, if parliament is to 
translate the will of the people into reality, it is imperative that not only MPs but also 
parliamentary staff should be equipped with the highest level of expertise to conduct 
legislative research, review, and bill drafting.  
  
In this regard, I want to briefly describe what we do at the Korean National Assembly 
to strengthen the professional capabilities of parliamentary staff members, who 
make sure that democracy is truly served at the parliament.  
 
Let me first talk about the organizational structure of the Korean National Assembly.  
  
2. Organizational Structure of the Korean National Assembly 
  
The Korean National Assembly is a unicameral legislature with three hundred 
members serving a four year term.  
 
Each MP can hire seven personal staff members who support their legislative and 
parliamentary activities. In total, there are 2,100 personal staff members for 300 
National Assembly members. Each political party having more than 20 MPs can 
employ 67 policy and political researchers. All those employees are hired as public 
servants.     
 
There are four agencies supporting the National Assembly. First, at the National 
Assembly Secretariat, there are 1,300 administrative, legislative and research staff 
members. They work in various departments responsible for supporting bill drafting 
and consideration, inter-parliamentary affairs, legislative training and education, 
and broadcasting National Assembly proceedings and etc.    
 
Second, the National Assembly Library has 300 employees who build parliamentary 
and legislative information database and offer on and offline library service to the 
general public and MPs.  
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Third, the National Assembly Budget Office (NABO) has 100 staff members, who 
analyze and assess economic outlook, government’s fiscal policy and provide cost 
estimates for bills.  
 
Lastly, the National Assembly Research Service (NARS) has about 100 employees for 
reviewing and analyzing legislation as well as conducting fact-checking and mid and 
long-term policy research.  
 
All in all, approximately 4,000 employees are working at the National Assembly and 
its support organizations as public servants to assist MPs’ legislative and 
parliamentary activities.  
 
Now, let me move on to what we do to keep and strengthen the service and expertise 
quality of these huge and highly specialized organizations.  
 
3. Educational outreach program  
 
Every Thursday morning of the National Assembly begins at 8: 00 a.m.  
 
On every Thursday morning, a series of lectures is provided at the National Assembly 
not only for high ranking officials of the National Assembly organizations but also for 
MPs.  
 
The lectures cover a wide range of topics from the humanities, urban architecture, 
national policy, future strategy and the Constitution, to name a few. They help the 
lawmakers and parliamentary staff members to keep abreast of the latest 
developments and trends in various fields in and out of the country.   
 
New employees of the National Assembly, who passed a tremendously competitive-1 
to 600 – parliamentary public servant exam are provided with job-specific training 
for at least four to 12 weeks before they start to work. For existing employees, 30 to 
60 hours of training program on the Constitution, bill consideration methodology, 
fiscal laws, and etc. are provided per year. The National Assembly also supports staff 
members’ study groups and publishes their research papers to ensure that the 
employees stay current and competent.  
 
Our training programs are not confined within the National Assembly.  
 
We offer both basic and in-depth education programs on parliamentary proceedings 
and bill consideration for the members, staff, and stenographers of 244 local councils 
across the country in order to transfer the Assembly’s expertise to them.   
 
We also have a wide range of education and experience programs catering to the 
needs and interest of young generation. For example, we hold a children’s mock 
National Assembly session every year. We offer job experience program for the youth 
while providing professional education courses on parliamentary activities for college 
and law school students. The programs have raised the public awareness of the 
significant values of parliament and parliamentary democracy. The programs also 
enabled us to share National Assembly’s research progress with the public and 
academia and get feedback from them.   
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In 2017, the National Assembly opens a new parliamentary training/education center 
not in the capital city of Seoul, but in Goseong, a small town in the eastern part of the 
country.  
 
The new center will offer education courses on the Constitution for the general 
public, public servants and public sector employees. Training programs on legislative 
procedures and budget bill consideration will be in place around the year.  
 
Programs for future parliamentary leaders will also be introduced with an aim to give 
more systematic support for those young people who pursue their future career in 
parliament and politics.  
 
The new training center and its programs are expected to empower future 
parliamentary leaders with interdisciplinary knowledge and skills thus enhance the 
National Assembly’s educational outreach service.  
 
4. Legislative expertise building programs   
 
There are two types of employees working in the National Assembly. One of which is 
public servants for general service, who passed a fiercely competitive exam to 
become a parliamentary official. The other is public servants for research service who 
are hired among Ph.D. holders, lawyers, accountants and other professionals.  
 
In order to strengthen expertise and capabilities of the legislative support 
organizations of the National Assembly, we have placed a variety of procedures and 
practices at different levels.  
 
First, at the Legislative Counseling Office, which assists lawmakers in drafting bills, 
all drafted bills are put for peer-review and feedback before they are sent to the 
lawmaker who requested the bill drafting. The process ensures higher quality of bill 
drafting and sharing and refining of bill drafting skills.  
 
Second, the Parliamentary Proceedings Bureau holds an annual research paper 
competition for National Assembly staff. Winning papers are published and 
distributed. It aims to convert individual’s experiential knowledge into academic and 
collective knowledge.  
 
Third, at the committee level, bills are put for preliminary legislative impact 
assessment carried out by the committee’s legislative research staffers. They produce 
reports on the bills for the reference of lawmakers in their consideration of the bills.  
 
And each standing committee, such as Legislation and Judiciary Committee, 
publishes outstanding reports for each term of the National Assembly to motivate 
legislative research staff and provide exemplary standards of bill drafting and review.     
 
Fourth, at the National Assembly Budget Office and the National Assembly Research 
Service, employees form research groups according to their major field of research, 
which issue reports on their research progress. In addition, fiscal and policy reports 
produced by individual staffers are published and distributed to colleges and think 
tanks at home and abroad.  
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As such, Korea’s National Assembly and its support organizations have 
institutionalized mechanisms to strengthen staff expertise and share our 
achievements in and out of the National Assembly.   
 
Our efforts produced tangible results. In quantitative terms, the number of legislative 
bills submitted by the National Assembly members increased from 1,900 in the 16th 
National Assembly, 6,300 in the 17th National Assembly, 12,200 in the 18th National 
Assembly to 16,700 in the 19th, or the most recent National Assembly. In addition, 
thirty percent of the bills submitted by lawmakers actually became laws, which 
represent great qualitative progress.  
 
5. Parliamentary democracy: challenge and responses 
 
Lastly, I’d like to touch upon challenges faced with parliamentary democracy and our 
responses to overcome them.  
 
Korea has the world’s highest smartphone penetration rate of 91 percent and second 
highest broadband connection rate of 69 percent.  
 
Thanks to the progress in mobile and ICT industry and media empowerment as well 
as the enactment of the law on the freedom of information, our citizens have a much 
easier access to a wide range of information.  
 
Democracy and greater information accessibility have changed people’s perception 
on politics. They no longer want to delegate politics to the politicians. They want to 
have their voices heard directly and acting to make it happen.    
 
However, it is questionable whether our parliamentary democracy has properly 
responded to the growing public calls for political participation.   
 
As an answer to the calls, the Korean National Assembly would like to initiate futures 
research at the parliamentary level. As you know, futures studies are based on 
creative imagination about mid and long term future as well as commitment to 
realizing the envisioned future strategies.  
 
The government, led by the President can serve only for limited terms, has its 
constraints to guarantee constancy and consistency in conducting the studies and 
putting the outcomes into action.  
 
The legislature, however, is best positioned to come up with sustainable mid-and-
long term national strategies by building a national consensus on where we should be 
headed as a nation through bipartisan cooperation while enacting laws and securing 
budget to enforce the strategies.  
 
Futures research at the parliamentary level will allow us to lead the country’s 
navigation into the future and the parliament’s integrated policy making functions.   
 
6. Conclusion 
 
As we all know well, parliament is where democracy was born and is practiced. It’s a 
hallowed ground of people’s will.  
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In response to challenges to parliamentary democracy, the Korean National 
Assembly will be committed to strengthening of our staff’s competence while not 
only overseeing but also leading the efforts to address national and international 
issues of interest and concern. To this end, I ask for your interests in and support for 
our efforts.  
 
Thank you for your attention. 
 
Mr Gengezi MGIDLANA (South Africa) said that he wanted to try to understand 
how research into the future linked up with national priorities. He noted that 
Parliament was supposed to oversee implementation of programmes, not implement 
those programmes itself. 
 
Mr Geert Jan. A. HAMILTON (Netherlands) said that he was confirmed in his 
impression that Korea had an efficient system. He had been shocked by the number 
of legislative proposals, which, at 16,000, seemed very high. He asked how the 
initiatives taken by MPs related to those of government. He asked if there was a risk 
of over-regulation. 
 
Mrs Jane LUBOWA KIBIRIGE (Uganda) asked how it was ensured that MPs 
attended the lecture. She also asked whether there was a parliamentary institute to 
promote the studies. 
 
Mr Eric JANSE (Canada) asked to what extent the individual political parties also 
provided training: this was a challenge that had been encountered in Canada. He 
wanted to know how the administration dealt with that problem. 
 
Ms Claressa SURTEES (Australia) said that she also wanted to know how the 
Parliament encouraged the attendance of MPs and their staff on Thursday mornings. 
She also wanted to hear more about the education centre located away from the 
capital. 
 
Mr WOO said that the futures research could not really focus on long-term issues 
unless two parties had consulted and reached a consensus. Governments held office 
for five years and so had a limited interest in such subjects, which is why the National 
Assembly had assumed this role. 
 
The Korean National Assembly was very dynamic and helped to achieve considerable 
economic progress. The driver behind this was active legislative discussion at the 
National Assembly. This was the reason for the high volume of bills. Until recently 
the government had proposed most of the bills, but now MPs took the lead. 
 
There was an institution to support the budget, with expert personnel and a strong 
research service. This underpinned the work that went into bills proposed by MPs. 
 
In response to the question from Uganda, he said that about 30% of MPs 
participated in the Thursday lectures, particularly when they had an interest in a 
particular area. The lectures were very popular with staff. 
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The political parties had their own training institutes, but the National Assembly did 
not believe that this was sufficient, which was why the secretariat had established its 
own separate institute. It also supported the training provided by the parties. 
 
The construction of the external training institute would be completed at the end of 
the year. It was a resource that would be shared not only by MPs but also by local 
councils, communities and students. It would be able to offer accommodation. 
Education was very important to delivery, gathering the views of the people, and 
promoting the work of the National Assembly. 
 
Mr Paul EVANS (United Kingdom) said that there were some issues that the UK 
also faced. He wanted to talk about two of the initiatives being pursued in 
Westminster. The first was the development of a professional qualification for 
parliamentary staff in the area of procedure. The apprenticeship model that had been 
employed for some time had begun to break down as staff came in from different 
sectors. 
 
There were two levels of qualification: the first was an intermediate level, appropriate 
to a Committee Clerk, and the second was a higher level, which involved the ability to 
understand and develop the rules. The qualification would be piloted in January, and 
represented a considerable change in approach. 
 
The second was a bicameral initiative between Commons and Lords, called the 
Universities Programme. 20 universities had been recruited to provide a module in 
parliamentary studies as part of politics degrees. In return Parliament provided 
lecturers. One of the purposes was to encourage graduates to consider careers in 
Parliament. 
 
Mr Mr. José Manuel ARAÚJO (Portugal) explained that, in Portugal, 
parliamentary law was treated as a separate subject, not taught at university. 
Contacts had been made with universities to encourage them to introduce modules 
on parliamentary law. He wanted to know if, in Korea, universities had been 
contacted in the context of the training that had been put in place. 
 
Mr WOO said that there was common ground between the Republic of Korea and 
the United Kingdom. In Korea there was a programme in conjunction with 
universities across the world. Officials were also seconded to international 
organisations, including the IPU. 
 
There was a system to promote relationships with universities, so that the 
relationship with academia could be improved, and their expertise brought into the 
National Assembly. 
 
Mr Jake VAUGHAN (United Kingdom) said that the knowledge of Parliament 
amongst civil servants had declined, which made it more difficult to provide support 
to Ministers. This had led to the development of secondments in both directions. He 
asked whether similar initiatives had been introduced in Korea. 
 
Mr WOO said that there were many challenges to parliamentary democracy as a 
result of technological developments. The National Assembly had a national 
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investigation process which took place over three weeks. During that period 
Ministers discussed the work of the Government. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr WOO for his 
communication. 
 

9. Concluding remarks 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, closed the sitting. 
 
 
The sitting ended at 12.11 pm. 
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SECOND SITTING 

Monday 24 October 2016 (afternoon) 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, was in the Chair 
 

The sitting was opened at 2.30 pm 
 

1. Introductory remarks 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, opened the sitting.  
 
She reminded members that she needed volunteers to participate actively in the joint 
debate with the IPU due to take place the following Thursday morning, and to 
brainstorm with the IPU about technology and parliament the following Wednesday 
at 5.30 pm. She asked volunteers to approach the secretariat to give their names. 
 

2. Communication by Mr Shumsher K. SHERIFF, Secretary 
General, Rajya Sabha of India: “The role of 
Parliamentary Committee on Government Assurances in 
making the executive accountable” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Mr Shumsher K. 
SHERIFF, Secretary General of the Rajya Sabha of India, to make his 
communication. 
 
Mr Shumsher K. SHERIFF (India) spoke as follows: 
 
 

I. Introduction 

As per the constitutional scheme, the Parliament of India, comprising two Houses, 
namely the Council of States (Rajya Sabha) and the House of the People (Lok Sabha), 
is the highest body representing the sovereign will of the people. Parliament 
performs, among others, the oversight function of securing executive accountability, 
which remains a dynamic feature that brings to the fore Parliament's constructive as 
well as adversarial role both in the House and in the Committees. It underlines 
Parliament’s centrality in the country's democratic governance. 
 
Parliament ensures  accountability of the executive through  various procedural 
devices, such as Questions, Calling Attention Motions, Short Duration Discussions, 
Motions, Resolutions, etc., which have been provided in the rules for being used by 
the members. Of these devices, ‘Questions’ constitute the most potent instrument in 
the hands of the members to hold the Government to account. 
 
Whenever members put Questions to the Government on the floor of the House, the 
Ministers are required to give precise replies to those questions except in cases where 
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the Government deems it necessary to hold information, the disclosure of which 
might endanger public interest or national security. On many occasions, Ministers 
have to give impromptu answers while replying to the supplementary questions, 
clarification on Statements, Calling Attention and during discussions on Bills. These 
replies of the Ministers are ordinarily based on the information provided by the 
concerned Department. It may so happen that the information sought is not available 
at that point of time to meet the queries or points raised by the Members or the 
Minister is unable to provide a full and well-informed reply at that juncture. Thus, 
the Ministers are left with no option but to give assurances on the floor of the House, 
which are taken up by the Committee on Government Assurances (CGA) of 
respective House to oversee their implementation.  
 
The Committee on Government Assurances (CGA) of Rajya Sabha 
 
In the present paper, an attempt has been made to delineate the following aspects of 
the CGA as an effective institutional mechanism to secure executive accountability, 
with particular reference to the functioning of Rajya Sabha: 
 

 The CGA (Genesis, Mandate, Procedure, Performance) 

 The role of CGA in connecting public with Parliament 

 Challenges faced 
 
Genesis 
 
In 1949, the Government at the centre for the first time made arrangements to 
extract the assurances from the proceedings and to report to the House regarding 
action taken on them from time to time. There was no mechanism to oversee the 
fulfilment of assurances.  
 
Since the legislature as a body could not effectively scrutinise the fulfilment of 
assurances, a need was felt for creating   a dedicated parliamentary mechanism for 
the purpose. In 1953, the first Committee on Government Assurances was 
constituted in the Lok Sabha for systematic follow-up of ministerial assurances. This 
was a wholly Indian invention.1 Mr. G.V. Mavalankar, the first Speaker of the Lok 
Sabha, while addressing the Members of the Committee on Government Assurances 
of the Lok Sabha on  6 April 1955 outlined the future working of the Committee when 
he said, “…the Committee will have to apply itself to see, not only which assurances 
have been implemented, but also to see further as often as possible as to why such 
and such assurances have not been implemented, and to find out where the fault or 
the delay occurs and who is responsible for the delay.” He further hoped ‘the 
Committee will be setting a new tone to the administration if it takes up this line of 
work.’  
 
After nearly two decades, the Committee on Rules in the Rajya Sabha took note of 
the then existing arrangement with regard to the assurances given by the Ministers 
on the floor of Rajya Sabha wherein the Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs had the 
sole responsibility of following up on assurances given by Ministers. The Committee 
on Rules recommended setting up a Committee on Government Assurances of the 

                                                   
1 W. H. Morris Jones, Parliament in India, p.314. 
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Rajya Sabha. The first Committee on Government Assurances of Rajya Sabha was 
thus constituted on 1 July 1972. The Committee then decided to scrutinize the 
assurances, promises, undertakings, etc. given by the Ministers on the floor of the 
House. 
 
Mandate 
 
The functions of the CGA are: (a) to scrutinise the assurances, promises, 
undertakings, etc. given by Ministers, from time to time, on the floor of the House; 
and (b) to report to the House on the extent to which such assurances, promises, 
undertakings, etc. have been fully or satisfactorily implemented, and when 
implemented, whether such implementation has taken place within the minimum 
time necessary for the purpose or whether there has been an inordinate delay in the 
implementation of assurances and if so, the reasons therefor.  
 
Procedure to monitor assurances2  
 
The Committee determines its own procedure in respect of all matters relating to the 
consideration of any question of assurances, promises, undertakings, etc. As per the 
Rules adopted by the Committee for its internal working, the Committee Secretariat 
culls out assurances from the verbatim proceedings of the House based on a standard 
list of expression, constituting assurances.3 The Committee takes decision as to 
whether a statement constitutes an assurance or not; it examines statements showing 
action taken by the Government and takes decision to drop the assurances, in full or 
in parts,  based on the reasonableness of the replies of the Government; it undertakes 
review of the pending assurances, summons the senior functionaries of the 
concerned administrative Ministry having maximum pendency to fulfil the 
assurances and  finally presents report to the House. 
 
Performance 
 
Till date, the Committee on Government Assurances, Rajya Sabha has submitted 69 
Reports dealing with the assurances given in the Rajya Sabha. At present, 1724 
assurances are pending out of which 31 assurances have been pending for more than 
10 years and 186 for more than five years but less than ten years.4 It has, however, 
been noticed that there has also been a steady increase in the percentage of 
assurances implemented by the Government in the last five years, i.e., from nearly 
18% in 2011 to 27% in 2015 5  and a large number of the assurances have been 
fulfilled mainly as a result of constant monitoring by the Committee. In many cases, 
it took serious note of the delay in the implementation of the assurances and 
observed that the inordinate delay made some of the assurances obsolete and lose 
their significance.  
 
The role of CGA in connecting public with the Parliament 
 

                                                   
2 Procedure to monitor assurances provided at Annexure-A. 
3  Standard list of expression constituting assurances provided at Annexure-B. 
4 Statistical information on duration of Pending Assurances provided at Annexure-C. 
5Statistical information (2011-2015) provided at Annexure-D. 
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After the examination of the action taken by the Government to implement the 
assurances,  the extent to which they have been actually implemented and whether 
such implementation has taken place within the stipulated time, the Committee 
forms its own conclusions and makes its recommendations. The Report of the 
Committee is then presented to the House. These reports highlight, inter alia, the lax 
attitude and indifference on the part of Ministries, if any, and thereby cause the 
public and the media to follow up on unfulfilled or part-fulfilled assurances. Besides, 
the Committee, through special software, puts the details of the assurances on the 
website with updated status, which are accessed by all stakeholders, including the 
Ministries, the public as well as the media. On a number of occasions, citizens’ 
interest on pending assurances is registered when they seek information regarding 
the status of fulfilment of assurances by exercising their right under the Right to 
Information statute.  
 
Challenges faced 
 
In order to ensure the effectiveness of the Committee, efforts have been made from 
time to time to strengthen the compliance system in fulfilling the assurances within 
the stipulated period of three months. The following challenges and the manner in 
which the CGA meet those challenges merit mention: 
 
Inordinate delay in the implementation of Assurances  
 
In order that the assurances, promises, undertakings, etc. by the Ministers are 
implemented as expeditiously as possible, the Committee prescribed a time limit of 
three months for their implementation. If they are unable to do so, they have to 
approach the Committee for extension of time giving cogent reasons for the same. 
This way the Government is under a constant watch. 
 
Timely and proper implementation of assurances given in Parliament is an important 
aspect of the entire concept of the accountability of the Government to Parliament. 
Therefore, any laxity shown either in not seeking   extension of time for fulfilment of 
assurances or causing inordinate delay in fulfilment of the same without any valid 
reasons or failing to furnish the requisite information asked for by the Committee are 
viewed seriously. New and innovative ways are introduced, from time to time, to curb 
the factors which adversely affect the efficacy of the system. For instance, the 
Committee on Government Assurances, in May 2013, identified certain Ministries 
and decided to hear the Secretaries of those Ministries having long pending 
assurances and other important Ministries wherein issues of public interest were 
pending.   To tackle the long pending assurances, the Committee also decided to 
write to the Secretaries of all the Ministries, which had assurances pending for 7 
years or more, and gave them timeframe to report on the issues giving details of 
delay in fulfilment, reasons for pendency and fixing the responsibility for causing 
delay. The initiative had desired effect and many outstanding pending assurances 
were fulfilled by the Ministries.  
 
The successive Committee also made certain improvements in the procedures to 
reduce the pendency of assurances and identified broad reasons for pending 
assurances as under: 
 

 Collection of information from various agencies; 
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 Investigation/ inquiry by Government agencies; 

 Policy decision to be taken by the Government; and 

 Delay in receiving information from State Governments. 
 

The Committee, then, accordingly prepared its programmes, decided to take up those 
assurances, and heard the Secretaries of some Ministries in the matter. 
 
Assurances not fully or satisfactorily implemented 
  
The Ministries forward Implementation Reports (IRs) which are duly examined to 
ascertain whether all aspects of the assurances given on the issue have been fulfilled 
or not. In case the Committee observes any shortcomings in the IRs, the Ministries 
are communicated the observations along with the direction to furnish the revised 
IR. 
 
Delay on the part of State Governments to supply information within the stipulated 
time-frame 
 
Assurances given by the Ministers may be either 'definitive', the reply of which can be 
provided by the Ministers conclusively or 'conditional', the fulfilments of which 
depend on some other factors.  A large number of pendency pertains to the 
'conditional' assurances and it is a major challenge how to fulfil such assurances. One 
such 'conditional' assurance is the one, which depends on information to be provided 
by the State Governments. In view of the federal structure of the Indian polity and 
the fact that States have their own priorities, at times the information is not 
forthcoming from States. To expedite the implementation of assurances pertaining to 
the states, the Committee undertakes study visits to interact with State Governments 
and other organisations connected with assurances to gain first hand information 
about the issues involved in the fulfilment of the assurances. Such measures have 
had the desired effect in expediting information and resolving the issues between the 
Centre and the State Governments. During one of the visits of the Committee, both 
the Central and State Government officials formed a coordination Committee for 
expediting and resolving the issues involved. 
Cases under investigation not finalised 
 
Regarding the assurances pending due to matters under investigation/ inquiry, the 
Committee has taken a conscious decision not to close or drop an assurance merely 
on the ground that investigations, which are a lengthy process, are underway and 
decided to pursue them till a charge-sheet is filed in the case and seek regular update 
from the Ministries to ensure that investigations are completed on time. The 
Committee recommended that the concerned Ministry should seek regular progress 
report from the investigating agencies which should be reviewed at least quarterly. 
 
Grey areas where it is difficult to conclude whether an announcement made could 
be considered as an 'assurance '  
 
 In certain cases, it becomes difficult to conclude from the wordings of the Ministers 
if they could be considered as an assurance for the purpose of scrutiny. To prevent 
Ministries from evading giving a reply in such cases, the Committee has 
recommended that the formalised list of expressions or forms, which are treated as 
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constituting assurances, should only be treated as illustrative, not exhaustive. The 
Committee decided that it should reserve the right to interpret statements that bear 
semblance or are synonymous to any item on the list. In one of its Report, the 
Committee reiterated that it has exclusive power to decide what constitutes an 
assurance and the concerned Ministry has no role in this regard. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The Committee on Government Assurances has a critical role to play in the entire 
process of parliamentary oversight. The Committee is an important mechanism to 
secure executive accountability since it keeps a vigilant eye on the fulfilment of the 
promises and assurances given by the Ministers on the floor of the House and keeps 
the assurances alive until a final decision is taken on them. Even though the 
Committee is only an advisory body of the House and cannot compel the 
Government to implement the assurances within a particular timeframe  the 
existence of the Committee has ensured that the Government cannot escape the 
implementation of the assurances easily.  
 
The very existence of the CGA makes Question Hour meaningful as it ensures that 
Ministers treat the House with due seriousness and respect by making sure that 
Ministers do not provide evasive and unreliable responses to questions. By 
meticulously following up promises and assurances given by Ministers, the 
Committee also gives the Ministries an opportunity to get a complete picture about 
the matter falling under their Ministries as far as possible. In this way, the 
Committee is, in fact, an important resource for Ministers too to get to know their 
own Departments better and help them remain abreast of events and developments 
within their   Ministries. To quote Morris Jones, the celebrated British author, '...the 
whole structure of the Committee reflects and at the same time reinforces the mood 
of watchfulness over the Government'.6    
 
Mr Manuel CAVERO (Spain) observed that it seemed that some of the issues had 
arisen because Ministers had not been informed in advance of the content of 
questions. He said that in Spain any questions that had not been answered during a 
parliament would be erased. He asked whether out-of-date questions, which may 
have remained in suspense for as long as 15 years, remained in play. 
 
Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON (Netherlands) said that in the Senate in the 
Netherlands there was a registry of promises, which was linked to the final stage of 
any legislative proposal. If the Minister made an undertaking at this stage, they 
would be bound to follow through. There were an average of 200 promises per year, 
of which 80% had been fulfilled. Twice a year the relevant standing committee wrote 
to the Minister to remind him of all the open promises, and to that extent promises 
followed Ministers until their political death. 
 
He wanted to know how the activity of the assurances committee related to the 
standing committees, and whether there was any overlap. 
 
Mrs Claressa SURTEES (Australia) said that she had understood that the 
secretariat prepared a list of assurances given, which was cross-checked with those of 

                                                   
6 W. H. Morris Jones, Parliament in India, p.315. 
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the Ministry. She wondered whether it was very time-consuming for the secretariat. 
She asked if it had an impact on the dynamic nature of any response. 
 
Mr SHERIFF said that questions were always given in advance. There was one hour 
for questions every sitting day, which allowed for 15 questions. These questions were 
given to the Minister three weeks in advance. The Minister came prepared, but some 
MPs were even more prepared than him. 
 
With pending questions, only the assurances remained. 
 
He was glad to note that there were more promises in the Netherlands than 
assurances in India. About 27-29% of assurances were answered in a satisfactory 
way, but the remainder were not dropped by the committee. 
 
There was no overlap between the assurances committee and the policy-related 
committees because the assurances committee dealt only with assurances given on 
the floor of the House. 
 
It was the Parliamentary Affairs Committee which looked into the assurances, and 
sometimes there were disputes about what constituted an assurance. It was time-
consuming but MPs felt that it was worth the time. 
 
Mr Masibulele XASO (South Africa) asked whether it was possible for the 
committee to summon Ministers who never responded to their communications. 
 
Mr SHERIFF said that Ministers did not appear before the committee, but that the 
permanent secretary did, so the Minister could not be summoned. The committee 
was an advisory committee. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr SHERIFF for his 
communication. 
 

3. Communication by Dr Winantuningtyas Titi 
SWASANANY Secretary General of the House of 
Representatives of Indonesia: “The Role of the House 
Steering Committee in Managing the Order of Business in 
sittings of the Indonesian House of Representatives” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Dr Winantuningtyas Titi 
SWASANANY Secretary General of the House of Representatives of Indonesia, to 
make her communication. 
 
Dr Winantuningtyas Titi SWASANANY (Indonesia) spoke as follows: 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
As stipulated by Article 20A of the 1945 Constitution and Article 69 Paragraph (1) 
and Paragraph (2) of the Law on Legislative Bodies (People’s Consultative Assembly, 
House of Representatives, Regional Representatives Council, and House of Regional 
Representatives, or MD3 for short), the Indonesian House of Representatives 
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(DPRRI) has three functions: legislative, budgeting, and oversight. These 
functions are the House’s mandate in representing the people. Legislative, oversight, 
and budgeting must be performed to the meet the purpose of people’s 
representation and in support of the Government’s foreign policy efforts in line 
with the laws and regulations. 
 
In general, the Secretary General of the Indonesian House and the Secretary General 
of any other parliaments have similar role, which is to provide supporting system to 
ensure that all activities of the House, as stipulated by Article 20A of the 1945 
Constitution and Article 69 Paragraph (1) and Paragraph (2) of the MD3 Law, run 
seamlessly. In the case of the Indonesian House Secretary General, this role has 
become more distinct with the presence of the Steering Committee (Consultative 
Assembly), one of the House’s complementary organs, which depends on the political 
dynamics in Indonesia. In this forum, I wish to share my experiences and the role of 
the Indonesian House Secretary General in enhancing the performance of the 
Indonesian House through the Steering Committee (Consultative Assembly). 
 
I will begin by explaining about the Steering Committee and then proceed to discuss 
the role of the the Indonesian House Secretary General in enhancing the House’s 
performance. 
 
a.  THE INDONESIAN HOUSE STEERING COMMITTEE 

(CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY) 
 

The the Indonesian House Secretary General can play a role in improving the 
work of the House, among others through a complementary organ of the House 
called the Steering Committee (Consultative Assembly). 

 
Establishment of the Indonesian House Steering Committee 
 
The Indonesian House Steering Committee is established based on Law Number 
17/2014 on MD3 as amended by Law Number 42/2014 and based on DPRRI 
Rules of Procedures Number 1/2014. 

 
Steering Committee is established by the Indonesian House and is one of the 
House’s standing complementary organs. All major decisions that will be taken 
by the House must first be discussed in Steering Committee; we can say that 
Steering Committee is the mini version of the House of Representatives. 
Decisions taken by Steering Committee can only be amended by the Steering 
Committee and by the plenary session as the highest forum in the House of 
Representatives (Article 89 of MD3 law and Article 47 of the Indonesian House 
Regulation No. 1/2014 concerning Rules of Procedures). 
Steering Committee Composition and Membership 
 
Pursuant to Article 90 of MD3 Law, the House shall decide the composition and 
membership of Steering Committee at the beginning of term of office and at the 
beginning of session year. The Steering Committee may have 1/10 (one tenth) of 
the total members of the House as its members at the most, depending on the 
total members of each faction deliberated by the plenary session.  

 
Steering Committee Leaders 
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According to Article 91 of MD3 Law and Article 49 of the Rules of Procedures, 
Speaker of DPR, due to his/her position, also chairs the Steering Committee. The 
Speaker does not concurrently hold a position as member and is not a 
representative of a faction. 
 
Steering Committee Membership 
 
Pursuant to Article 48 of the Indonesian House Rules of Procedures, the House 
determines the composition and membership of the Steering Committee at the 
beginning of the term of office and the beginning of session year. Member of 
Steering Committee shall not exceed 1/10 (one tenth) of the total members of the 
House. The number of members is decided during the House’s plenary session 
and is decided proportionately relative to the number of members of each 
Faction. The House’s leadership consults with leaders from each faction to 
determine the membership composition of Steering Committee. Decision is 
made in amicably through collective deliberation. Should amicable deliberation 
fail to reach an agreement on Steering Committee composition, decision is taken 
based on number of votes during the House’s plenary session. 
 
A faction’s leader and/or secretary is a de jure member of Steering Committee. A 
faction recommends its members as Steering Committee member to the House’s 
leadership. The number of proposed individuals correspond to the proportional 
number of Steering Committee members from each faction as deliberated in the 
House’s plenary session. The plenary session will also officiate factions’ members 
as members of Steering Committee. Factions may replace their members in 
Steering Committee who for some reason are unable to serve permanently or due 
the faction’s discretion.  

 
Steering Committee’s Tasks 
 
Article 92 of MD3 Law stipulates the tasks of Steering Committee as follows: 
a.  To determine the House’s agenda for 1 (one) session year, 1 (one) session 

period, or part of one Session Period as well as time estimate of the Decision 
upon an issue and completion period of a bill without prejudice to the right 
of the plenary meeting to amend it; 

b.  To provide its opinion to the House’s leadership with respect to policies 
concerning the House’s exercise of authority and performance of duties; 

c.  To request and/or provide the opportunity to other complementary organs of 
the House to convey information/explanation regarding their performance of 
duties; 

d.  To regulate means to address an issue should the law mandates the 
Government or any other parties to consult and coordinate with the House;  

e.  To regulate ways to handle a bill or performance of other duties of the House 
by other complementary organs as stipulated by the law; 

f.  To recommend to the plenary session on the numbers of commissions, scope 
of commissions’ duties, and commissions’ partners based on the discussion 
and consultation at the start of the term of office; and 

g.  To perform other tasks given by the plenary session to the Steering 
Committee. 
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The Steering Committee is also required to develop work and budget plan 
necessary to perform its duties. The plan is then submitted to the Household 
Committee. 
 
Article 93 of the MD3 Law stipulates that the Steering Committee cannot amend 
a decision concerning a bill or performance of other duties of the House by a 
complementary organ as described under Article 92 paragraph (1) point a. 
 
A detailed description of the Steering Committee’s tasks is available under Article 
50 of the Indonesian House Rules of Procedures: 
a. To determine the House’s agenda for 1 (one) session year, 1 (one) session 

period, or part of one Session Period as well as time estimate of the Decision 
upon an issue and completion period of a bill without prejudice to the right 
of the plenary meeting to amend it; 

b.  To provide its opinion to the House’s leadership with respect to policies 
concerning the House’s exercise of authority and performance of duties; 

c.  To request and/or provide the opportunity to other complementary organs of 
the House to convey information/explanation regarding their performance of 
duties; 

d.  To regulate means to address an issue should the law mandates the 
Government or any other parties to consult and coordinate with the House;  

e.  To regulate ways to handle a bill or performance of other duties of the House 
by other complementary organs as stipulated by the law; 

f.  To recommend to the plenary session on the numbers of commissions, scope 
of commissions’ duties, and commissions’ partners based on the discussion 
and consultation at the start of the term of office; and 

g.  To perform other tasks given by the plenary session to the Steering 
Committee. 

 
 

Steering Committee’s Procedure of Performance of Duties 
 
Article 51 of the Rules of Procedure stipulates the procedure for Steering 
Committee’s performance of duties: 
 (1) In order to determine the House’s agenda, the Steering Committee: 

a.  discusses the House’s agenda plan according to prioritized issues 
identified in each plenary session and submitted by the House’s 
leadership as chair of Steering Committee; 

b. determines the House’s agenda during Steering Committee’s meetings; 
and 

c. announces the House’s agenda to complementary organs, factions, and 
all members of the House. 

(2)  In terms of providing Steering Committee’s opinion to the leadership of the 
House, Steering Committee may convey its opinion directly to the leadership. 

(3) In terms of requesting information from other complementary organs, 
Steering Committee may request and/or provide opportunity to other 
complementary organs to provide information/explanation according to 
their performance of duties during Steering Committee’s meetings or during 
substitute consultation meetings. 

(4)  In terms of performing consultation management, Steering Committee 
determines the schedule and the House’s complementary organ(s) and/or 
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faction(s) that shall represent the House in consultation and coordination 
process. 

(5)  In terms of bill discussion, Steering Committee may: 
a.  determine the length of time that a development of a bill could take place;  
b. extend the length of time of a bill development;  
c.  transfer this duty to other complementary organ(s) of the House should a 

bill is not completed after an extended period of time as mentioned in 
point b; or 

d.  terminate this duty and transfer the process to the House’s plenary 
session. 

(6)  In terms of determining the House agenda and developing a bill, the Steering 
Committee shall determine the length of time to resolve an issue and 
complete a bill that is under or will be handled by other complementary 
organs. 

 
Steering Committee’s Meeting and Decision Making 
 
Article 52 of the Rules of Procedures stipulate the rules of Steering Committee’s 
meeting and decision making: 
(1)  Steering Committee may invite leaders and/or members of other 

complementary organs of the House to attend Steering Committee’s 
meetings. The invitees shall hold the right to express their opinion. 

(2)  In the event that fundamental and urgent issues concerning the House’s 
authority and duties arise during recess period, and that such issues require 
immediate decision making, the Houses’ leadership shall consult with faction 
leaders and immediately convene the Steering Committee. 

(3)  Decision making in Steering Committee meetings shall observe the rules on 
decision making. In the event that voting fails to result in a decision, with 
prejudice to the stipulation of re-vote, the leader of Steering Committee may 
take the final decision. 

 
Article 53 of the Rules of Procedures also stipulates that in the event that the 
Steering Committee meeting cannot be convened, a substitute consultation 
meeting is convened between the House’s leadership and the leaders of faction. 

 
From the above description, we can conclude that the Steering Committee has 
important authority and is strategically positioned in decision-making process in 
DRPRI, similar to the plenary session – the highest forum in the House. Steering 
Committee discusses all aspects of the House’s activities that have complex 
impacts to civic life in the Republic of Indonesia as a nation, a country, and a 
society.  
 
The performance of Steering Committee’s duties is also very much influenced by 
political dynamics in Indonesia. Considering this political element, the 
Indonesian House Secretary General is demanded to provide outstanding 
support so that Steering Committee may optimally perform its tasks and 
ensuring that the Indonesian House may deliver effective work. 

 
b. THE ROLE OF THE SECRETARY GENERAL IN THE INDONESIAN 

HOUSE STEERING COMMITTEE (CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY) 
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Steering Committee’s major authority and strategic position that is equivalent to 
the Plenary session, the highest forum in the House, means the General 
Secretary has room to play an active role in enhancing the effectiveness of the 
House’s performance through Steering Committee.  

 
Broadly, there are six roles that the Secretary General of DPRRI can play through 
Steering Committee in order to improve the effectiveness of the House’s 
performance: 

 Determine the House session agenda 

 Determine the number of commission in the Indonesian House and their 
counterparts 

 Assign Bills to the House’s Complementary Organs for discussion 

 Transfer assignments to other Complementary Organs 

 Set a timeline for task completion 

 Come up with solutions to resolve institutional issues| 
 

The Indonesian House Session Agenda 
 

Pursuant to Article 228 of MD3 Law, session year of the House of 
Representatives starts at 16th of August and ends at the 15h of August of the 
following year. According to this article, the new working year for 
parliamentarians starts at August 16th. The year opens with the President’s State 
Address followed with a Session Period I Opening Address by the Leadership of 
the House. 
 
Article 221 of the Rules of Procedures stipulates the division of session period. In 
one session year, the House has four to five session periods – depending on the 
decision of Steering Committee. Each period consists of session and recess 
period.  

  
The session period is a period where parliamentarians work within the 
parliamentary building. Various activities take place within the parliamentary 
compound during this period, from meetings concerning the House’s legislative 
function (law making), budgeting function (decision making on state budget and 
expenditure), to activities relating to oversight function that may consist of 
meetings with the government, as well as activities to accept and voice people’s 
aspirations from those who visit the parliament individually or in group 
(including protesters). 
 
Meanwhile, the recess period is a period where parliamentarians conduct their 
activities outside the parliamentary building, for instance meeting their 
constituents in electoral districts. Parliamentarians’ visits, which aim is to learn 
the aspirations of their constituents and perform their oversight function, is also 
known as ‘working visit’. The visit can be performed individually or in a group. 
  
Article 222 of the Rules of Procedures states that session period, schedule, and 
session agenda are decided by the Steering Committee. To make this decision, 
Steering Committee shall observe the discussion timeline of State Budget and 
Expenditure Bill as well as their financial notes as well as discussion timeline of 
Revised State Budget and Expenditure Bill. In the event that the Steering 
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Committee does not convene to determine meeting agenda and schedule as 
mentioned under paragraph (1), the House’s leadership may determine the 
agenda and schedule, taking into account the opinions of faction leaders during 
consultation meeting. 

 
Steps to design an agenda for one session period 
 
Pursuant to Article 228 of MD3 Law and Articles 221 and 222 of the Rules of 
Procedures, the Indonesian House Secretary General takes the following steps to 
develop an agenda for one session period: 
1)  calculate the number of working days to be assigned for meetings of all 

complementary organs 
2) make an inventory of the parliament’s tasks in legislative, budgeting, and 

oversight matters as well as urgent matters to attend 
3)   assign available working days based on task urgency 
 
Following those steps, the Indonesian House Secretary General designs Session 
Schedule, determines and Time and Venue, and develops a Matrix of Meeting 
Schedule. 

 
 
 
 
 

Time Allocation for Sessions 
 

 

SESSION PERIOD III 
11 January to 5 April 

2016 
 

Decision of SC 
Substitute Consultation 

Meeting 
23 February 2016 

 

SESSION PERIOD IV 
6 April to 17 May 2016 

 
Decision of SC 

Substitute Consultation 
Meeting 

23 February 2016 

 

SESSION PERIOD V 
18 May to 15 August 2016 

 
Decision of SC Substitute 

Consultation Meeting 
23 February 2016 

 

SESSION 
PERIOD 

RECESS SESSION 
PERIOD 

RECESS SESSION 
PERIOD 

RECESS 

11 January 
to 

18 March 
2016 

 

19 March 
to 

5 April 
2016 

6 April  
to 

29 April 
2016 

 

30 April 
to 

17 May 
2016 

18 May 
to 

28 July 
2016 

29 July 
to 

 15 August 
2016 

=  68 calendar 
days 

=  18  
calendar 
days 

=  24  
calendar 
days 

=  18  
calendar 
days 

= 72  calendar 
days 

=  18  calendar 
days 

= 49 
working 
days 

= 12 
working 
days 

= 18 
working 
days 

= 10 
working 
days 

= 47 
working 
days 

= 12 working 
days 
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SESSION YEAR 2016 -2017 
SESSION PERIOD I 

16 August to 15 November 2016 
 

Decision of SC Substitute 
Consultation Meeting 

23 February 2016 
 

SESSION YEAR 2016 - 2017 
SESSION PERIOD II 

16 August to 15 November 2016 
 

Decision of SC Substitute Consultation 
Meeting 

23 February 2016 

SESSION PERIOD RECESS SESSION PERIOD RECESS 

16 August 
to 

28 October 2016 

20 October 
to 

15 November 2016 

16 November 
to. 

9 December 2016 

10 December 2016 
to 

3 January 2017 

= 74 calendar days = 18 calendar days = 24 calendar days = 25 calendar days 
= 52 working days = 12 working days = 20 working 

days 
= 15 working days 

 
Notes: 
a. Eid al-Fitr 1437 H falls on 6 and 7 July 2016 
b. Collective Leave days on 4, 5, and 8 July 2016 

 
Meeting Matrix 
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Total  
 Type of  
meeting  
Per day  

1 MONDAY 

09.00-
12.00 P/A   A        

3 
13.00-
16.00 P/A           
19.30-
22.30 L      L     

2 TUESDAY 

09.00-
12.00            

4 
13.00-
16.00 L   A   L     
19.30-
22.30 P/A   A   L     

3 
WEDNESD

AY 

09.00-
12.00 P/A L P    L     

4 
13.00-
16.00 L L     L     
19.00-
22.30 L           
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Meeting Time and Venue 
 

Article 226 Rules of Procedures of DPRRI 
(1) Meeting time is stipulated as follows: 

Monday-Thursday day  
break 
evening 

09.00 - 16.00 
12.00 - 13.00 
19.30 - 22.30 

Friday day  
break 
evening 

09.00 - 16.00 
11.00 - 13.30 
19.30 - 22.30 

 
(2) Differences of time other than stated above are determined by the meeting 
(3) All parliamentary meetings shall stake place in the parliamentary building 

unless determine otherwise. Meetings may take place outside the 
parliamentary building with approval from the House’s leadership. 

 
Procedure to Revise Meeting Agenda 
 
Pursuant to Article 261 of the Rules of Procedures, factions, complementary 
organs, or the government may propose to the House Leaders changes to the 
meeting agenda determined by the Steering Committee. Changes could be 
concerning time of meeting or a new topic to be included as part of the agenda 
item and discussed in Steering Committee’s meetings. Such proposals must be 
submitted in written, mentioning the time and proposed items, at least 2 (two) 
days prior to meeting. The House’s leadership will then convey the proposal to 
Steering Committee to be decided. The Steering Committee shall discuss and 
determine whether to accept the proposal. In the event that Steering Committee 
meeting cannot be convened, a substitute consultation meeting between the 
House’s leadership and faction leaders is convened. 
 
Further, Article 262 of the Rules of Procedures states that in the case of 
emergency, the House’s Leadership, faction leaders, or the President/Minister 
may propose changes to the House’s ongoing plenary session agenda. The 
meeting needs to make a decision as a response to the proposed changes 

4 
THURSDA

Y 

09.00-
12.00 L L  A   L     

8 
13.00-
16.00        ** ** ** ** 
19.30- 
22.30 P/A           

5 FRIDAY 

09.00-
11.00      **      

1 13.30-16.00      **      
19.30- 
22.30      **      
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 Determining the number of commissions in the Indonesian House 
and their counterparts 
 
Article 92 of the MD3 Law stipulates that the Steering Committee shall 
propose to the plenary session on the number of commissions, scope of 
commissions’ duties, and commissions’ counterparts. These proposals are 
made based on consultation meeting convened at the start of the House’s term 
of office. 
 
The Indonesian House Secretary General designs the number of commissions, 
their scope of responsibilities, and commissions’ counterparts to be discussed 
by the Steering Committee and approved by the plenary session. For 2014-
2019 period, the Indonesian House complementary organs consist of the 
Indonsian House Leaders, 5 Committees, 11 Commissions, an Ethics 
Commission, and Ad-Hoc Committee. 
 

 Assigning Bills to Complementary Organs 
 

Pursuant to Article 92 of MD3 Law and Article 50 of the Rules of Procedures, 
the Steering Committee may determine means to work on a bill or 
performance of other duties of the House stipulated under the law by the 
House’s complementary organs. The Steering Committee may also request 
and/or provide opportunity to the complementary organs to convey 
information/explanation regarding their implementation of duties. 

 
The Indonesian House Secretary General plans the assignment of bills to the 
House’s complementary organs as well as their timeline for completion in 
reference to the National Legislation Program (PROLEGNAS 2014-2019 and 
PRIORITY PROLEGNAS) established by the Legislative Committee. 

 

 Determining timeline for task completion 
 

Pursuant to Article 51 of the Rules of Procedures, the Steering Committee 
determines the timeline to resolve an issue and to complete a bill that is and 
will be handled by the complementary organ. Steering Committee may 
determine the timeline to develop a bill and may also extend that timeline. 
 
The Indonesian House Secretary General designs the timeline for bill 
discussion by the House’s complementary organs in reference to the National 
Legislation Program (PROLEGNAS 2014-2019 and PRIORITY PROLEGNAS) 
established by the Legislative Committee. 

 Transferring assignments to other complementary organs 
 

Article 51 of the Rules of Procedures states that to perform its task of 
providing the opportunity for complementary organs to provide explanation, 
the Steering Committee requests and/or provides opportunity to the 
complementary organs to provide information/explanation regarding the 
performance of their respective duties to the Steering Committee or to 
substitute consultation meeting. Steering Committee may transfer 
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assignments to other complementary organs in the event that bills are not 
completed within timeline after timeline extension is made. Steering 
Committee may also terminate an assignment and transfer it to the House’s 
plenary session. 
 

The Indonesian House Secretary General formulates the rationale/considerations of 
Steering Committee in transferring a bill from one complementary organ to another 
complementary organ and in determining timeline for bill discussion for a 
complementary organ. 
 

 Identifying solutions to resolve institutional issues 
 

Article 92 of the MD3 Law stipulates Steering Committee’s role in addressing 
an issue that, according to the law, requires the government or any other party 
to consult and coordinate with the House of Representatives. Article 51 of the 
Rules of Procedures affirms that to perform consultation management duty, 
Steering Committee shall design the schedule and determine which 
complementary organ(s) and/or faction(s) would represent the House of 
Representatives in the consultation and coordination process. 
 
The Indonesian House Secretary General manages consultation meetings 
between the Government and the Parliament and prepares all technical and 
essential requirements, including managing media coverage, to make sure that 
the meetings could be seamlessly conducted. 

 
I hereby conclude my explanation about the role of the Indonesian House Secretary 
General in terms of supporting the Steering Committee (Consultative Assembly) and 
ensuring that the House could deliver a more effective work. I sincerely hope this 
information is valuable for all of us. 
 
Thank you for your attention. 
 
Mr Eric JANSE (Canada) said that in Canada the administration would not get 
involved in the timelines for legislation, which was a matter for the parties. He 
wondered how the system worked in Indonesia. In Canada the administration was 
there to ensure that business ran smoothly, but efficiency was the business of the 
Government. 
 
Mr Paul EVANS (United Kingdom) said that in the House of Commons, many 
different bodies got involved in determining the length of different types of business. 
The Backbench Business Committee had the role of ensuring that non-party business 
was granted time. He asked how the Indonesian Parliament ensured that such 
business was given sufficient time. 
 
He also asked about budgetary matters. 
 
Dr SWASANANY said that at the end of each year the schedule for the following 
Parliament was drawn up. On 16 August the President had to come to the Parliament 
to give the draft of the state budget. At the end of October, the Government and the 
House of Representatives had to finalise the statement.  
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No MP could speak in a personal capacity except under the banner of their political 
party. The political parties had the obligation to allow all their members the time to 
speak. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Dr SWASANANY for 
her communication. 
 

4. Communication by Mr Bachir SLIMANI, Secretary 
General of the Popular National Assembly of Algeria: 
“Constitutional reform and Parliament in Algeria” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Mr Bachir SLIMANI, 
Secretary General of the Popular National Assembly of Algeria, to make his 
communication. 
 
Mr Bachir SLIMANI (Algeria) spoke as follows: 
 
Introduction 
 
The Constitution is the fundamental law which constitutes the basis of the whole 
regime revolves. It regulates the relationship between the different institutions of the 
State in accordance with the principle of legitimacy; it guarantees, as well, the 
collective rights and individual liberties.  
 
Several characteristics and features define, both in form and content, the 
constitution, distinguishing it from the other laws. Then, States design the 
constitution which is appropriate to their traditions and historical background in 
order to implement, within their societies, the most suitable governance system. As a 
result, constitutional reviews are being carried out to meet the social development 
wishes and consolidating democracy. Therefore, the initiative taken by His 
excellency, the President of the Republic, related to the constitutional review in 2016, 
constitutes a significant turning point in the Algerian political system, through 
restructuring the functioning and role of the constitutional institutions, 
consolidating democracy, enshrining rights, enhancing collective and individual 
liberties, achieving the rule of Law as well as highlighting the role of the State in 
socioeconomic sector; which has been directly felt in the impact on the whole 
Algerian legal system.  
 
Indeed, the review of Constitution had a positive impact on the legal system 
oversighting the Institutions functioning by laying down rules dedicated to ensure 
the balance between the legislative and executive powers and within the two Houses 
of Parliament.   
 
Parliament is the body which represents the legislative power in Algeria; it is 
bicameral consisting of two Houses: National People’s Assembly and Council of the 
Nation. The National People’s Assembly is composed of 462 members elected by 
direct and secret universal suffrage for a five (05) year term. The members are from 
48 constituencies within the country and eight (8) seats are reserved to the Algerian 
community residing abroad. The rule being followed in the National People’s 
Assembly is one seat per 80 thousand people, and one seat to every district 
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containing more than 40 thousand people. The number of seats must not less than 
four (4) in the departments where population density doesn’t reach 350 thousand 
inhabitants.    
 
The Council of the Nation is the second House of the Algerian Parliament. Created 
under the Constitution of 1996, it is composed of 144 members, two-thirds (2/3), 96 
members, are elected indirectly by and from the members of local assemblies 
(communal people's assemblies and the provincial ‟wilaya” assemblies) in every 
department, the remaining third (1/3), 48 members, is appointed by the President. 
The term of the Council is six (06) years; it is renewed by half every three years.   
 
Drawing its legitimacy from the people who empower it to legislate on their behalf, 
the parliament must have all the necessary powers for the performance of its 
functions. Furthermore, the MP’s should be provided by the legal devices required to 
fulfill their missions and responsibilities. 
 
Accordingly, the purpose of those constitutional reforms of 2016, is to strengthen the 
key relationships linking the legislative and executive powers in compliance with the 
separation of powers principle, by enhancing the means of mutual influence which 
can be summarized as follows:  
 
Consultation of the parliamentary majority when appointing the Prime Minister:  
 
The constitution foresees, article 91 thereof, the necessity of consulting the 
parliamentary majority by the President of the Republic when appointing the Prime 
Minister, whereas, the old constitution, article 77, gave absolute power to the 
President to choose the prime minister from any political component whether it 
belongs to the majority or to minority and without taking into account the 
consultation of the parties represented in the parliament.  
 
This new constitutional provision enshrines the obligatory prior consultation of the 
parliamentary majority in order to create the necessary conditions and the right 
atmosphere for the Prime Minister to carry out its work after holding office and it 
helps, at the same time, to achieve harmony required to the proper functioning of 
institutions. This measurement could strengthen competition during legislative 
elections among the different actors of the political arena that endeavor to present 
the best programs to meet the aspirations of citizens and propose accurate solutions 
to their problems. Additionally, this new constitutional provision would help the 
majority of parliamentary to debate and approve the Government’s action plan and 
enable the Prime Minister to exercise his powers within an atmosphere of integration 
and cooperation between the executive and the legislature powers.  
 
Debate on the Government’s action plan: in accordance with terms set out in the 
article 94, the Prime Minister shall table before the National People’s Assembly the 
Government’s action plan dealing with the political, economic and cultural areas; 
that plan sets up the whole laws assessing public affairs, citizen’s concerns, 
institutions of the Republic and organization of public life. Thus, the item dealing 
with the implementing of the President program while preparing the Government 
action plan, laid down in the article 79 of the old Constitution, has been deleted by 
the current constitution. In this way, the provision consecrates the disconnection 
between the Government action plan and the implementing of the President of the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algerian_Parliament
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/President_of_Algeria
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Republic program. It sets up, conjointly, the parliamentary accountability and 
holding the Government to account for noncompliance. 
 
Submission of general policy Statement: subject to Article 98 of constitution, the 
Government must submit, before the National People’s Assembly, a statement about 
its general policy in order to enable the Parliament to monitor and to pursue the 
Government while implementing the action plan approved by the National People’s 
Assembly; this latter may call the government to account in case of noncompliance, 
This new shape was not laid down in the article 84 of the old constitution which had 
set only the submission of general policy statement without highlighting the 
obligation of submission.  
 
It seems clear, reading this article, that the submission of the general policy 
statement before the Council of the Nation is optional. However, the Government 
used to table its statement before the Council of the Nation, the thing which has 
created such a constitutional tradition compelling the Government to make its 
statement. 
 
Grant lawmaking power to the Council of the Nation:  
The constitution grants, article 137 thereof, to the Council of the Nation the right of 
legislating in matters dealing with local organization, spatial planning and 
administrative division. This new measurement constitute an important step towards 
strengthening participatory democracy by giving, all at once, a great importance to 
local elections because two-thirds of the Council members are elected by and from 
the local people’s assemblies members. This approach would change the way the Bills 
are submitted and laws are initiated in accordance with the legislation item.   
 
Restricting the ordinance making-power: the power to legislate by ordinance was 
restricted by the constitution, Article 142, to only matters of urgency, and it is used 
during parliamentary recess or whenever establishing the vacancy of the National 
People’s Assembly. This review has strengthened the principle of powers separation 
and maintains the parliamentary original competencies. However, under article 124 
of the old Constitution, legislating by ordinance has been applied, during 
parliamentary intercession, without any restriction and in all circumstances. 
 
Presence of the Member of Parliament during parliamentary work: the 
constitution provision has provided, article 116 thereof, a new provision compelling 
the MP to fully consecrate himself to his parliamentary missions, to attend all 
parliamentary works and to take part to the permanent committees in order to 
realize the constitutional and legislative principles in force and to fulfill its 
commitments and the pre-election promises. 
 
This new provision is relevant because it is dealing with the issue of vote and 
credibility of laws adopted by the parliament which has the power to enact laws 
related to key issues. As for the Council of the Nation which was ratifying by the 
majority of two-thirds, the Constitution foresees that decisions making, during vote 
procedure, takes effect by the majority of members present.  
 
This new provision states, moreover, sanctions against the MP in case of unjustified 
absence, which requires a precise control of attendances, proxies and sanctions 
within the internal regulation of each House.  
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Prevent party switching: the constitution sets up, article 117 thereof, a new principle 
of revoking the MP mandate when he changes his political affiliation for which he 
has been elected. In this respect, the constitutional provision means that the MP may 
lose his parliamentary membership whenever he jumps from the party from which 
he was elected to join another political affiliation. This measurement aims to compel 
the representative to meet his commitments about the program for which his was 
elected and to respect the trust that people had placed on him. This approach allows 
the enhancement of the parliament credibility, the insurance of constant 
communication between the elector and the representative, and the respect of voters’ 
choice; it avoids, obviously. It is, at the same time, like a response to claims of some 
political movements on the national arena. 
 
However, the resigning MP or who has been expelled from the party for which he has 
been elected is not included in that proceeding. Procedures and rules for the 
application of this provision are defined within the internal rules of each House.  
 
Creating temporary delegations of inquiry: the article 134 of the constitution 
provided the possibility of creating inquiry delegation on a particular issue or in a 
specific circumstance. It is a new proceeding which enhances the MP legal position 
by enabling him to tracking the implementation of laws approved by the parliament. 
It allows, on the one hand, to the relevant committee to view and monitor the 
government action and, on the other hand, it sets up a legal basis to the MP to listen 
to the citizens’ concerns within the electoral constituencies and submit them, 
thereafter, to the public authorities. In addition, he can present law proposals dealing 
with issues which hinder development and meeting the citizens’ aspirations.   
 
Examination of the parliamentary joint committee work:  the constitutionalist, in 
virtue of article 138, has reorganized the work of this committee, especially after 
granting the Council of the Nation the power to legislate in some areas defined in the 
article 137, by stating, clearly, the obligation of holding committee within a period of 
fifteen (15) days at the utmost from the date on which the Prime Minister request 
was submitted. The joint committee must advance a law proposal regarding the 
provisions subject of disagreement within a period of fifteen (15) days from the date 
of committee holding. In case of a continued disagreement between the two Houses, 
the new provisions grants the National People’s Assembly, on a request of the 
Government, a power to give a final judgement on the issue. In this framework, the 
Assembly has a choice to adopt either the text elaborated by the joint committee or 
the final voted text, the item which was not mentioned in the old constitution; the 
article 120 did not define the deadline for holding and closing debate, the initiative 
for meeting was left to the Prime Minister.  
 
This new procedure aims to avoid any situation that would delay the law elaborating 
process and damage citizens’ interests. 
 
Adoption of a single session: Instead of the system of two sessions a year (spring and 
autumn), each lasting a minimum four (4) months under the article 118 of the old 
constitution; the amended constitution, article 135 thereof, has consecrated a system 
of one parliamentary session lasting 10 months, ensuring, therefor, the continuation 
of and the perpetuity of the parliament activities in order to accomplish, efficiently, 
the missions assigned to it.  
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The constitution has fixed the opening of the parliamentary session to the second 
working day of September. Furthermore, it allows to the Prime Minister to ask for 
extending the session duration by a few days in order to achieve the examination of a 
particular item within the agenda. 
 
Setting deadlines of answer to MPs oral and written questions and to the 
interpellation: the Government must, under articles 151 and 152 of the Constitution, 
answer the questions and interpellation within thirty (30) days from the date of their 
submission, so as not to lose the question target and to strengthen the parliament 
role and efficiency. Otherwise, the old constitution did not fix any deadline to the 
government answer to questions and inquiries; the thing that led to many problems, 
particularly those linked to the accumulation of questions and the lateness of 
government to reply.  
 
Consolidation of parliamentary opposition rights: the two Houses of the Parliament 
must, under the article 114 of constitution, call to a monthly session to debate on an 
agenda presented by a group or more of the opposition. Under the same article, the 
MPs enjoy the right to have recourse to the Constitutional Council to examine the 
constitutionality of texts adopted by the parliament. Moreover, the article 187 of the 
constitution ordered the number of 50 members from the National People’s 
Assembly and 30 Members from the Council of the Nation to exercise this right; 
enabling so the opposition to submit any case of unconstitutionality of legislative 
text. 
The constitutionalist consecrates, through those two procedures, a special system by 
granting the opposition the rights which allow it to take part efficiently in the 
parliamentary activity and the political life.  This approach will go along with 
upgrading democracy practice and defending the fundamental rights guaranteed by 
the constitution. 
 
Conclusion:  
 
In sum, the constitution review has produced a deep change in the functioning of 
powers and institutions and in their relationships as well; the thing that inquires a 
comprehensive revision of the laws which frame those powers, organize them, set up 
the rules of their functioning and enact new laws to regulate the new areas of the 
constitution. 
 
Mr Jake VAUGHAN (United Kingdom) said that in the UK there was no 
committee of members to settle disputes between the Houses. He asked if the 
committee’s recommendations were binding on the two Houses. He also asked if the 
committee had any rules or recognised understandings to guide it. 
 
Mr Manuel CAVERO (Spain) underlined that this was a question which touched 
on the relationship of the Prime Minister with Parliament. He wanted to know if the 
Prime Minister could be held to account in the case of the non-implementation of a 
Government action plan. 
 
Mr Mohammed Ali YAGOUB (Sudan) said that it was known that the Algerian 
Parliament was bicameral, which was also the case for the Sudanese Parliament. 
There was a Joint Standing Committee which dealt with legislative matters. He asked 
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about the committee for settling conflicts, and what instruments it had to settle 
conflict. He also asked about what happened during recess. In Sudan temporary 
decrees could be made, which were subsequently agreed at the first available sitting. 
 
Mr William BEFOUROUACK (Madagascar) explained that, in Madagascar, 
parliamentarians had to remain affiliated to their political group until the end of each 
parliament because there was no option for changing affiliation during the course of 
their mandate. He wanted to know the rules on this issue in Algeria. He added that a 
parliamentarian appointed to be a Minister but who lost his portfolio could return to 
Parliament after the period of a year, which would pose problems in relation to 
envisaged reforms. 
 
Mr Amjed Pervez MALIK (Pakistan) talked about floor-crossing within the 
Pakistani Parliament. If an MP wished to cross the floor, he now had to resign his 
membership of the National Assembly and become re-elected as a member of the 
new party. 
 
When it came to conflict between the two Houses, a joint session of the two Houses 
was called, and a bill could be passed by majority vote. 
 
Mr SLIMANI said that implementing the recommendations of the Joint Committee 
was not obligatory, although if they appeared to provide a solution, both Houses 
would accept. However, resolving the conflict was within the competence of the lower 
House. There could be voting from both Houses, but the lower House was deemed to 
be more representative of the general population. 
 
Votes of no confidence were something that were allowed for by the Constitution. 
 
If there was a bill that had been approved by the National Assembly, it would go to 
the Popular Council, and then a Joint Committee would be convened. 
 
Where the Head of the Republic had the authority to issue legislative decrees during 
recess, these would need to be approved immediately afterwards. 
 
An MP who left his political party had no power and if he wished to change parties, 
he had to resign. The Constitution provided that a Minister could not return to 
parliament once he had lost his portfolio. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr SLIMANI for his 
communication. 
 

5. Presentation on recent developments in the Inter-
Parliamentary Union (IPU) 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Ms Kareen JABRE, from 
the IPU, to make her presentation. 
 
Ms Kareen JABRE (IPU) said that she would talk about two priorities. The first 
was the IPU’s strategy, which would be agreed during the session, which would deal 
with the consultation that the IPU had carried out on sexism. 
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The IPU had been reviewing its five-year strategy, and had come up with a new 
proposed strategy. This could be found on the website. It included eight strategic 
objectives and a series of enablers, which were a new feature. The objectives were 
about building strong, democratic parliaments, gender equality, and human rights. 
The new strategy aimed to focus on the purpose of a democratic Parliament.  
 
The strategy was the result of a consultative process with IPU members and would be 
adopted on Thursday by the IPU Council. There was a new mechanism for the 
implementation of the strategy, which was a review after a two-year period, enabling 
amendments to be made if necessary. 
 
Many of the objectives were very ambitious and should be considered to constitute a 
vision. 
 
The IPU had just completed some research on sexism, harassment and violence 
against women parliamentarians. It was a new initiative, and ASGP members had 
provided feedback. It was a first attempt to take stock of the situation. 
 
Violence against women affected one in three of all women in the world, and took 
many different forms. Violence against women in politics was a specific sort of 
violence, which targeted women because of their gender, and the impact was to 
discourage women from becoming active in politics. It was a global problem and a 
violation of human rights, and increasing numbers of men and women were 
beginning to speak out about it. 
 
The research would be launched two days’ later during a debate on parity. 55 women 
from 39 countries had been interviewed for between an hour and 90 minutes each. 
Secretaries general had given feedback on the mechanisms present in parliament to 
address the issue. 
 
81% of those interviewed had experienced violence of various forms. Social media 
was the primary source of threats against women. There were factors that made 
women more vulnerable. Younger, minority and opposition women were the most 
vulnerable. 
 
The first step in addressing the issue was to recognise the problem. Various solutions 
had been identified from within parliaments. 
 
The focus of the research had been women MP. The IPU hoped to expand the study 
to look at violence against staff. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Ms JABRE for her 
presentation. 
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6. Communication by Mr Luiz Fernando BANDEIRA DE 
MELLO, Secretary General of the Brazilian Senate: “The 
2016 impeachment of the Brazilian President” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Mr Luiz Fernando 
BANDEIRA DE MELLO, Secretary General of the Brazilian Senate, to make his 
communication. 
 
Mr Luiz Fernando BANDEIRA DE MELLO (Brazil) spoke as follows: 
 
Brazilian History records two cases of impeachment of the President of the Republic 
whose opening was approved by the House of Representatives: the first one, in 1992, 
against President Fernando Collor, and the second one, earlier this year of 2016, 
against President Dilma Rousseff. 

An impeachment process has a very particular nature in Brazilian Law: although it’s 
notoriously a political trial, conducted by Senators, it occurs within legal procedure, 
that imposes the right to a fair trial and specifies other formalities that, as much as 
possible, resembles a trial in which the Senate sits as a jury while the Chief Justice of 
the Supreme Court presides over it. 

However, of course, being the impeachment a political process, if there is a large 
majority, many stages can be accelerated, without prejudice to their fulfillment. The 
1992 process, moved against Collor, had such a majority for the deposition of the 
President that the first phase, in which the Senate decides whether to admit or not 
the process, took only 24 hours, whereas in the 2016 process this phase lasted from 
April 18 until May 11, due to controversies between the supporting and opposition 
parties to President Dilma Rousseff. 

What I intend to briefly report today is the experience I had supporting the 2016 
impeachment as the Secretary-general of the Senate and simultaneously the 
Registrar of the process and, thus, report the challenges involving parliamentary 
support and logistics we had to overcome. 

The first stage of impeachment occurs in the House of Representatives, where they 
must examine a complaint for criminal responsibility and authorize, or not, by a 2/3 
majority, the opening of the process that will be conducted by the Senate. 

Once the process is received in the Senate, an ad hoc committee of 21 senators is 
formed, which should initially evaluate the admissibility of the impeachment request 
authorized by the House of Representatives (the House of Representatives doesn’t 
determine that the President should be sent to Senate trial, instead, the House of 
Representatives authorize the Senate to do so). So, the committee shall elect its 
chairman, which shall appoint a reporter who will have the mission to offer an 
opinion on the admissibility of the impeachment request. This opinion will be voted 
at the ad hoc committee and, if approved, will be brought to the Plenary, which will 
decide at that stage by a simple majority of its members. 

In the 2016 impeachment, the ad hoc committee was quickly assembled and has 
elected its chairman, a member of the largest party in the House, the PMDB. 
However, the choice of the reporter rendered much more controversial, because of an 
alleged suspicion uppon the chosen Senator, which is a member of the main 
opposing party to President Dilma Rousseff, the PSDB. This complaint of suspicion, 
however, was rejected by both the ad hoc committee and by the Plenary itself. 
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The core of the impeachment involved the management of the government budget. 
The President would have spent more than the amounts authorized by Congress and 
would have delayed mandatory transfer of funds to public banks in order to simulate 
better balance in the government’s accounts. The committee heard experts appointed 
by the prosecution and the defense, and, by the end of two weeks of work and 70 
hours of session, it concluded in favor of the admissibility of the case. 

At the Plenary, we had one of the longest sessions in the history of the Senate: the 
decision on the admissibility of the process that would result in the temporary 
removal of the President Dilma Rousseff until the final judgment. Punctually at ten 
o'clock in the morning the Senate’s President rang the opening bells. Few senators 
were out of their seats, the atmosphere of solemnity was evident, despite the typical 
tension that precedes the controversial sessions. 

The session had been carefully planned: we had gathered the various speech times in 
order to make a one-step thread, with the total time of fifteen minutes for each 
senator. The goal was to ensure enough time to each senator to develop their 
reasoning, avoiding the usual extensions of a few minutes, which would not be 
allowed. So we could have deeper and more substantial speeches. 

It was necessary to emphasize the role of a judging Chamber, thoughtful and 
moderate, as indeed the Brazilian Federal Senate is characterized. To provide 
transparency and predictability to the list of speakers, we have adapted the electronic 
panel of the Plenary to show the order of speeches, checking each speaker after 
passage through the tribune. 

On the session’s eve, we had already announced that the vote would be electronic. So, 
no statements of vote, thus avoiding a false effect of suspense. As President Renan 
Calheiros said at the opening of that session, it would be very difficult to ensure a 
painless decision, but at least it was intended to be a republican decision, after a 
quiet, thoughtful session, permeated by the public and democratic spirit, regardless 
of party ideologies that naturally would color the tone of the pronouncements. 

The estimate we made earlier was of a 20 hours session, as was anticipated by the 
press. Behind the scenes, a real war operation: dozens of consultants, almost a 
hundred stenographers, about two hundred public servants of legislative and 
administrative areas, our whole teams of police and media coverage were 
summoned, ready to spend an intense day of work and a sleepless night watching the 
Brazilian history being written before our eyes and, to some extent, a little by our 
own hands. 

At each hour, four senators took turns at the lectern, while the media tried out to 
anticipate the score that would be set at dawn. In the airtight Plenary designed by 
architect Oscar Niemeyer, we did not see the sun set nor rise again. The glow was 
coming by spotlight of television cameras and the intensity of the memorable 
speeches made by senators aware of the important moment we were living. 

Outside the plenary there were hundreds of people in favor of and against the 
impeachment, together with professional press from around the world, as well as 
nine media trucks broadcasting live, and even an emergency electric generator to 
provide power for the session in the case of a sudden problem. 

With the passage of time, and with the session advancing through the night, signs of 
fatigue - in senators and staff - became more and more evident. The long session 
affected not only the senators. Each one kept their offices and working teams, 
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plenary employees, waiters serving gallons of coffee, communication advisors 
producing articles and interacting on social networks, senators manifesting by 
private or institutional media.  

At the end of 20 hours, the Plenary has confirmed the Commission's opinion, with 
virtually the same proportion of votes. Minutes later, the warrants that would be 
delivered in the late morning were issued, removing the President and putting the 
Vice-President temporarily in her place. 

The ad hoc committee was set up to work again, now within a format of a legal trial. 
It worked for 211 hours of sessions and heard 44 witnesses. Incidental questions now 
could be addressed to the President of the Supreme Court and different parties 
effectively managed 19 remedies. The impeachment process reached 27,000 sheets of 
paper in 73 volumes with 4,300 pages of shorthand pages. 

These large numbers reveal a part of the huge challenge it was for the Senate staff to 
support senators during the four and a half months in which the impeachment 
proceedings were developed in that House. 

Surely, however, the biggest challenge was to deal with new situations of an 
impeachment process that was absolutely distinct from the 1992 case. That case had 
not been simple, of course, since its uniqueness also brought many perplexities. 
However, the technicality of the subject involved in the 2016 case, the number of 
procedural discussions, the hardness of the clashes, brought to this process a load of 
immeasurable difficulty. All this was combined with absolute transparency, since all 
procedures were broadcast live on TV, radio and the Internet, and all documents 
were made available in a matter of minutes on the internet, thanks to the 
technological advances since 1992. At that time, procedural documents only reached 
the public domain through the National Congress Journal, days later and only in 
printed version. 

When the work of the ad hoc committee was finished, with the decision to 
recommend to the Plenary the application of the penalty of impeachment, Plenary 
sessions began to be chaired by Minister Ricardo Lewandowski, President of the 
Supreme Court, as required by the Brazilian Constitution. At that time, an additional 
difficulty appeared: the difference of culture of both houses, reflected in the way 
behavior of their Presidents and consequently in the way that the Secretariat should 
provide its assistance.  

The trial lasted from the 25th to the 31st of August, over 109 hours of session, when 
the senators heard 8 testimonies, as well as the President herself. Few moments were 
comparable in stress to the session of August 29, when Dilma Rousseff, already 
overruled, attended the Plenary to give her personal testimony and respond to 
senators who interrogated her for over 13 hours. Security concerns, with 
displacements, with possible riots in the galleries and the even with the course of 
session itself demanded that we prepare ourselves for the worst scenarios. 
Fortunately, thanks in part to the work of the Legislative Police, the session 
proceeded in an atmosphere of civility and respect for the democratic debate. 

I would pick, perhaps, one element which in my opinion demonstrates how the 
proceedings of the impeachment process were well balanced: from reception of the 
process in the Senate, on April 18, until the day of the final judgment, on August 31, 
there wasn’t any contestation or judicial review of the applied procedure, which 
greatly rejoiced everyone in the secretariat. 
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Of course, from beginning to the end, the impeachment was opposed by many and 
applauded by many others, which is natural in clashes involving passions and 
political ideologies. In this one, specially, there was a lot of legal discussions about 
the existence of a misconduct and its authorship, but the charges against former 
President Dilma Rousseff turned out to be well upheld by more than two thirds of the 
members of the Senate. 

One of the most controversial events was the Senate’s decision of applying the 
penalty of dismissing the President Rousseff from office, without applying, however, 
applied the penalty of loss of political rights for eight years. Many specialists 
understood that this separation of penalties would be impossible, since the 
Constitution established one joint penalty of removal from office with loss of political 
rights. Anyway, the Senate’s decision is sovereign and not suitable to judicial review. 

Decisions taken in a matter like this would never satisfy everyone. It seems to me, 
however, that we will have achieved a great evolution if, years from now, we look 
back and conclude that the decisions taken in 2016 have contributed to national 
peace and Brazil’s development as a society. 

From the institutional point of view of the Senate, I have no doubt that the Brazilian 
people was able to recognize the seriousness that conducted the process in the 
Senate. Hopefully this will result into a strengthening of Brazilian democracy. 
 
Mrs Claressa SURTEES (Australia) asked whether, given the special nature of the 
decision, a special majority was required. She also asked whether the police were 
present on the parliamentary estate, and whether that was the result of any special 
understanding that had been drawn up. 
 
Mr Philippe SCHWAB (Switzerland) wanted to know more about the right to a 
defence. The President had appeared before the Special Committee in plenary 
session. He wanted to know if she had been able to call witnesses and conduct her 
own counter-examination. He also asked if the defence had used delaying tactics. 
 
Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON (Netherlands) asked about the role of the “suspect”. 
He had understood that she had been found guilty of impeachable offences. He 
wanted to know what her role had been in the earlier phases of the process, and 
whether she had been given the right to represent herself. He also wanted to know 
who had played the role of prosecutor. 
 
Mr William BEFOUROUACK (Madagascar) wanted to know the nature of the 
decision made about the procedure for stripping the President of her post. He 
underlined the hybrid character of the proceedings, which were at once 
parliamentary and judicial. He asked if the President had gone to the Senate, and if 
the prosecution had been envisaged by the Constitution, or elsewhere. 
 
Mr Lutgardo B. BARRO (Philippines) said that in the Philippines there had been 
two impeachment proceedings: one against the President, who was removed, and the 
other against the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the Philippines. 
 
As in Brazil, the impeachment proceedings began in the lower House, which took on 
the role of prosecutor. When the articles of impeachment were sent to the Senate, the 
Senate had no choice but to try the impeachment itself. 
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It had to be admitted that impeachment proceedings were a political affair, which 
meant that the House of Representatives could use its majority either way. 
 
In the Philippines there was no temporary removal of the President or the Chief 
Justice because the view was taken that there needed to be evidence. If the Brazilian 
President had agreed to temporarily vacate the office, he wanted to know who had 
taken over. He also wanted to know if the President could have prevented the 
impeachment from taking place. 
 
Mr BANDEIRA DE MELLO (Brazil) replied that a qualified majority of two out of 
three had been necessary, first in the Chamber of Deputies when it authorised the 
Senate to judge the President, and then in the Senate, when it took the final decision 
about the impeachment. In the Senate, 54 votes had therefore been necessary to 
agree a removal (in the event, there had been 61 votes in favour of this course of 
action). Only the decision of the Senate to accept that it would begin proceedings had 
been taken on the basis of a simple majority. 
 
In relation to security, he explained that special precautions had been taken before 
the final vote because the country was divided on the procedure and the atmosphere 
was tense. The Senate had its own police force, provided for by the Constitution in 
order to avoid abuses of power. The entire force had thus been mobilised. Outside 
Parliament, however, it was the local police force which had handled the necessary 
security. 
 
He confirmed that the President had been given the right to defend herself. In the 
first instance, in the Chamber of Deputies, she had been given a period of thirty days 
to prepare her initial defence, provided by the Advocate General of the Republic, and 
had been able to invite witnesses. In the Senate two ministers had been added to her 
defence, as well as further witnesses. 
 
Once proceedings in the Senate had opened, the President changed status. She 
became the accused and was replaced by the Vice-President in the exercise of her 
functions. At that stage, she could no longer be defended by the Advocate General, 
who had accordingly decided to resign his post in order to defend her in a private 
capacity. During this period, of the 44 witnesses heard, 40 had been called by the 
defence. During the plenary session, the President had been able to respond to 
questions. 
 
He confirmed that certain delaying tactics had been used but that, without a 
majority, they had not been effective. 
 
He said that the impeachment had been political, but that the Constitution had fixed 
a judicial process to be followed. The session had been presided over by the President 
of the Supreme Court in order to ensure respect for the Constitution and the right to 
a defence, but the judgement had nonetheless been political in nature. 
 
He explained that, in Brazil, the Senate had the option to refuse to conduct the 
impeachment process. On the other hand, once the procedure had begun in the 
Senate, the President was subject to a provisional impeachment. The Vice-President, 
thus took over during the proceedings. 
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Mr Masibulele XASO (South Africa) asked about electronic voting, and whether or 
not there was an option to vote by secret ballot in order to avoid interference with 
voting. He asked if the type of voting was stipulated in the rules. 
 
Mr Kutushev ABDYMANAP (Kyrgyzstan) asked how many MPs from amongst 
the supporters of the President had voted to impeach her. He also asked what the 
President was doing now. 
 
Mr Jean NGUVULU KHOJI (Democratic Republic of Congo) wanted to know 
what had been the role of the Secretary General during the process. He asked Mr 
Bandeira de Mello for his personal option on the impeachment, and whether he 
thought that it had the characteristics of harassment and sexism within the political 
arena. 
 
Mr José Manuel ARAÚJO (Portugal) asked if the Committee had comparable or 
superior powers to those of a Commission of Inquiry. 
 
Mr BANDEIRA DE MELLO (Brazil) explained that, in the Chamber of Deputies, 
the vote had taken place in the hemicycle. Each MP had been required to go up to the 
tribune and declare their vote. This procedure had created a degree of suspense, but 
attracted criticism because of the mere ten seconds that each MP had been allocated 
to declare their vote. In the Senate, therefore, it had been decided to give each 
Senator 15 minutes to explain their vote. The veto had been voted by secret ballot. 
Secret ballot still existed in the Senate but its uses were rare, for example in the case 
of appointments made to the Supreme Court or to the role of Ambassador. 367 MPs 
had voted in favour of impeachment, 170 of which were from the same political party 
as the President. 
 
He said that the sexist character of the proceedings had been denounced, but that in 
his opinion the problem was a political one specifically that the President could no 
longer govern without a majority, and bore no relation to the gender of the President. 
To this political problem, which could easily have been resolved by means of a simple 
motion of no confidence, was added the fact that the President had authorised 
expenditure that exceeded the provisions made in the budget. The same issue had 
arisen during previous governments, but to a lesser extent. 
 
He specified that, during the preliminary phase, before proceedings had begun, the 
Special Committee had no special powers, and could not even invite witnesses to give 
evidence. As soon as proceedings had begun in the Senate, however, the Committee 
transformed itself and acquired powers of inquiry such as the ability to call 
witnesses. 
 
He explained that the Secretary General had the role of Clerk during the 
impeachment process: he made sure that internal procedures were respected, signed 
notifications and defined the various formalities to be observed. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr BANDEIRA DE 
MELLO for his communication. 
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7. Concluding remarks 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, closed the sitting. 
 
 
The sitting ended at 5.21 pm.  
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THIRD SITTING 

Tuesday 25 October 2016 (morning) 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, was in the Chair 
 

The sitting was opened at 10.02 am 
 

1. Introductory remarks 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, welcomed everyone to the 
sitting. 
 

2. Orders of the day 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, noted that there were no 
modifications to the orders of the day: 
 
The orders of the day were agreed to. 
 

3. New Member(s) 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, said that the secretariat had 
received requests for membership which had been put before the Executive 
Committee and agreed to, as follows: 
 
Dr Sabah Jumaah ALBAWI Secretary General of the Council of 

Representatives, Iraq 
      (replacing Mr Ayad Namik MAJID) 
 
Mr Abdymanap KUTUSHEV Secretary General of the Supreme Council, 

Kyrgyzstan 
 
Ms Jeanette EMBERSON Deputy Secretary General of the Parliament 

of Fiji 
 
Mr Lutgardo B. BARBO Secretary General of the Senate of the 

Philippines 
      (replacing Mr Oscar YABES) 
 
Mr Roy NGULUBE Deputy Secretary General of the National 

Assembly, Zambia 
 
The new members were agreed to. 
 

4. Communication by Mr Eric JANSE, Clerk Assistant, 
Committees and Legislative Services Directorate, the 
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House of Commons of Canada: “Supporting an Inclusive 
Parliament” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Mr Eric JANSE, Clerk 
Assistant, Committees and Legislative Services Directorate, the House of Commons 
of Canada, to make his communication. 
 
Mr Eric JANSE (Canada) spoke as follows: 
 
[The text of this contribution has not been provided to the Secretariat and is 
therefore not available here.] 
 
Mr Luiz Fernando BANDEIRA DE MELLO (Brazil) explained that the current 
President of the Brazilian Senate had authorised works to make Parliament more 
accessible, and that the tribune was, in any case, wheelchair accessible already. A 
system of eye-recognition for votes had also been put into place to allow Senators 
who did not have the use of their hands to vote during secret ballots. He wanted to 
know if the Canadian Parliament used secret ballot. 
 
Mr Antonio CARVALHO E SILVA NETO (Brazil) said that for the first time the 
Chamber of Deputies had a fully disabled MP. He asked whether or not there was a 
permanent staff that dealt with accessibility issues. 
 
Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON (Netherlands) said that at the beginning of the year 
the Senate had been required to approve the UN Treaty on the rights of people with a 
handicap and since that point many people in wheelchairs had asked to attend 
debates. He asked about the position of pregnant women. In the Netherlands the 
constitution had been amended to allow female MPs to take maternity leave and to 
be replaced for a duration of 16 weeks. 
 
Mr Paul EVANS (United Kingdom) said that in the UK there had been a deaf 
member, who had needed a written text of the debate; and a wheelchair-user. He had 
been impressed by the amendments made to Standing Orders. In the UK the physical 
space was very crowded, but the problem was more acute for visiting members of the 
public. 
 
A recent report called “A Good Parliament” had discussed cultural barriers, such as 
rituals, language and underlying assumptions. The UK Speaker had been very 
supportive of the ideas in the report. Where MPs incurred additional costs there had 
never been any problem with the idea that the House would bear the costs. 
 
Dr Winantuningtyas Titi SWASANANY (Indonesia) said that inclusivity was a 
budgetary challenge. In Indonesia steps had been taken to improve inclusivity, such 
as the provision of a nursing room and childcare, although these facilities were not 
provided free of charge. 
 
Ms Jane LUBOWA KIBIRIGE (Uganda) said that the Parliament had a breast-
feeding facility, which was a response to the fact that 60% of members were relatively 
young. There were also several MPs with disabilities, who were guided around the 
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estate by their aides. One deaf member was permitted to take his aide with him into 
the chamber. 
 
Mrs Claressa SURTEES (Australia) said that, in relation to infants being cared for 
by a parent, the Standing Orders had been amended to permit infants under the care 
of an MP to be allowed onto the floor. The House had also passed a resolution in 
relation to nursing MPs, allowing the MP in question to lodge a proxy vote via their 
whip. 
 
Mr Modibo SIDIBE (Mali) wanted to know if the measures taken to make 
Parliament more inclusive had been included in the internal procedures of 
Parliament. 
 
Mr Gengezi MGIDLANA (South Africa) said that in South Africa there was 
translation and interpretation for 11 languages, but that there had recently been 
requests made for the addition of further languages, such as Portuguese and Chinese. 
For childcare, a school had been provided from 1994 onwards, but demand had 
decreased so the facilities had been discontinued. Demand was rising again, but it 
was being asked whether such services should be provided if the children who used 
them were not the children of MPs. 
 
Inclusiveness had not been institutionalised, but had instead been reactive. 
 
Mr Sosthène CYITATIRE (Rwanda) underlined the democratic character of any 
attempt to make Parliament more inclusive. He nonetheless emphasised the cost of 
taking such measures and said that this was difficult for Parliaments in developing 
countries to surmount. He wanted to know if the works had been conducted at the 
expense of the State, and what the opinion of the financial contributors had been. He 
also asked what had happened to the MPs’ requests for changes to sitting times and 
the admissibility of children. 
 
Mr Jean NGUVULU KHOJI (Democratic Republic of Congo) asked if there was a 
department specifically charged with these issues within the Canadian Parliament. 
 
Mr JANSE replied that there was no electronic voting in Canada, and that the only 
time that a secret ballot was used was for the election of the President of the 
Chamber. For that vote, the handicapped MP who could not move from their place 
would fill out their ballot paper in their place. 
 
Accommodation for Members and visitors was a matter for collaboration between 
the Occupational Safety and Health department, the IT department and the 
procedural offices. 
 
There was no consensus on the idea of allowing replacements for MPs on maternity 
leave, but this might be tackled in the second phase of the House’s work. It had been 
expected that Friday sittings might be cancelled, but on this, too, there was no 
consensus. 
 
The day care and nanny services that were provided were paid for by the MPs and 
staff members concerned, but other costs were met by the Parliament. The decision 
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to provide a nanny service was a response to MP demand: many said that they would 
not need full-time on-site childcare. 
 
The issue of vote by procuration had been envisaged, and it had been agreed that this 
would be useful given the scale of the country 
 
In Canada, generally the burden of responsibility for costs had been placed on the 
institution to allow for fairness and equality of access. 
 
He admitted that such expensive measures had been the source of some controversy 
amongst the financial contributors who believed that parliamentarians were 
sufficiently well-paid to finance services such as childcare themselves. 
 
Parliamentary staff did not benefit from the same services as MPs, and 
improvements to MPs working conditions did not necessarily entail improvements to 
the working conditions of the secretariat. For example, the removal of Friday sittings 
had meant that Wednesday sittings were increased, which entailed additional hours 
for staff. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr JANSE for his 
communication and thanked members for the questions they had asked. 
 

5. General debate: The role of Parliament in international 
negotiations 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Mr Philippe SCHWAB, 
Secretary General of the Federal Assembly of Switzerland, to open the debate. 
 
Mr Philippe SCHWAB (Switzerland) spoke as follows: 
 
Conducting negotiations with other states or with international organisations is 
generally the prerogative of government. This situation is derived from a traditional 
allocation of roles in which the government has the power to direct foreign policy 
while domestic policy is the responsibility of parliament. This distinction has made 
foreign policy the preserve of the executive, an exception within the democratic 
system largely beyond the influence of parliament. Parliamentary approval for 
international treaties has long been the only link between government and 
parliament on foreign policy. 

 
Over time, parliaments’ contribution to the framing of international negotiations has 
expanded and intensified. This development can be attributed to the evolution of 
international law, the increase in cooperation between states, greater regional 
integration and to the growing influence of foreign policy on national legislation. 
Today, a significant number of decisions that fall under domestic policy – and 
therefore within the jurisdiction of parliaments – are dependent on decisions taken 
outside of parliament and have to be transposed into domestic law; certain authors 
have termed this process the ‘domestication of international policy’. Once taken, 
international decisions can no longer be changed by national parliaments and have 
to be applied in domestic law. In these circumstances, it seems logical that 
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parliaments have sought to influence the course of negotiations and pre-empt the 
content of decisions that they will later have to put into practice. 
 
The increasing involvement of parliaments in foreign policy is also in line with the 
trend towards democratising international relations and making them more 
transparent and inclusive. 

 
In Switzerland, Parliament has a wide range of instruments for influencing 
international negotiations. It can actively use them at various stages in the process 
and in various ways. 
 
Before negotiations 

 
Under the Swiss Constitution and Swiss law, Parliament should ‘participate in 
shaping foreign policy’ (Art. 166 para. 1 of the Swiss Federal Constitution). It should 
‘follow international developments and participate in the decision-making process on 
important foreign policy issues’ (Art. 24 para. 1 Parliament Act). To exercise this 
power, Parliament uses long-established parliamentary instruments such as 
questions to the government, parliamentary procedural requests, mandates or 
plenary debates.  

 
In addition, the government is required by law to report regularly to Parliament on 
its foreign policy (Art. 148 para. 3 Parliament Act) and on its foreign economic policy 
(Art. 10 para. 1 Federal Act on International Trade Measures). The foreign policy 
committees of the two chambers carry out a preliminary examination of these 
reports, which are then debated in plenary session. These committees also organise 
regular exchanges of views with government ministers and senior civil servants on 
the directions taken in foreign, trade and European policy (Art. 152 para. 1 
Parliament Act).  

 
The foreign policy committees must be consulted when defining mandates for 
negotiations. The Parliament Act in fact stipulates that the government must ‘consult 
the committees responsible for foreign policy on important plans, (…) and on the 
guidelines and directives relating to mandates for important international 
negotiations before it decides on or amends the same’ (Art. 152 para. 3 Parliament 
Act). The same also applies to mandates likely to create legal obligations for 
Switzerland and to negotiations on the recommendations and decisions of specialist 
agencies (‘soft law’). The government is not bound by the opinions of the committees 
and is free to reject them if need be. The debates on the mandates for negotiations 
are confidential and may not be held in public session. 
 
During negotiations 
 
During the actual negotiation phase, the Swiss parliament has no role to play. No 
provision has been made for members of parliament to join governmental 
delegations at ministerial meetings or international summits. In 1978, a panel of 
experts7 proposed allowing members of parliament to attend negotiations on 

                                                   
7Final report of the review committee on the future of the Swiss parliament, 29.6.1978  

(FF 1978 II 1139). 
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international treaties as observers, but the idea was rejected for reasons related to 
the separation of powers. However, the foreign policy committees can ask the 
government at any time to keep them up to date on progress with negotiations (‘(the 
government) shall inform (the foreign policy) committees of the status of its plans 
and of the progress made in negotiations’, Art. 152 para. 3 Parliament Act). This 
power is derived both from the Parliament Act and from the Constitution, which 
provides that Parliament should ‘supervise the maintenance of foreign relations’ 
(Art. 166 para. 1 Swiss Federal Constitution). 
 
After negotiations 
 
Once negotiations have been concluded, Parliament is required to ‘approve 
international treaties, with the exception of those that are concluded by the 
(government) under a statutory provision or an international treaty’ (Art. 166 para. 2 
Swiss Federal Constitution). It then attends to the task of implementing the treaties 
in domestic law. The procedure for approving treaties follows the normal legislative 
procedure, with a preliminary examination by committees, followed by a public 
debate in the two chambers. Occasionally Parliament rejects an important treaty, but 
this is rather rare.  

 
Treaties of minor importance, which do not have to be approved by Parliament, are 
the subject of an annual public report (Art. 48a para. 2 Government and 
Administration Organisation Act). The report also covers decisions taken by joint 
committees and other bodies set up by treaties, provided these decisions are 
equivalent in value to an international treaty or to an amendment to an existing 
international treaty. This report is examined by the competent parliamentary 
committees, then debated in public session. 

 
In addition to these various mechanisms, Parliament has certain traditional 
instruments that it can also use to exert an indirect influence on international 
negotiations, such as its power to approve the budget or specific items of 
expenditure. 
 
This brief description shows that the Swiss parliament has become a key player in 
defining Swiss foreign policy. The way in which it is organised conforms largely to 
the principles set by the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU).  

 
According to the IPU8, for a parliament to exercise an effective role in international 
affairs it must: 

1. have a clear legal basis for parliamentary involvement;  
2. be informed sufficiently in advance of government policies and negotiating 

positions and have accurate information about the policies and their 
background;  

3. have the necessary organisation and resources to address the issues, 
including sufficient expertise among the individual parliamentarians 
involved through their work in specialised committees;  

                                                   
8 Parliament and democracy in the twenty-first century: A guide to good practice, Inter-

Parliamentary Union, Geneva, 2006, p. 158. 
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4. have an opportunity to put questions to ministers and negotiators, and 
thus be able to express its political (though not necessarily legally binding) 
views to the government;  

5. be included as a matter of course in governmental delegations to 
international organisations. 

 
In the light of these principles, it seems that the time when the Swiss parliament only 
ever intervened in a formal manner, retrospectively approving treaties without 
knowing anything as to their purpose and impact, is largely over. Yet it is hard to 
assess the precise scope of its influence. It is certain, however, that the growing 
involvement of Parliament in foreign policy provides a stronger democratic basis for 
reaching decisions on international matters and thus guarantees greater legitimacy 
for the results of negotiations. 
 
The involvement of parliaments in international affairs raises two fundamental 
questions: 

 
The first relates to the separation of powers. The closer involvement of parliaments 
in defining foreign policy poses the risk that members of parliament will disregard 
their roles as lawmakers and come to confuse their responsibilities with those of the 
executive. For this reason, it is vital that the influence of parliaments is brought to 
bear ex ante, so that the executive knows clearly what Parliament expects of it, and 
then ex post, at the point where the treaties negotiated have to be approved and 
implemented. By intervening earlier in the process, parliaments can justify their 
approval of a treaty on the grounds that it takes account of the demands made before 
the negotiations. The conduct of negotiations, strictly speaking, must remain the 
exclusive prerogative of government, which must be able to speak with one voice. 

 
The second issue is confidentiality. In order to be able to hold talks with foreign 
partners, a state must have the maximum flexibility to negotiate. This essentially 
implies that the negotiators should be able to employ certain tactics that do not 
benefit from being made public. For this reason, it is crucial that the committees 
responsible for approving negotiating mandates do everything necessary to ensure 
that their work is only disclosed to a limited number of people. 

 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr SCHWAB and 
opened the floor to debate. 
 
Mrs Cristina IONESCU (Romania) made a written contribution, as follows: 
 
Along with the recognition, by all States and the world’s democratic bodies, of the 
status of civil society as a non-state actor, and following the horizontalization of 
relations between the political decision-makers and citizens, the Parliament of 
Romania - « the supreme representative body of the people » and « the sole 
legislative authority of the country» - has assumed with enhanced responsibility its 
tasks in the field of foreign policy and, particularly, the mission to reinforce the 
democratic control of international relations. 
 
Legal provisions in this domain are contained mainly in: 
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 The Constitution of Romania (2003) – which enshrines the right of the 
President, in his capacity as representative of the State in foreign policy 
matters, to conclude international treaties on behalf of Romania, provided 
that they are negotiated by the Government, and with the obligation to submit 
them to Parliament for ratification. 

 The Law 590/2003 on the treaties - which establishes precise rules and 
procedures allowing the parliamentary engagement throughout the lifecycle of 
the treaty, beginning with the early negotiations stage and the conclusion of 
the treaty, continuing with its entry into force and implementation, and the 
effects it produces, and until its possible renegotiation or termination. 

 Law 373/2013 on the cooperation between Parliament and Government in 
European Affairs - which sets up mechanisms enabling the Parliament of 
Romania to effectively participate in the European Union decision-making 
process and in monitoring the transposition of national legislation into 
European law. 

 
This general legal framework, together with the Rules of the Senate/ the Chamber of 
Deputies, allows for a (pro)active involvement of Parliament in intergovernmental 
negotiations, in particular by the means of parliamentary control, through concrete 
activities, such as:  

- examination and vote, in plenary joint sitting of the two Chambers, on the 
Programme assumed by the Government;  

- presentation in Parliament of the legislative priorities of the Executive, at 
the beginning of each parliamentary session;  

- written and oral questions/interpellations;  
- hearings of Government members/representatives in the parliamentary 

committees;  
- debates and vote for the adoption of the draft laws for the ratification of 

treaties/ international agreements, both in the specialized committees and 
in plenary session; 

- notification of the Constitutional Court in order “to adjudicate on the 
constitutionality of treaties or other international agreements”; 

- field monitoring activities performed by the parliamentary committees;  
- special meetings of the legislative with the executive, with the 

participation, as the case may be, by representatives of the local 
authorities, the businesses/academic sectors and the civil society; 

- the inclusion of parliamentarians in the governmental/presidential 
delegations attending various international meetings/summits devoted to 
issues that require measures and regulations at regional/global level. 

 
With regard to the above mentioned aspects, some clarifications must be brought: 
  

1. The Constitutional revision of 2003 strengthens the powers of the 
Senate in the field of foreign policy by designating it as the Decisional 
Chamber for the draft laws on the ratification of treaties or other 
international agreements and on the legislative measures deriving 
from their implementation;  

2. The main role in this legislative area is played particularly by the 
Foreign Affairs Committees of the Senate and Chamber of Deputies 
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and, as regards the EU legislation, by the European Affairs Committees 
of the Senate and Chamber of Deputies;  

3. In order to better address international issues of major national 
interest, the Parliament may create special committees. An example in 
this respect is the Special Joint Committee of the Chamber of Deputies 
and the Senate for Romania’s accession to the Schengen Area. 

4. With a view to strengthening and better harnessing Romania’s 
privileged bilateral relations with other States, and enlarging the sphere 
of action of governmental cooperation agreements, the Senate has 
concluded protocols at parliamentary level (ex: Agreement of 
cooperation between the Senate of Romania and the Senate of France; 
Memorandum of cooperation between the Senate of Italy and the 
Senate of Romania; Protocol of cooperation and partnership between 
the Parliament of Romania and the Parliament of the Republic of 
Moldova). 

 
As regards the parliamentary approach to the European and Euro-Atlantic Affairs, it 
should be stressed that the review of the first Constitution adopted after the fall of 
communism and Romania’s return to an authentic democratic regime9, was initiated 
precisely in order to fill the legislative gap in relation to Romania’s accession to the 
Constituent Treaties of the European Union (in 2007) and the Organization of the 
North Atlantic Treaty (in 2004), and to establish the principles of cooperation among 
State institutions in European affairs. 
 
Thus, the 2003 Constitution stipulates that Romania's accession „shall be carried 
out by means of a law adopted in the joint sitting of the Chamber of Deputies and 
the Senate, with a majority of two thirds of the number of deputies and senators”; 
and “the Government shall send to the two Chambers of the Parliament the draft 
mandatory acts before they are submitted to the European Union institutions for 
approval”. According to Law 373/2013, both the Senate and the Chamber of 
Deputies may decide to start the procedure for parliamentary scrutiny on any 
document under negotiation at the level of EU institutions. The respective decision 
adopted by the Senate /the Chamber of Deputies / the Parliament is transmitted to 
the Government who includes it in the negotiation mandate. 
 
At the same time, in accordance with the procedure for parliamentary scrutiny over 
Romania’s representation in the European Council, the draft negotiation mandate - 
which the Government must submit to Parliament before the meeting -, is examined 
and the proposals adopted by parliamentarians are included in this mandate. 
 
An example of pragmatic approach and substantive involvement of the Romanian 
Senators in issues related to negotiations at European level consists in the actions 
undertaken by the Senate for a better knowledge and evaluation of the stage of 
negotiations and the impact of the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership 
on the Romanian economy. 
 
Given that, beyond the political and geostrategic interests of the European Union as a 
whole, the contents of the Treaty will have a significant impact on the interests of 

                                                   
9 In force 1991-2003 
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each Member State, the Senate took steps in order to create an open space of 
dialogue on this subject with the government and the civil society. 
 
In this regard, the three roundtables organized by the European Affairs Committee 
enjoyed a broad national and international participation and were instrumental in 
enhancing direct knowledge of the concerns of business sector and the civil society 
on this issue. Moreover, in the follow-up of these meetings and in consultation with 
the ministry in charge, a procedure was established that allows parliamentarians to 
deepen their knowledge on the aspects under negotiation between the European 
Commission and the US Government, under confidentiality terms required by the 
classified documents.  
 
Finally, I would like to make some personal considerations related to the topic of our 
debate: 
 
As interdependence and globalization evolve irreversibly towards globalism, and 
given the fact that, once ratified by Parliament, treaties become, according to the 
Constitution, part of the national law, lawmakers see themselves faced with a dual 
challenge. They are required to approach foreign policy issues not only from an 
individual perspective stemming from their mandate and political beliefs, but also 
from a collective perspective, at multilateral level, within the delegations to 
international organizations /meetings. 
 
In fact, parliamentary involvement in multilateral negotiations – which are meant to 
solve problems of regional and global interest, inherent to the social, political and 
economic evolution of humanity, is more direct, more concrete and more visible for 
citizens than the role of parliament in bilateral negotiations, which, given their   
specificities (emergency, a predominantly technical and/or secret nature) limit 
parliamentary interventions in the phases preceding the finalization of documents. 
 
At the same time, one should not lose sight of the fact that the success of a State in 
international negotiations is due largely to the ability and competence of negotiators. 
For those countries that skillfully negotiated their situation, fights that were lost 
disastrously on war theatres around the world turned into more than acceptable 
defeats, and vice versa. We must not forget that a treaty or international agreement 
can make the difference between war and peace, between development and 
underdevelopment, between prosperity and poverty. 
 
Therefore, the involvement of Parliament in international negotiations and, 
particularly, the decision to include parliamentarians in governmental negotiating 
teams, require a special attention, especially as regards the establishment, in full 
respect of the Constitution, of relevant detailed parliamentary procedures, and, 
equally important, the provision of a solid training in this field, while ensuring the 
parliamentarians’ accountability commensurate with the importance of the mission 
entrusted to them. 
 
Mr Ali AFRASHTEH (Iran) made a written contribution, as follows: 
 
Mr Chairman, Excellencies, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
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Today, I am so glad to be here among the parliamentary secretaries-general to talk 
about the role of parliaments in international negotiations. At first, I would like to 
briefly talk about the opportunities for strengthening the status of parliaments in 
international negotiations, and then I’ll deal with the requirements for improving the 
efficacy and agility of parliaments at the international arenas. 
 
Dear audience, 
 
In the modern structure of international relations, aside from its legislative and 
monitoring role, the legislature has been assigned a third role as ‘parliamentary 
diplomacy’, which has increased the role of the parliaments in establishing peace and 
security, sustainable development, preventing regional conflicts, preventing the 
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, increasing women’s participation in 
politics, supporting humanitarian values, fighting terrorism and racial 
discrimination, and deepening of parliamentary diplomacy. The parliaments’ 
international negotiations can be pursued through multilateral and organizational 
diplomacy. 
 
With regard to the rapid speed of international developments, spread of NGOs, and 
the variety of regional crises, the role of parliaments in international negotiations has 
become further important, because legislators are more agile and active compared to 
representatives of governments; the connections that might occur through legislators 
among states may be impossible even for ambassadors. This has led, in the second 
decade of the third millennium, to the increased role of parliaments in the 
management of regional and international crises through parliamentary initiatives 
and legislator assistances. On the other hand, elevation of the role of parliaments in 
international negotiations will indirectly contribute to the improvement of the 
processes and objectives of the inter-parliamentary union. 
 
Dear dignitaries, 
 
Active participation of parliaments in international negotiations can bring about 
numerous opportunities for countries and international community. For example, 
improvement of good governance indexes, management of terrorism crisis, 
environmental security, development of human rights, sustainable development, 
improvement of the status of foreign policy committees in the parliamentary 
diplomacy structure, empowerment of friendship groups, as well as exploiting the 
capacity of academic elites and scientific associations and NGOs are the most 
important opportunities for strengthening the status of parliaments in the 
international negotiations. 
 
Although they assume a superstructure of foreign policy, the negotiations of 
parliamentary delegations can play a positive role in deepening and expanding 
relations between countries in other arenas as well. For instance, via adopting similar 
laws, the legislators directly contribute to the facilitation of joint ventures and 
bilateral or multilateral legislative assistance. On the other hand, making the 
national parliaments’ international negotiations purposeful will considerably help 
the institutionalization of parliaments in the arena of international relations. For 
example, establishing the “Parliamentary Union of the OIC Member States” and 
“Asian Parliamentary Assembly” began within parliamentary diplomatic 
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negotiations. With regard to the points just mentioned, it seems necessary to identify 
the channels which could boost the role of parliaments in international negotiations. 
 
Excellencies, 
Ladies and gentlemen, 
 
The most important requirements for strengthening the role of parliaments in 
international negotiations are as follows: 
 
1) Drawing up indexes for desirable parliamentary diplomacy: 
Drawing up the indexes for desirable parliamentary diplomacy by the inter-
parliamentary union shall play an important role in improving the speed, agility, 
effectiveness, and purposefulness of MPs’ diplomatic activities. 
 
2) Standardization of the formation and composition of parliamentary 
friendship groups and delegations: 
Formation and expansion of friendship groups based on specific criteria regardless of 
factional orientations can increase the depth of parliaments’ effectiveness in 
international negotiations; therefore, it is necessary that only legislators be elected to 
manage these groups who enjoy the required knowledge, experience, and personal 
initiatives for improving relations with other parliaments. For the same purpose, 
periodical assessment of the performance of these friendship groups based on 
specified criteria can contribute to their further activation. 
 
3) Creation of a documentary bank of successful experiences in 
parliamentary diplomacy: 
Creating a bank of the documents related to the successful experiences of national 
parliaments in the area of international negotiations will play an important role in 
improving the quality of parliamentary diplomatic negotiations; the bank may be 
established on the inter-parliamentary union website for the purpose of facilitating 
and streamlining national parliaments’ access to the experiences of other countries. 
 
4) Strengthening the role of parties and fractions in international 
negotiations: 
One of the most important levers for parliaments to enter international negotiations 
are the parliamentary parties and fractions. That is to say, in partisan systems, the 
priorities of parliamentary diplomacy are determined within the parties, which serve 
the role of an active player. Therefore, we must pay attention to the transfer of 
successful experiences of parliamentary fractions to other countries which are at a 
new phase of improvement of fractions. 
 
5) Strengthening parliaments’ regional orientation: 
The development of regional parliamentary unions plays an important role in 
boosting the status of parliaments in international negotiations based on common 
economic, geographic, and identity interests. 
 
6) Familiarity of parliaments with new techniques of diplomacy: 
The key to the success of parliaments in international negotiations is that MPs 
should be familiar with methods and techniques of diplomacy. As a result, publishing 
and distributing educational brochures or holding relevant international seminars 
will help empower parliaments in international negotiations. 
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7) Tapping into the accumulated experiences of previous MPs: 
Providing necessary mechanisms by national parliaments for the participation of 
MPs from previous parliaments, especially those familiar with diplomatic techniques, 
as observatory or consultative members of the friendship groups and parliamentary 
delegations can play an important role in constant improvement of parliamentary 
diplomacy processes. 
 
8) Increasing the role of women MPs in international diplomatic 
negotiations: 
Women constitute a considerable portion of parliaments around the world. 
Consequently, paving the way for their participation in international negotiations can 
not only help alleviate women’s common concerns at international levels but also it 
increases their experiences for getting involved in the management of regional 
parliamentary unions and the Inter-Parliamentary Union. 
 
9) Constant improvement of the parliamentary secretariat: 
Through registering and archiving the diplomatic measures of the law-makers, 
exploiting the cyber space capacities, holding forums among parliamentary 
secretaries, holding scientific-specialized meetings among the secretaries. 
 
Dr Ulrich SCHÖLER (Germany) said that the situations in Switzerland and 
Germany were quite similar. Germany operated within the European Union, which 
meant that Germany had passed some of its national responsibilities up to European 
level. Sometimes the weight of decision-making rested with the Bundestag, and 
sometimes with the European Parliament. 
 
Transparency, the participation of civil society, and the need to accommodate the 
European Union created further difficulties. 
 
During the global financial crisis, a large amount of money was mobilised under a 
rescue umbrella. Decisions were taken both at a national level and at a European 
level. The Bundestag had not been certain how to deal with the situation, but was 
forced by the Constitutional Court to make the decision at a national level. That 
situation altered the balance of power because European decisions had the potential 
to impact national budgets. 
 
He also made a written contribution, as follows: 
 
In line with the constitutional tradition in Europe, responsibility for foreign affairs in 
Germany rests primarily with the Federal Government.10 Negotiations with other 
countries are therefore conducted by the Federal Government, not the German 
Bundestag. For the modern constitutional state, Germany’s Federal Constitutional 
Court has also based this division of competences on what is known as 
Organadäquanz, or “institutional appropriateness”: the principle that decisions 
should be taken by the institution best placed to do so. In practice, only the Federal 
Government ultimately has the necessary human, material and organisational 

                                                   
10  von Gerber, Grundzüge eines Systems des deutschen Staatsrechts, 1965, p. 118: “Im 

Monarchen hat der Staat den persönlichen Vertreter seines Willens.” (“In the monarch, the 
state has the personal representative of its will.”) 
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resources to respond to relations with other countries and so to shape foreign 
relations in the best way possible.11 
 
The question of what role the German Bundestag can play in international 
negotiations, against this background, is only addressed once by the German 
constitution, the Basic Law.12 It states that international treaties which regulate the 
political relations of the Federation or relate to subjects of federal legislation require 
the consent of the German legislature. As a result, although the validity of such 
treaties within Germany is dependent on the German Bundestag’s consent, the 
Bundestag is in a position where its role is limited to mere implementation. It can 
only approve the treaty in its entirety or reject it. This constitutional provision denies 
it any influence over the substance of the treaty. In Germany’s parliamentary system 
of government, in which the parliamentary majority forms the government, it is 
unlikely (though not impossible) both in theory and in practice for an international 
treaty to be denied parliamentary consent. 
 
During the negotiations on traditional international treaties of this kind, i.e. treaties 
unrelated to the European Union, the German Bundestag has no specific rights to 
information or other participatory rights. In practice, however, the Members of the 
Bundestag are usually briefed by the Federal Government on the progress of the 
negotiations, as this allows the government to seek support for the treaty’s 
subsequent approval. On the basis of these briefings, Members can exert political 
influence on the substance of the negotiations. The more information Members 
receive, and the more comprehensive this information is, the more targeted and 
effective their efforts can be to steer the negotiations in their preferred direction. 
However, formal opinions which the Bundestag delivers to the Federal Government 
about the negotiations have no binding legal effect. 
 
The German Bundestag does, however, have special rights to information and 
participatory rights vis-à-vis the Federal Government when it comes to negotiations 
on a treaty that the European Union is concluding with third countries. Particularly 
in the field of the common commercial policy, the EU has the competence to 
conclude trade agreements with third countries.13 If certain aspects of such an 
agreement fall within the Member States’ competences, the Member States must 
become parties to the agreement alongside the EU. For example, the CETA free-trade 
agreement constitutes such a “mixed” agreement; in Germany’s view, the same is 
true of TTIP. Under German constitutional law, mixed agreements require the 
legislature’s consent in accordance with the same rules which apply to traditional 
international treaties unrelated to the European Union. 
 
The special aspect here is that the Federal Government is required, under both 
constitutional law and ordinary legislation, to formally notify Parliament even about 
initiatives for such agreements.14 This notification sets out the agreement’s main 
substance and aim, the legal basis and the applicable procedure, among other things. 

                                                   
11  Consistent past decisions of the Federal Constitutional Court, BVerfGE 131, 152, 195 et seq. 

with further references  
12  Article 59 (2), first sentence, of the Basic Law 
13  Article 207 TFEU. 
14  Section 5 (1) no. 6 in conjunction with Section 6 (1) and (2) of the Act on Cooperation between 

the Federal Government and the German Bundestag in Matters concerning the European 
Union (EUZBBG). 
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The Federal Government is required to provide information throughout the entire 
negotiating period until the conclusion of the negotiations. In addition, the 
Bundestag has a right, guaranteed by constitutional law and ordinary legislation, to 
deliver opinions to the government at any time during the negotiations. The Federal 
Government must draw the Bundestag’s attention to this right. Ultimately, however, 
such opinions have no binding legal effect either. Although the Federal Government 
must take such opinions into consideration in the negotiations, it can nonetheless 
deviate from them. Even so, the political significance of such opinions for the 
German negotiating strategy should not be underestimated. 
 
One major difficulty with regard to these agreements, however, is the fact that the 
negotiations are generally conducted not by the national governments, but by the 
European Commission. The Federal Government is frequently not involved in the 
negotiations at all, and often it does not have direct access to all negotiating 
documents. The Bundestag’s rights which have been outlined only apply in relation 
to the Federal Government, however. A difficult situation arises if the government 
does not have the information sought by the Bundestag, or if the Commission or the 
negotiating partner has prohibited the disclosure of information and documents to 
the parliaments. A situation of this kind arose recently regarding the negotiating 
documents for the TTIP free-trade agreement. Even the Federal Government’s access 
to these documents was subject to significant restrictions; the Bundestag – like all 
national parliaments – was not supposed to receive any access at all. It was only after 
considerable political pressure by the Members of the Bundestag – largely supported 
by the Federal Government – that it was ensured that Members can now examine the 
negotiating documents. That said, this too is subject to severe restrictions. For 
example, the documents can only be viewed in a secure reading room. They cannot 
be copied or transcribed, and the Members are not permitted to disclose any 
information about their contents. This makes it extremely difficult for Parliament to 
carry out its work with regard to this information. 
 
Modern international treaties, specifically free-trade agreements, have long since 
ceased to be limited to the trade between two countries. Instead, they are often 
negotiated and concluded by entire regions. Rather than being limited to trade 
issues, they also cover – and this is quite deliberate, from the West’s perspective – 
other important subjects such as human rights, environmental protection, and 
standards for safety and health at work and social security. In a world where these 
agreements are further advancing the process of globalisation, many legislative 
decisions are pre-empted, or in any case influenced, by international treaties. At the 
same time, national parliaments retain their competence for national legislation. 
They alone can confer democratic legitimacy on the legal effects of these treaties for 
their population. Involving national parliaments in the treaty negotiations in a way 
which places greater emphasis on these parliamentary functions is the next major 
challenge and responsibility for the international community. 
 
Mr Antonio CARVALHO E SILVA NETO (Brazil) said that in Brazil, 
parliamentarians were increasingly interested in participating in international 
negotiations. He thought that frequent contact was required to strengthen the 
agreements made. In the External Relations Ministry there was an official who was 
specifically tasked with dealing with parliamentarians. 
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In Brazil there had been some difficulty with ratifying agreements because of the 
time taken was too long. Sometimes the process of ratifying international agreements 
generated business within the national parliament. 
 
He thought that it was important for the Parliament to focus on the debates which 
took place, whilst still respecting the division of labour and the separation of powers. 
 
Mr Sergey MARTYNOV (Russia) said that international relations were going 
through a difficult phase. Applying parliamentary diplomacy to the process was 
therefore of a fundamental importance. 
 
When papers were formulated at a governmental level, they had to be ratified by the 
Parliament. Parliament ratified and denounced international treaties. Exercising 
pressure on parliaments was a practice in conflict with the very idea of parliamentary 
democracy. 
 
The Russian Parliament had developed relationships with many countries across the 
world. The heads of other parliaments were able to speak within the plenary in the 
Russian Parliament.  
 
It was hoped that the 137th IPU Assembly would be held in Russia. During the 136th 
Assembly, it was hoped that a resolution would be agreed that would prevent 
international interference in national affairs. 
 
The secretariat of the Council of the Federation collaborated at an international level, 
allowing the Council of the Federation take account of global expertise. 
 
He also made a written contribution to the debate: 
 
Esteemed Colleagues, 
 
1. The system of international relations is going through an important and difficult 
period today.  
 
There is a growing number of challenges requiring the world's countries to undertake 
coordinated efforts in different formats, not least the efforts made by the legislative 
branches of government.  
 
That is why expanding the use of the mechanisms of parliamentary democracy in the 
present-day world is a natural and logical process. It is for a good reason that the 
wording of the theme of the General Debate at the current Assembly stresses that the 
law-makers are among the first to respond to the challenges facing the world today.  
 
Discussions of matters concerning international cooperation at the level of 
Parliaments traditionally take place in an open and flexible format, which makes it 
possible to develop outlines of future mutually-beneficial and balanced inter-
governmental agreements and treaties.  
 
After such documents have been prepared, adopted, and executed at the government 
level, it is then up to Parliaments to ratify them. 
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In accordance with the Constitution of our country, that mission is entrusted to the 
Council of the Federation. All Federal laws concerning the ratification and 
denunciation of international treaties concluded by the Russian Federation must be 
reviewed by the Council of the Federation. And, naturally, the Staff of the Council of 
the Federation is fully involved in that aspect of activities of the Russian Federation's 
Senate.   
 
In this connection, it would be appropriate to emphasize, that, citing Mrs. Valentina 
Matviyenko, Chairperson of the Council of the Federation, pressure against members 
of Parliament, the use of sanctions against them  and  denying them the right to be 
heard “is contrary to the very spirit of parliamentarism and contrary to the status of 
Deputy, which is conferred upon them exclusively by their voters”.15  
 
Such cases, as the situation with the Russian delegation at the Parliamentary 
Assembly of the CE, give cause for concern over the future of inter-parliamentary 
communications. That negative trend must be reversed as soon as possible, and 
concerted efforts should be made to absolutely stop it from spreading in the future.  
 
2. The Staff of the Council of the Federation is involved in the day-to-day work of 
organizing meetings and visits and supporting the Chamber's delegations 
participation in the activities of the various inter-parliamentary structures and 
international gatherings. 
 
International relations of the Council of the Federation are of a multi-faceted nature, 
with cooperation being developed with the Parliaments of countries in all regions of 
the world, including the CIS countries, Europe, the Asian-Pacific Region, Latin 
America, Middle East, and Africa16.  
 
I would like to emphasize now that, at the initiative of Mrs. Valentina Matviyenko, 
Chairperson of the Council of the Federation, when on a visit to Russia, the heads of 
Parliaments or international parliamentary organizations are given an opportunity to 
address the plenary meetings of the Chamber. That format provides an excellent 
opportunity for Russian Senators to interact with their foreign colleagues.  
 
3. As we all know, ASGP was founded within the framework of the  
Inter-Parliamentary Union17. I would like to take this opportunity to draw the 
attention of my distinguished colleagues to, what we hope, will be a decision to be 
taken at the current IPU session in Geneva to hold the 137th IPU Assembly in St. 
Petersburg, Russia, in the autumn of 2017. 
 
We are fully dedicated to hosting that event at a highest possible level. 
 
I would also like to mention the planned adoption, by the 136th IPU Assembly in 
Dhaka (Bangladesh), of a resolution on the role of Parliament in preventing outside 
interference in the internal affairs of sovereign States. The draft resolution was 

                                                   
15Excerpt from the speech made at the European Conference of Presidents of Parliament (Strasbourg, 15 
September, 2016).  
16For instance, during the 2016 spring session, Council of the Federation delegations visited Israel on  
2-4 February; Palestine on 2 February (working visit); Malaysia on 14-16 March; Singapore on  
16-18 March; Oman on 11-12 April; UAE on 12-14 April; and Kazakhstan on 10-12 May. 
17Established in Oslo, Norway in 1939. 
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proposed at the last year's IPU Assembly in Lusaka, Zambia by the Russian 
delegation and by representatives of Cyprus18. At this year's Assembly, expert-level 
hearings on that resolution will be held during the meetings of the Standing 
Committee on Peace and International Security19.  
 
4. In the course of preparations for all major international events and bilateral talks, 
the Council of the Federation traditionally relies on the available expert resources, 
including those from other countries. Moreover, it is one of the main operating 
principles of the Staff of the Council of the Federation to invite external experts from 
the fields of science and civil society structures to ensure their maximum 
involvement in the decision-making process. 
 
The Chairperson of the Council of the Federation is assisted by such advisory bodies 
as the Scientific-and-Expert Council, the Council for Cooperation with Civil Society 
Institutions, and the Integration Club. The Club's meetings are attended, among 
others, by representatives of foreign countries20. 
 
5. The Staff of the Council of the Federation co-operates with the European 
Parliamentary Technology Assessment network21 (EPTA) and with the European 
Centre for Parliamentary Research and Documentation22 (ECPRD).  
Cooperation with ECPRD and EPTA makes it possible to take into account and to 
efficiently use the experience of other countries and to introduce our foreign 
colleagues to the realities of legislative work in Russia. It also provides an additional 
channel for communicating to our foreign partners the Russian position on the 
various matters of topical concern. 
 
More specifically, it was with the involvement of leading Russian scientists that the 
Staff of the Council of the Federation had contributed to the preparation of the 
European Parliamentary Technology Assessment network's Green Paper on 
Innovation and Climate Change: The Role of Scientific and Technological 
Assessment. That Green Paper was formally presented to the organizers of the 21st 
United Nations Climate Change Conference held in Paris in November-December 
201523. 
 
6. Esteemed colleagues, the Staff of the Council of the Federation is open to 
developing the cooperation with its counterparts from Parliaments in other 
countries.   
 

                                                   
18The draft Resolution was proposed for examination at the session of the Bureau of the IPU Standing Committee 
on Peace and International Security during the IPU 134th  Assembly (Lusaka, Zambia, 19-23 March, 2016). The 
Standing Committee has adopted that theme for examination and has scheduled the passing of the Resolution 
during the IPU 136th Assembly (Dhaka, Bangladesh on 1-5 April 2017).  
19The next session of that Committee is scheduled for 24 October, 2016. 
20For instance, the Integration Club's session on the theme “Integrating the Integrations” (November, 2015) was 
attended by ambassadors from the Eurasian Economic Union, by the PRC Ambassador Mr. Li Hui, and by the  
Euro-Deputy Mr. Jean-Luc Schaffhauser. 
21The Council of the Federation Analytical Department has participated in the EPTA-sponsored events since 2013 
and became an associated member of EPTA in 2015. 
22The Council of the Federation and the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation have been 
ECPRD members since 1996. ECPRD brings together Parliament chambers whose Presidents are members of the 
European Conference of Presidents of Parliaments as well as the European Parliament and the Parliamentary 
Assembly of the Council of Europe. 
23The 21st Conference of Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change,  
30 November - 12 December, 2015, Paris, France. 
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Past practices show that communications between Parliamentary staff and sharing of 
experiences and information help to improve the quality of support of inter-
parliamentary relations and of international relations as a whole. 
 
Thank you. 
Mr Jake VAUGHAN (United Kingdom) said that international negotiations were a 
major issue for the UK because of Brexit. It was likely that there was going to be a 
new treaty between the UK and the European Union. 
 
Since 2010, the House of Commons could object to a treaty, as could the House of 
Lords, although the Lords could be over-ridden by the Commons. However, for that 
to happen, it required a treaty to be in place, and the negotiations before that could 
happen in the case of a Brexit treaty were likely to be lengthy. It was not yet clear 
what level of information government was going to provide during the negotiation 
process. This could have a potential impact on staffing levels. 
 
A European Committee within the Lords had recently said that the principle of 
accountability after the fact was insufficient and noted that the Parliament should be 
able to scrutinise the Government at intervals during the negotiation process.  
 
The UK Parliament was hoping to learn from the European Parliament on how best 
to obtain information, as well as from other parliaments within Europe. 
 
Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON (Netherlands) said that the world had witnessed a 
surprising referendum within the United Kingdom. As Switzerland was a world-
leader in referenda, he would be interested in hearing from Mr SCHWAB about his 
thoughts on the role of referenda within the international negotiation process. 
 
Within the Netherlands there was a ratification process underway concerning the 
relationship between Europe and the Ukraine. It was taking longer than it had in 
other countries because a referendum had been held, in which the public had 
recommended not ratifying the treaty. Ultimately it came down to a choice between 
rejecting the view of the Dutch public and rejecting the will of the European Union. 
 
Mr Masibulele XASO (South Africa) said that within South Africa there had been 
a difficulty in the past with a treaty which the South African government had entered 
into. The Parliament had ratified the treaty but stated its reservations. The view was 
that, if the Parliament had been involved in the negotiation process, it would have 
represented a breach in the separation of powers. 
 
He thought, however, that there was nothing to prevent the sharing of information 
between Parliament and the negotiators. There was also scope for Parliament to 
exercise more oversight once treaties had been ratified.  
 
Mr SCHWAB said that it had been interesting to learn about the role played by the 
Constitutional Court in Germany in relation to Parliament’s role in international 
negotiations. This had allowed a national entity to defend its interests. 
 
The role of the EU in the scrutiny of negotiations led by the European Commission 
would have merited a mention. 
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The existence of parliamentary diplomacy alongside governmental diplomacy had 
been accepted. It was not diplomacy in parallel, but a necessary accompaniment to 
governmental diplomacy. He underlined Parliament’s interest in validating contracts 
drawn up between parliaments. 
 
He declared himself to be impressed by the level of information to which the 
President of the Council of the Russian Federation had access, particularly in calling 
upon foreign experts. 
 
He hoped that the EU would know how to untangle the difficulties in relation to the 
recent treaty of free-trade with Canada, and to future negotiations on Brexit, which 
were issues that were equally problematic for national parliaments.  
 
He agreed with the idea that parliaments should have a role to play in the oversight 
of international negotiations, which had traditionally been the affair of governments. 
It was important that governments were given advance warning of the requirements 
likely to be imposed by parliaments. 
 
He explained that, in Switzerland, each decision taken by Parliament could be the 
subject of a referendum, and that this included decisions taken on international 
relations matters. Certain treaties were required to be the subject of a referendum. In 
other cases, if citizens gathered a sufficient number of signatures, the people could 
pronounce their agreement with a treaty. Switzerland was the only European state to 
have decided, by means of a popular vote, to participate in the Schengen area. On the 
other hand, it had voted against membership of the European Economic Community 
in 1992. The referendum presented thus an additional hurdle and a pressure on 
negotiators, who knew that they had to convince not only their Parliament but also 
their population. 
 
Dr Winantuningtyas Titi SWASANANY (Indonesia) said that the Indonesian 
Government had recently signed a free-trade agreement with the European Union. 
Many of the agreements had been ratified by the Parliament, which did not, however, 
get involved in the negotiation process. This was an area for some development. 
 
Dr Nelson MAGBAGBEOLA (ECOWAS Parliament) said that he viewed the issue 
from a regional perspective. There was a free-trade agreement between West Africa 
and the European Union, and as this involved many countries it was important that 
there was information sharing. Where this did not happen, problems could arrive. 
 
At the ECOWAS-level, the Parliament went out to discuss topical issues with the 
people. This needed to happen across borders. 
 
Mr Manuel CAVERO (Spain) said that the experience in Spain was that the 
Government negotiated; the Parliament said yes or no; and then the Government 
ratified or not. There had been no great controversy surrounding this system. It was 
possible that the situation would change because of the lack of a significant majority 
by any political party. 
 
There was a further treaty-making power within the European Union. The Spanish 
Government had requested the presence of a few Senators to scrutinise the 
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negotiation of a treaty. This idea had been rejected, with the President of the Senate 
instead saying that all Senators had to be invited to go. 
 
Mr Claes MÅRTENSSON (Sweden) said that there were no special remedies for 
the Swedish Parliament to use when the Government did not follow its detailed 
instructions on its negotiating position within the European Union. It could of course 
have recourse to the usual instruments, such as questions. 
 
The Swedish Government considered the detail of the instructions given to it on its 
negotiating position to be restrictive and difficult. 
 
Free-trade agreements caused very little problem in Sweden because there was a 
consensus between the parties, and therefore the interest in the Parliament in such 
negotiations was minimal and the Government could operate freely. 
 
Mr Sosthène CYITATIRE (Rwanda) said that he was surprised that a region such 
as Wallonia could cause the collapse of negotiations over the free-trade treaty 
between the EU and Canada. He found it frightening that regional democracy could 
get in the way of the democratic decision of 500 million people. 
 
He revealed that, as a result of the separation of powers, in Rwanda the Executive 
alone was able to negotiate treaties, but that there was nothing to prevent Parliament 
from seeking information on them. 
 
Dr Sabaah Jmaah ALBAWI (Iraq) said that the negotiation of international 
treaties was usually conducted by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs. It was nonetheless 
logical that the Parliament should have a role. Usually the Parliament only got to 
view the result of negotiations and to decide it as a package. 
 
Parliament did not participate fully in international negotiations. He wanted to know 
how any negotiating team was formed, and on what basis. He wanted more clarity on 
what its role should be, and the powers that it would have. 
 
Mr Renovat NIYONZIMA (Burundi) explained that sometimes the Government 
signed a treaty without reference to the population. He said that on one occasion, in 
Burundi, an international lobby had applied pressure over the implementation of a 
penal code which contained an article forbidding homosexual sexual acts, forcing the 
Parliament to express itself on the subject. He emphasised that not all States evolved 
in the same way on every subject and, for that reason, it was important that they 
listened to one another. 
 
Mr SCHWAB said that Switzerland did not itself include parliamentary delegations 
in the conduct of international negotiations because of the separation of powers. The 
IPU, which had made the proposition, would be the best body to be probed on the 
subject. 
 
He agreed that not all countries developed in the same way, but that they should act 
according to their situation, and develop their laws accordingly. 
 
He suggested that the issue was perhaps not whether parliamentarians were included 
in negotiations, but rather knowing how citizens could have confidence in treaties 
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which concerned them. In order to generate confidence it was important to keep 
citizens informed so that they did not have the impression that something was being 
hidden from them. The events in Wallonia demonstrated that as soon as people were 
deprived of information, they became fearful, and reacted accordingly, sometimes 
disproportionately. 
 
He concluded that it would be desirable in the context of future agreements to ensure 
that the public was as well-informed as possible, not about the details, but about the 
principles of any agreement. It was also important to ensure that information was 
disseminated in such a way as it could be most readily understood. 
 
He added that it was necessary to set a framework for the negotiation in advance. It 
was important to determine what role Parliament would take before, during and after 
the negotiation, rather than waiting until the conclusion of the process to ask 
Parliament’s opinion. The case of the treaty between the EU and Canada left the 
impression that the Parliament’s intervention had not been sufficiently taken into 
account. If the right to express itself had been given to the Parliament of Wallonia, it 
could not subsequently be reproached for having expressed an opinion that nobody 
wanted to hear. For these reasons the role of Parliament and civil society in 
negotiations had to be set out early on. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr SCHWAB for his 
moderation and members for their contributions to the debate. 
 

6. Concluding remarks 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, closed the sitting. 
 
 
The sitting ended at 12.26 pm. 
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FOURTH SITTING 

Tuesday 25 October 2016 (afternoon) 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, was in the Chair 
 

The sitting was opened at 2.32 pm 
 

1. Introductory remarks 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, welcomed everyone back 
 

2. Communication by Mr Anoop MISHRA, Secretary 
General of the Lok Sabha of India: “The Lok Sabha 
secretariat and its journey towards a paperless office” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Mr Anoop MISHRA, 
Secretary General of the Lok Sabha of India, to make his communication. 
 
Mr Anoop MISHRA (India) spoke as follows: 
 
As we all know, administration and management of Parliament assumes a great deal 
of significance when it comes to providing the House, its Committees and individual 
members with the services they need in the effective discharge of their duties.  Since 
the working of modern-day Parliaments has become quite complex, for their smooth 
functioning, they need technically and technologically sound offices which can 
perform their administrative and managerial functions effectively and efficiently 
while extending day-to-day services to the members of Parliament.  Here arises the 
need for every Parliament to have a modern electronic office with improved level of 
accuracy and efficiency.  It is in this context that I have chosen the subject ‘Lok Sabha 
Secretariat - Moving Towards a Paperless Office’, for my Communication at this 
meeting.  Through this Communication, I would like to share with you some of our 
experiences in transforming our Secretariat into an e-office, which is of 
contemporary significance from the viewpoint of our 'Digital India Initiative’ also. 
  
The fact that an efficient and paperless e-office makes the functioning of Parliaments 
more effective, accountable, transparent and responsive can hardly be over-
emphasised. Over the years, the increasing application of Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) has brought about a paradigm shift in the 
institutional functioning by enhancing work efficiency, boosting productivity, saving 
time and office space, and making documentation and information sharing easier 
and cost effective. Parliamentary institutions across the world have also been striving 
to go electronic so as to make their functioning more efficient and responsive. Like 
other Parliaments in the world, the Indian Parliament is also in the process of 
augmenting the use of ICT to bring about greater efficiency and transparency in its 
functioning. In recent years, the Lok Sabha Secretariat, which caters to the 
secretarial needs of the House of People of our Parliament, has taken several 
initiatives in order to transform itself into a paperless office.  
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Before I share with you our on-going endeavours in making our Secretariat a 
paperless office, let me trace a brief history of how the information technology was 
introduced in the working of our Parliament.  Way back in 1985, a computer-based 
information retrieval system was set up to gradually reduce and phase out the use of 
paper in the working of the offices of our Parliament.  This computerised information 
system initially produced a database of the subject-indexed references to 
parliamentary information.  Subsequently, more efforts were made in the direction of 
computerisation for the purpose of converting the parliamentary index based 
database into full text database in web format and making that available on the 
Parliament of India Homepage which came into being with effect from March 1996.  
Later in the year 2006, a redesigned Website of the Lok Sabha was started and it was 
linked to the Parliament of India Homepage.  But these efforts did not go long 
enough to enable a marked reduction in the use of paper in our Secretariat. 
 
Keeping in view the need to take recourse to the smart use of ICT to gradually reduce 
and phase out the use of paper in the working of our Secretariat, a major step 
forward was taken in the year 2010 with the constitution of a Committee to suggest 
measures to convert the offices of the Lok Sabha Secretariat into paperless ones.  
Acting on the suggestions of this Committee, several steps have been taken in the 
recent past to cut down the use of paper by finding substitutes by way of exchange 
and transmission of information in the digital format.  Presently, the task of 
transitioning the Lok Sabha Secretariat to a paperless office is being planned and 
implemented at two levels - first, automation of the services meant for the members 
of Parliament; and second, introduction of technology to enhance technical efficiency 
in the offices catering to the needs of the House, its Committees and the individual 
Members. 
 
As far as rendering paperless services to the members of Parliament is concerned, the 
Website of the Lok Sabha has been developed keeping in view the need for easy 
online access of information to the members.  The data released on this Website 
contain information on almost all major parliamentary issues, organised in a user-
friendly manner.  In this Website, apart from Speaker’s Homepage, there is a 
provision for Member Homepage of each member containing member-specific data 
and facts. The information about the members and their participations in the House 
proceedings has been provided on their respective Homepages. Besides the 
Handbook for Members, which serves as a guide on various parliamentary matters, 
detailed information regarding amenities to the members is also available on this 
Website.  This Website regularly updates information pertaining to the Business of 
the House, Daily Bulletins, Resume of work done during each Session, Lists of 
Parliamentary Questions, Bills, Parliamentary Committees, and all other matters 
connected with the functioning of the House.  This way, the members of our 
Parliament get the desired information by using internet, as and when required, 
without much use of paper. As a matter of policy, the members of our 
Parliament are entitled to purchase computer equipment, including e-Reader 
devices. The broadband internet connections are also available at their residences. 
All these facilities aim at increased use of information technology in handling 
members’ responsibilities, particularly those relating to Parliament. 
  
A large number of voluminous documents like Budget Documents, Reports of the 
Commissions and various other documents brought out by different Ministries and 
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Departments are laid on the Table of the House from time to time.   With the 
application of ICT, many of these Reports and Documents are now being posted on 
the Lok Sabha Homepage by the Ministries and Departments concerned.  As a result, 
in the recent years, the number of hard copies of the documents laid on the Table of 
the House has been reduced by nearly 40 per cent. 
 
Presently, members of the Lok Sabha have to physically visit or send their 
representatives to the Parliament House Complex for placing different Notices on 
their part. We are striving to put a system in place where members can submit 
various kinds of notices online. We are also working on providing electronic devices 
to members for e‐delivery of parliamentary papers inside the Chamber.  
 
An E-mail Messaging Service with the domain name sansad.nic.in is also available to 
all members and Officers/Sections/Branches of the Lok Sabha Secretariat for 
carrying out official correspondence.  To enable the members to use the ICT more 
effectively, we have launched a massive programme aimed at providing high speed 
internet connectivity at the residences of all the members of Parliament residing in 
Delhi. We are also engaged in creating a robust infrastructure for bringing about 
improvements in IT services in the Parliament House Complex. The work regarding 
upgradation of the Parliament Local Area Network and making the entire Parliament 
House Complex wi‐fi is also in progress. 
 
This apart, a comprehensive e‐Portal is also being developed for facilitating the 
members of Parliament with features like viewing facilities in relation to their pay 
slips, payments sent to the Bank, TA/DA bills, and electricity, water and medical 
bills. This e-portal, besides facilitating secured method of submission of various 
types of Parliamentary Notices, will also provide information of the members’ 
interest.  It will also provide facilities for the government departments to upload 
Answers to Parliamentary Questions and various reports brought out by them.  We 
are also in the process of digitizing the debates of the Lok Sabha with a view to 
bringing them in the public domain through the Internet with user-friendly search 
facilities.   
 
A special software programme for the Webpages of all the Parliamentary Committees 
has also been developed by us.  Various features to update information pertaining to 
the Membership, Reports, Sitting Schedules, Study Tours, Press Releases, etc. 
relating to the Parliamentary Committees has been incorporated in this software 
programme. 
  
Keeping in view the archival as well as reference value of the Parliament Library, 
various library-related activities, particularly those relating to the core areas of 
members' interest have been automated.  The database of our Parliament Library can 
now be accessed on Internet as well as on Intranet by the members of Parliament as 
also by other users.   
 
To bring down the quantum of paper used on a regular basis, various activities of the 
Lok Sabha Secretariat have been put on an automated format.  An Intranet site has 
been developed for the employees of our Secretariat which contains documents that 
are used and consulted frequently.  An Integrated Personnel and Financial 
Management System, called e-Wisdom, is currently being implemented to integrate 
the work of the Branches dealing with personnel, financial and inventory 
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management.  Through this system, member and employee-specific reports are being 
made available electronically.  Sincere efforts are also being made to explore the 
scope of introducing e-file system in our Secretariat. 
 
Website of the Lok Sabha has been developed both in English and Hindi.  It has 
recently been updated and made more attractive, comprehensive and user-friendly.  
A proactive approach is being adopted for disclosure of information regarding every 
aspect of the functioning of the House.  This Website has enabled the people to get a 
much clearer picture of the performance of their elected representatives and that of 
the legislative procedures followed in the House.  Greater availability of 
parliamentary documents in the public domain now ensures more transparency and 
openness in the functioning of our Parliament. 
 
The application of ICT in the functioning of our parliamentary institutions benefit us 
tremendously not only in terms of reduction in the quantity of papers circulated but 
also in making our secretarial functioning more transparent and efficient. Since the 
challenges before the modern-day parliamentary secretariats, particularly in 
developing countries, are far more complex, we need to fix them by promoting the 
use of ICT in a greater way. Our own experiences have shown that a wider use of 
internet and adoption of customized software can make the transmission of 
parliamentary information, reports, publications, data, news, etc., considerably 
smooth without much use of paper. These devices have tremendous potential in 
saving resources and time, apart from enabling parliamentary institutions to realize 
the values of transparency, accessibility and accountability. 
  
We can use this particular Meeting to sketch out a vision for the paperless 
Parliaments of the future.  We can work together on a common agenda for the 
development of e-Parliaments. We can modernize our Parliaments by using 
innovative tools of the twenty-first century.  There is also a great need for 
inter‐parliamentary collaboration for extending financial and technical support to 
the Parliaments of the developing countries to enable them to make further progress 
on the front of adoption of ICT in the day-to-day functioning of their parliamentary 
institutions. As our android smart phones remind us every day that society is 
changing, we must too continue to change our way of working in serving the 
institution of Parliament. 

 
Mr William BEFOUROUACK (Madagascar) asked whether a minimal level of 
education was required for someone to become an MP or Senator. 
 
Mr Jiři UKLEIN (Czech Republic) asked whether the system was ready to cope 
with electricity failure. 
 
Mr Masibulele XASO (South Africa) said that in South Africa, the Parliament was 
in the process of trying to become paperless. Portals had been created. The House 
had also been equipped with gadgets in the Chamber. Members currently signed to 
signify their attendance, but a biometric system was currently being introduced. He 
asked about the budgetary implications of the work done in India. 
 
Mr Jake VAUGHAN (United Kingdom) said that in the House of Lords, an 
amendment submission system was being developed which used templates. Some 
thought had been given to managing risk in the event that the system broke down. 
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Some members were not particularly happy to use iPads. He asked how far and how 
fast members should be moved into using technology instead of paper. 
 
Mr Henry H. NJOLOMOLE (Malawi) asked whether MPs were allowed to bring 
their personal tablets into the chamber. 
 
Mrs Yardena MELLER-HOROVITZ (Israel) said that the Green Knesset 
programme meant that most of the parliamentary processes were online, both for 
members and for the public. The Knesset had dramatically reduced the use of paper. 
She had been working on a way to reduce the number of print copies of private 
members’ bills to just ten. The Knesset had asked the government and external 
bodies not to send paper copies of reports to the Knesset, but instead to send an 
electronic version. Each committee had its own portal and all relevant documents 
were added to the portal in advance of meetings. The Internal and House 
Committees were undertaking a pilot using tablets. In the plenary voting was 
electronic, and the results were immediately posted online. 
 
Members of the Knesset had been personally asked whether they would prefer to 
have a hard copy or a digital key. As a result just 60 copies were printed, instead of 
200. 
 
Dr Nelson MAGBAGBEOLA (ECOWAS Parliament) said that ECOWAS had an 
ECOWAS Parliamentary Information System, which it was using to promote 
paperless working with the national parliaments in western Africa. He asked about 
whether there was a training programme for MPs. 
 
Ms Jane LUBOWA KIBIRIGE (Uganda) said that information was uploaded onto 
tablets for MPs, and that they then used their tablets in the chamber. She asked what 
happened with research requests, and whether they were uploaded onto the portal. 
 
Ms Ruth Lucia DE WINDT (Surinam) said that in Surinam every MP had their 
own tablet to which all relevant documents were sent. She thought that the system of 
posting questions was very interesting. 
 
Mr MISHRA said that in India no specific qualifications were required for 
parliamentarians. 
 
He felt that the transition had been successful thanks in large part to smart phones, 
which had helped to train members, and make them accepting of technology. 
 
The Lok Sabha provided a LAN connection, which helped with security. The tablets 
had to be physically connected by Ethernet connection, which meant that the tablet 
remained tethered to the seat. 
 
Work on back-up systems had to be an integral part of any offer. 
 
Every member was entitled to purchase a degree of technological hardware, and that 
had a financial cost. 
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Attendance rolls were still physical, although members did now have identity cards 
which had an iris tag. He did not anticipate the introduction of biometric tags into 
the chamber. 
 
MPs were permitted to use iPads in the chamber, but there was no internet or mobile 
connectivity. Intranet access was available, however. 
 
Some senior members continued to be very comfortable with paper. In committees, 
members continued to want reports in paper format. He thought, however, that it 
was only a matter of time before electronic versions became accepted. 
 
For all online forms, questions included, templates were provided. The templates 
were necessary, and helped staff at the receiving end. 
 
There was some debate about what tablets to be used. It was hoped that an android 
tablet would be a more versatile interface than the iPad. 
 
Each committee had their separate page. Committees had membership from both 
Houses, but the portal was for members of the lower House only. For members from 
the upper House, either paper or e-mail had to be used. 
 
In the constituency, members used normal broadband networks. In Delhi fibre optic 
cable had been laid for the residencies of all MPs. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr MISHRA for his 
communication and thanked members for the questions they had asked. 
 

3. Communication by Mr Antonio CARVALHO E SILVA 
NETO, Director of the Projects and Management Office of 
the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies: “The Experience of 
the Brazilian Chamber of Deputies on Open Parliament” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, announced that, by mutual 
consent, the communications from Brazil and Portugal would take place in reverse 
order that afternoon. She therefore invited Mr Antonio CARVALHO E SILVA NETO, 
Director of the Projects and Management Office of the Brazilian Chamber of 
Deputies, to make his communication. 
 
Mr Antonio CARVALHO E SILVA NETO (Brazil) spoke as follows: 
 
Brazil is a huge country, with a huge population pulsing with different kinds of ideas 
and we are represented by 513 deputies. This scenario challenges us to create diverse 
channels of interaction to give voice to our citizens.  
 
All over the world, people want an improvement in the dialogue with the government 
and the parliament. They actually want to engage in the policymaking process and 
have their voice heard by the parliament. In other words, they want to take part in 
the public decision-making. Since then, we have intensified the actions to amplify the 
dialogue between the Legislative Branch and the society, turning the work in the 
parliament more transparent and participative.  
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Good practices show that there is a potential new role for modern-day legislators: 
they are becoming crowdsourcing facilitators. Instead of doing all the work only with 
their advisors, the deputies open a channel of digital communication with the people 
and incorporate some of their suggestions in draft bills.  
 
Parliaments were created to be open to the people. Today, some of them are whilst 
some are not. New times, however, demand a new kind of openness. Some 
parliaments in the world are experimenting with ways of implementing this vision.  
 
Developments in ICT mean that it is now possible to use crowdsourcing for 
lawmaking. There are some experimental practices in the Brazilian Chamber of 
Deputies in this regard. For instance, the current Legislature has a portal – called e-
Democracia- in which citizens can draft ongoing bills in collaboration with 
lawmakers through Wikilegis.  
 
Wikilegis is a wiki tool conceived to draft legislation in a collaborative mode. People 
can submit specific comments or they can even suggest another wording to each part 
of the text. It is always under development.  
 
The Internet Civil Rights Bill, recently approved by the Chamber of Deputies, 
underwent this Wikilegis process. The bill is intended to guarantee the basic 
principles of free internet in Brazil, such as net neutrality. It was approved by the 
Congress and enacted as law in April, 2014. Legislators really considered citizens’ 
suggestions and inserted some of them in the final draft, making specific references 
to participants and their contributions in the official legislative report. This tool can 
be freely downloaded and be used by any parliament or institution 
(wikilegis.labhackercd.net).  
 

 

http://www.edemocracia.leg.br/
http://www.edemocracia.leg.br/
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The e-Democracia portal hosts several other interactive tools, like video forums and 
smart polls. In the interactive committee hearings in the Brazilian Chamber of 
Deputies, citizens can ask questions and make comments in real time, which can help 
the debate.  
 
We have created a version of e-Democracia for mobiles, so to make it easier to use for 
lawmakers and citizens, and we’re beta testing it.  
 
In order to achieve constantly higher levels of transparency, it is not enough to 
simply offer information to citizens, but co-create innovative and user-friendly ways 
to visualize legislative information, so as can be understood and used by as many 
different citizens as possible. Parliaments should open their databases to full 
exploration by independent developers - usually hacker activists, or simply 
“hacktivists”. These people are technology experts who are interested in bringing 
governmental information to the public opinion.  
 
We started to stimulate collaborative opportunities by inviting hacktivists to engage 
into two hacking marathons, in 2013 and 2014. Hackers worked in collaboration with 
public servants and politicians. Parliamentary officials and technicians explained 
how to interpret technical issues regarding the lawmaking process, public budget and 
how the open data was organized. Experts were invited to give lectures on subjects 
that were useful to hacktivists for the development of apps. 
 
One good example of that fruitful collaboration with Hackers is the app “Retórica 
Parlamentar” (Parliamentary Rethoric) developed during the first Hackathon.  The 
image below shows the information about Congressmen speeches expressed by 
bubbles which represent speech subjects made in the Brazilian Chamber. 
 

http://goo.gl/hCgYWq
http://edemocracia.camara.gov.br/web/espaco-livre/inicial#.U5YSX3JdWxp
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And bigger bubbles mean that that subject is more frequently used by congressmen 
in their speeches, like the economy, the most popular theme. Clicking on the biggest 
bubble shows who the most frequent speakers are. The larger the faces the more 
frequently they speak about the subject. So this is a simple, more enjoyable and more 
user-friendly manner to express the same information.  
 
After the 2013 hackathon, a permanent hackerspace was set up in the Chamber of 
Deputies at the beginning of 2014, following a suggestion which was given by the 
hackers themselves. In this hacker laboratory, called Labhacker, citizens can freely 
come and contribute with projects and ideas for innovations in transparency and 
participation in legislative affairs. We have used this space for other meetings, like 
hackdays, presentations organized by hackers, and discussion with lawmakers and 
parliamentary officials about innovations. 
 
One of the main aims of the Hacker Laboratory is to foster collaboration across 
unities within the Chamber, as well as with external partners from government and 
civil society, so to promote transparency and participation. The interaction with 
hackers has provided the Chamber invaluable feedback on errors of its open 
databases, so they could be corrected. Design thinking is applied through constants 
usability tests of prototypes, so that citizens can collaborate in shaping better 
participation tools and help us devise new possibilities.  
We have just developed a new application. Its called, Infoleg. The idea is to enhance 
the transparency of the Chamber to the society by the use of mobile devices. It aims 
to present information about Deputies and monitor the House Floor and the 
Committee sessions. It is available on App Store and Google Play, and so for we have 
had more 20.000 downloads.  
 
What is coming next? The Brazilian Chamber of Deputies has been working on a new 
prototype. It is the application “Câmara Transparente”. It aims to provide services, 
related to transparency, which are already available on our website. Deputies and 
citizens will be able to access information about: legislative activities, oversight and 
control and representation.  
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Soon, people will able to access other subjects such as: parliamentary quotas, human 
resources and budget. 
 
These are some of the initiatives that we are creating in order to offer the Brazilian 
citizens the opportunity to effectively participate in the legislative process.  
 
Mr Eric JANSE (Canada) asked whether there had been any experience of online 
consultations being taken over by various pressure groups. In Canada, a pressure 
group had provided 90% of the responses to a particular e-consultation, raising the 
possibility of a distorted view being given. 
 
Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON (Netherlands) said that in Brazil the public was 
very involved in everything that the Parliament did. He asked how the Parliament 
managed public expectation of what would be done with the public reactions that 
were generated. 
 
Mr Renovat NIYONZIMA (Burundi) underlined that parliaments should ensure 
that they could continue to steer the debate, and should be aware that some 
contributors on social media might have specific agendas. 
 
Mr Paul EVANS (United Kingdom) said that the UK had experimented with public 
participation in legislation, but that this had not been successful. This was because 
the Government tended not to give sufficient time for proper engagement. 
 
He wanted to talk about public expectation. A new e-petition system had been very 
successful in terms of the number of members of the public signing. When people 
signed, they gave their e-mail addresses, which enabled them to be updated 
whenever something happened in relation to their petition. Providing that feedback 
had increased the number of visits to the parliamentary website from about 80,000 
per debate to 800,000 per debate. 
 
Mr CARVALHO E SILVA NETO said that the Parliament tried to advertise its 
consultations widely to ensure maximum public participation, but that of course the 
pressure groups took part, too. 
 
There was a specific technical section within the House called Harper Laboratory, 
and the staff working there moderated debates and where possible responded to 
comments from the public. MPs were engaged in this activity as often as possible. It 
was also possible that in the future there would be a political body tasked with 
legislation and its interface with the public. 
 
He agreed that the e-forum was an effective way of orientating a debate. 
 
He said that the Brazilian Parliament also tried to give feedback to public 
participants in the debate, which it hoped would help to raise the numbers as had 
happened in the UK. It was important to build up public trust in the process. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr CARVALHO E 
SILVA NETO for his communication. 
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4. Communication by Mr José Manuel ARAÚJO, Deputy 
Secretary General of the Assembly of the Republic of 
Portugal: “Web TV - improving the score on 
Parliamentary transparency” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Mr José Manuel 
ARAÚJO, Deputy Secretary General of the Assembly of the Republic of Portugal, to 
make his communication. 
 
Mr José Manuel ARAÚJO (Portugal) spoke as follows: 
 
Historical background 

 

The Assembly of the Republic Parliament Channel - ARTV - started its regular 

broadcasts in September 2002 by installing cameras in three areas of Parliament: in 

the Chamber (Plenary), the Senate Hall and a Committee Room. A continuity control 

room was also installed at that time to control transmission, with live and recorded, 

opening and closing broadcasts. 

Until then broadcasts were only transmitted when there was a plenary. The Channel 

broadcast the plenary session live and as a recording at night, on the cable channel. 

April 2003 saw the start of the webcast, enabling everyone to view the Parliament 

Channel via the main page of Parliament and its own page.  

In 2008 coverage was extended to two more committee rooms and the signal began 

to be sent by more than one cable operator. In the next year the transmission was on 

all the cable operators in Portugal. 

In 2010 we added three more committee rooms and the New Building Auditorium, 

so currently the Parliament Channel has cameras in nine areas and can transmit 

from any of them. 

Broadcasts on DTT - digital terrestrial television started in 2012. 

 

Web TV 2015 

 

In December 2015, after several years of development and investment in technical 

infrastructure in cooperation with a specialised supplier of such applications, the 

new ARTV Web TV platform, Parliament Channel, came into operation. 

This platform, available at www.canal.parlamento.pt and via the Parliament website 

www.parlamento.pt, has changed the way people can directly access the television 

content of Parliament through the Internet.  

Through this multi-channel platform you can have live access to any meeting that is 

currently taking place at the moment and being recorded by the Parliament Channel.  

If there are up to eight simultaneous meetings, viewers can choose the one that they 

prefer to see. While in the traditional television broadcasting system (linear 

transmission) we can only see one event at a time (and in the order decided by 

whoever does the programming), on this platform we are free to change from live 

content to live content, as long as they last. 

Once the meeting has ended, it is available in the archive, with open access, and can 

be viewed when the user chooses. The technology used and the workflow regarding 

http://www.canal.parlamento.pt/
http://www.parlamento.pt/
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the recording and editing of content, has reduced the waiting time for its delivery so 

it can be accessed more quickly. 

Taking into account the importance of social networks, a direct sharing feature of the 

recorded content was implemented on the most important networks: Facebook, 

Google and Twitter. You can also generate a link to be sent by mail or use it for 

publication on any electronic platform.  

The files can also be downloaded either for personal records or either for offline 

viewing, reuse or sharing on other systems.  

Furthermore, users can be registered on the platform, enabling them to subscribe to 

content (typically plenary meetings or certain committees) so that when they enter 

their credentials and go to their personal area, they have direct access to subscribed 

content.  

Whenever there are new recordings relating to subscribed content, they appear in the 

personal area. In addition, registered users can mark archived videos as favourites 

for later viewing. The personal area also has a section for bookmarks, where the 

recordings that have been marked as such are listed. 

The system is also accessible via mobile devices which increases the possibility of 

disseminating content.  

Additional to the traditional resources of television transmission, the AR WebTV 

thus saw a substantial increase in the possibility of access to video content of the 

Assembly of the Republic and its availability to citizens. 

It is too early to conduct a detailed study of the impact of this innovation on the 

public, especially in terms of an increase in those who now access this content more 

frequently, but some numbers are significant and show that we have quite clearly 

taken another step in the transparency of parliamentary work. 

Thus, based on the statistical data of live and VOD (video on demand - viewing in the 

file), we can give a recent example: on 27 September we had five events 

simultaneously, which generated 5508 views. The next day, 1087 people viewed the 

file. 

In the Channel’s file overall, the programmes that generated the most views in the 

last 30 days were the plenaries, followed by conferences and seminars. 

Regarding simultaneous broadcasts, it is common to transmit seven events at the 

same time, particularly on Tuesdays, the day the committees meet or events 

organised by them are held, since the plenaries (which take place on Wednesdays, 

Thursdays and Fridays) prevent any other meetings from taking place while they are 

in session.  

For example, in January, February and June we always have one day a week when we 

transmit seven events at the same time. 

Streaming 3 to 6 spaces simultaneously has happened every Tuesday and Wednesday 

each week since January 2016.  

 

Summary of features: 

 

1. People can choose what they want to see in Parliament 

If there are several meetings (Parliamentary Committees, Seminars, Committees of 

Inquiry, events) going on in Parliament at the same time, a simple interaction with 

the platform ensures that anyone interested can choose the meeting/event they want 
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to follow since they are no longer dependent on linear programming of the Channel. 

 

2. Easier access to recorded content 

It takes less time for recorded content to be made available and the content is more 

easily searchable. 

In addition, users can now register which allows them to create topic alerts to record 

content of interest to them and create favourites so that they can easily review past 

recordings. 

 

3. AR-TV is available on all mobile platforms 

Web TV is optimised for access via all mobile platforms, and includes the possibility 

of direct sharing of content on social networks. 

 
Mr Abdulla ALDOSERI (Bahrain) said that he was amazed to learn that the 
reports of committees were made public before work on them had been completed. 
Sometimes differences of opinion arose before a report was agreed. He thought it was 
a bold step to publicise them before they had been agreed. 
 
Mr Victorino Nka OBIANG MAYE (Equatorial Guinea) asked about the cost of 
such measures in the context of an economic crisis. He asked whether the 
technologies could be relied upon and whether parliaments had their own servers. 
 
Mr Jake VAUGHAN (United Kingdom) said that he was sometimes asked whether 
the television images could be linked to the written report of proceedings. He 
wondered whether this was something that had been considered in Portugal. 
 
Mr Harke HEIDA (Netherlands) said that in the Netherlands it was possible for 
the public to view debates, and to tap on the screen to obtain further information, for 
example on the current speaker. 
 
Dr Khalid Salim AL-SAIDI (Oman) said that it would be a good idea to set up a 
conference on e-parliament. He said that Oman had done a great deal of work in that 
area. He agreed with his colleague from Bahrein that the idea of committee reports 
being made public before they were agreed was problematic. 
 
Mrs Yardena MELLER-HOROVITZ (Israel) said that the broadcasting system 
had been designed to facilitate public searches, for example, by date or name. The 
system had been introduced for committees, too. Special events were also broadcast. 
 
Mr Sergey MARTYNOV (Russia) said that at the entrance to the upper House, 
there was an information screen. There was an intranet system which could be used 
to obtain detailed information about the work of parliament. It also allowed different 
departments to correspond with one another. Every Senator received a “Mobile 
Working Place”, on which they could find all the documents they needed. This could 
be used outside the Parliament, too. In the chamber, the use of mobile devices was 
not prohibited because such devices were a useful resource. The electronic voting 
system enabled results to be displayed on screens. 
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Paper was the cheapest mode, but technology allowed information to be 
disseminated quickly and in a user-friendly manner. Back-up systems were required 
for security reasons. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, responded to Dr Khalid Salim 
AL-SAIDI by saying that the IPU had asked to follow-up the e-parliament conference 
that had been held in Chile by holding a meeting at 5.30 pm on Wednesday 26 
October. She invited him to participate, along with any other colleagues who were 
interested. 
 
Mr ARAÚJO showed members the live feed from the Portuguese Parliament, 
demonstrating the different live options available. Videos of past proceedings were 
also available. Viewers had been increased by 20%. 
 
In Portugal all committee meetings were public, unless the committee made a 
specific decision to meet in private. Therefore being able to watch the committee 
meeting had made little difference in principle. 
 
There were able 180,000 viewings per day. 
 
He explained that the cost of the investment had been 7 million Euros since 2002, 
and that this cost had been amply justified by the progress made. A team of seven 
people worked for the parliamentary television channel and the servers were located 
within the Portuguese Parliament. 
 
He said that in Portugal it was not possible for viewers to obtain additional 
information, for example about the speaker, or to jump between the written and 
television records. 
 
He said that a small investment in a small number of television cameras could enable 
even parliaments which were not wealthy to broadcast their proceedings. 
 
Mrs MELLER-HOROVITZ said that Knesset proceedings were broadcast with 
subtitles, which helped with accessibility. 
 
Mr Paul EVANS (United Kingdom) asked whether signed interpretation was 
available for all sittings at all times. 
 
Mr ARAÚJO said that signed interpretation was available for all plenary meetings 
and all live televised committee meetings. 
 
Mr Philippe SCHWAB (Switzerland) said that Switzerland had introduced a web 
television channel in the spirit of reaching out to the maximum number of citizens 
wanting to attend public meetings: demand had previously been so high that the 
waiting list had been six months’ long. In fact, the opposite effect had been 
experienced: demand to attend live meetings had increased yet further since the 
introduction of the channel. He wanted to know if a similar trend had been 
experienced in Portugal. 
 
Mr Luiz Fernando BANDEIRA DE MELLO (Brazil) asked if it was possible to 
download the broadcasts from the website, for example to go onto Facebook pages. 
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Dr Winantuningtyas Titi SWASANANY (Indonesia) asked for more 
information about how the television channel was managed, and by whom. She also 
asked how the selection of what to broadcast was made. 
 
Mr ARAÚJO said that web television had not been introduced with the intention of 
reducing the number of people wanting to attend public meetings, and that no effect 
on the number of people attending in person had been seen. 
 
He said that all users were able to download the recorded sessions and use them 
within their social networks. 
 
He said that there were seven people employed by the parliamentary channel within 
the Parliament, but that some of the technical work was also outsourced. Much of the 
work was automatized, but it was necessary to staff the channel for long hours during 
the day. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr ARAÚJO for his 
communication. 
 

5. Communication by Mr Gengezi MGIDLANA, Secretary to 
the South African Parliament: “Deepening democracy 
through public participation: an overview of the South 
African parliament’s public participation model” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Mr Gengezi 
MGIDLANA, Secretary to the South African Parliament, to make his communication. 
 
Mr Gengezi MGIDLANA (South Africa) spoke as follows: 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The history of public participation in parliamentary processes in South Africa is 
traceable to the first democratic Parliament established in 1994. The nature of public 
participation radically changed with the adoption of the new Constitution in 1996 
and has now evolved into an established model that other parliamentary institutions 
could follow in their relations with groups, community-based organisations as well as 
formal organisations in society. Our Parliament has already been implementing most 
of the public participation mechanisms contained in the Public Participation Model 
(PPM). In essence, the PPM codifies these existing public participation mechanisms 
and suggests a few new interventions. The paper describes the parameters of 
constitutional democracy and public participation thereby highlighting some 
principles and values that underpin public participation. Secondly, the paper 
examines how Parliament will employ the PPM in the performance of its law-making 
and oversight functions. Thirdly, as South Africa is a constitutional democracy, the 
paper briefly considers the impact of certain court pronouncements vis-à-vis public 
participation in legislative matters. Lastly, the paper attempts to draw possible 
lessons for other parliamentary institutions.  
 
2. Constitutional Democracy and Public Participation 
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Since 1994, the vision of the South African Parliament has been, and remains to build 
a truly representative people’s Parliament. Parliament’s role is to, among others, 
represent the people and ensure government by the people under the Constitution, as 
well as to represent the provinces and local government in the national sphere of 
government. The Constitution asserts that South Africa is a constitutional 
democracy; a country that upholds representative and participatory democracy. 
While Members of Parliament (MPs) represent the views of the electorate, the public 
gets actively involved in decision-making processes such as law-making and 
parliamentary oversight. In terms of section 42 of the South African Constitution24, 
Parliament consists of the National Assembly (NA) and the National Council of 
Provinces (NCOP). The facilitation of involvement of the public in parliamentary 
matters is a constitutional imperative. The Constitution, however, permits 
reasonable measures to be taken to regulate public access, including access of the 
media to the Houses and their committees, provided that the exclusion is reasonable 
and justifiable in an open and democratic society. This is reinforced by the Rules of 
Parliament. In this regard, sections 56(d), 59, 69(d) and 72 of the Constitution 
compel and/or authorise Parliament to: 
  

 facilitate public involvement in the legislative and other processes of the 
Assembly and the Council and their committees;  

 

 conduct their business in an open manner, and hold their sittings, and those 
of their committees in public; and   

 

 receive petitions, representations or submissions from any interested persons 
or institutions.  

 
Public participation, according to the International Association for Public 
Participation25 involves “those who are affected by a decision in the decision-making 
process. It promotes sustainable decisions by providing participants with the 
information they need to be involved in a meaningful way, and it communicates to 
participants how their input affects the decision.” In this context, the 2005 Draft 
National Policy Framework for Public Participation26 defines public participation as 
“an open, accountable process through which individuals and groups within selected 
communities can exchange views and influence decision-making”. Public 
participation is further defined as “a democratic process of engaging people, 
deciding, planning, and playing an active part in the development and operation of 
services that affect their lives”. This essentially means that public participation may 
be defined as a process by which Parliament, before making decisions, consults with 
the interested people or the affected individuals, groups, communities, organisations, 
civil society and government entities to enable them to participate in the processes 
leading to those decisions.  
 
Public participation is a two-way communication process with the goal of reaching 
better and more acceptable decisions. Its intention in democratic processes is 
primarily to influence decision-making processes that reflect ‘the will of the people’. 

                                                   
24 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 
25 www.iap2.org 
26 Department of Cooperative Government and Traditional Affairs (2005, 2007) 
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The principles and values of public involvement in decision-making processes can be 
summarised as -  
 

 to promote active and representative participation towards enabling all 
community members to meaningfully influence the decisions that affect their 
lives;  

 

 to engage community members in learning and understanding community 
issues, and the economic, social, environmental, political, psychological, and 
other associated courses of action;  

 

 to incorporate the diverse interests and cultures of the community in the 
development process, and disengages from support of any effort that is likely 
to adversely affect the disadvantaged members of a community;  

 

 to actively enhance the leadership capacity of community members, leaders 
and groups within the community; and  

 

 to utilise a community’s diversity to deepen shared understanding and 
produce outcomes of long-term benefit to the whole community or society.  

 
3. Parliament’s Public Participation Model (PPM) 
 
Although the Constitution refers to “facilitation of involvement” it is generally 
accepted that “involvement” and “participation” are used interchangeably. For the 
purposes of the PPM, therefore, no distinction is drawn between the two concepts. 
Central to the definition of public participation is the acknowledgement that 
institutions with decision-making powers must involve in the decision-making 
process those who are likely to be affected by such decisions.  
 
The South African Legislative Sector, established in March 2010 through a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed by all Speakers of Parliament and the 
nine provincial legislatures, recognised the need to operate within a structured 
framework of participation. The Framework was adopted by the Speakers’ Forum 
and requires Parliament and provincial legislatures to fashion their own Public 
Participation Models. It is on the basis of the Framework that this Model for 
Parliament was developed. More importantly, the MoU provides a documented 
platform for a shared understanding, alignment and minimum requirements and 
guidelines for public participation.  
 
The facilitation of public participation and involvement in its processes is integral to 
the mandate of Parliament and making the institution accessible to the general 
public remains a vital focus of Parliament. To this end, public participation activities 
in Parliament include the People’s Assembly, the Taking Parliament to the People 
programme, the sectoral Parliaments such as the Women’s Parliament and the Youth 
Parliament, public hearings, outreach programmes, radio programmes and 
broadcasts, television broadcasts especially on the dedicated parliamentary channel, 
business and educational publications, newsletters, promotional materials, the 
parliamentary website, and social media such as Twitter, Facebook and YouTube.   
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The PPM outlines and mainstreams minimum norms and standards for public 
participation processes and procedures so as to achieve the meaningful involvement 
of the public in the legislative and other processes of Parliament. It seeks to achieve, 
among others, the following objectives: 
  

 to clearly define public participation processes and procedures within the 
context of Parliament;  

 

 to outline the procedure to be followed to obtain the views of the public on 
policy, legislation and other matters before Parliament in order to enrich the 
decision-making processes and to determine the timelines within which this 
could be achieved;  

 

 to provide for ways and means of imparting knowledge and information to 
communities and the public about matters before Parliament to enable them 
to participate in the decision-making processes on matters affecting them;  

 

 to provide for ways and means of obtaining information from the public about 
their experiences with regard to service delivery and government action in 
order for the institution to take the necessary action to bring about change;  

 

 to detail the required institutional arrangements and clarify the roles and 
responsibilities for the administration and offices within Parliament that are 
responsible for the implementation of the PPM; and  

 

 to provide monitoring indicators for its implementation.   
 
4. Law-making Institutional Arrangements to achieve Public 
Participation  
 
The Constitution enjoins the National Assembly (NA) and the National Council of 
Provinces (NCOP) to facilitate the involvement of the public in their legislative and 
other processes. Many institutional arrangements exist through which the PPM will 
be implemented. They include the People’s Assembly, Taking Parliament to the 
People, Taking Committees to the People (TCTTP), sectoral engagements such as the 
Women’s Parliament and Youth Parliament, submissions, and petitions. A summary 
of how these institutional arrangements operate follows:  
 
People’s Assembly (PA)  
 
The People’s Assembly (PA) can be described as a deliberative tool or vehicle through 
which Parliament provides a public opportunity to engage with the people in order to 
address matters of national, provincial and local interest. It is a tool that promotes 
the notion of participatory and representative democracies, which provides a 
platform for people’s voices to be heard. It brings Parliament closer to the people and 
champions issues affecting them. The People’s Assembly is a unique platform for 
dialogue between Parliament and the people it represents.  
 
The People’s Assembly is a public participation process that starts at national level 
and moves through provincial and district levels down to municipal level. It has 
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representation from each level of government at the national event. It is designed to 
reach out across the length and breadth of the country to all South Africans to tap 
into ordinary people’s wisdom in seeking solutions for the challenges faced.  The 
Speakers’ Forum has adopted the People’s Assembly as their programme and it 
therefore carries the support of all the legislatures in the country. It is part of the 
legislative sector’s political programme. Parliament’s strategic goals inform thematic 
areas which are further developed by identifying issues and challenges the country 
and its people face at any particular time.  
 
Taking Parliament to the People (TPTTP)  
 
The Taking Parliament to the People Programme (the Programme) involves the 
sitting of the National Council of Provinces (NCOP) and its committees outside the 
ordinary precincts of Parliament. This normally takes place in the deep rural areas 
where there is little or no infrastructure to accommodate public hearings and the 
sittings of the House.  The Programme serves the purposes of giving those who would 
not normally have an opportunity to do so, to be exposed to the workings and 
processes of Parliament, interacting with them on issues of service delivery and 
promoting co-operative government. The TPTTP brings together Members of the 
Executive at national level, members of the Executive Council at provincial level and 
Municipal Councillors at local government level, thus facilitating direct interaction 
between the public and public representatives from all three spheres of government. 
The TPTTP programme includes public hearings, public meetings, oversight visits by 
committees to predetermined sites and ordinary sittings of the House. The NCOP 
conceived the Programme in 2002 and has since visited all nine provinces. In the 
ordinary course of events the Programme is conducted during March and November 
of every year. The last sitting is normally reserved for the formal sitting of the NCOP, 
which is addressed by the Deputy President in March and the President in 
November. At a minimum, this initiative should be undertaken at least twice a year.  
 
Taking Committees to the People (TCTTP)  
 
In order to facilitate meaningful participation by the public and deepen democracy, 
committees of Parliament must hold some of their meetings in community venues 
and be accessible to particularly more rural parts of the country. Such meetings must 
be planned to be highly relevant to identified communities and to focus on legislative 
processes, service delivery or any other matter affecting those communities. 
Depending on the nature of the subject matter of the meeting, committees of 
Parliament may undertake this Programme as joint committees or in a cluster to 
ensure higher impact and efficient use of resources. At a minimum, this initiative 
should be undertaken at least once a year. In addition, committee oversight visits 
and public engagements can also contribute towards the effectiveness of the TCTTP 
programme by highlighting and referring relevant issues for follow up, within 
affected communities.  
 
Special discussions or debates 
 
These focus on identified special interest groups by providing them with a platform 
to raise issues they face on a daily basis relating to service delivery, implementation 
of laws or government policies as well as an opportunity to present recommendations 
or suggestions for remedial action to Parliament.  
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Parliament may organise and hold special discussions or debates on matters 
concerning various sectors such as workers, youth, women, senior citizens, persons 
with disabilities, or any other group that Parliament may identify. These take 
different forms such as round table discussions or any other form that Parliament 
determines. At a minimum, this initiative is undertaken at least twice a year.  
 
Submissions and Petitions 
 
Submissions are written or oral presentations of views or opinions on a matter or 
piece of legislation under consideration by a committee of Parliament, and can be 
made in any of the 11 official South African languages. Petitions are written requests 
or complaints or representations addressed to the institution by an individual or 
group after having exhausted other avenues. This can be on either service delivery or 
policy matters. The petitions processses are divided into the following high-arching 
phases: Consideration, Preliminary Investigation, Referral and Appeal. 
 
Committee specific  
 
Public involvement in law-making and oversight is central to the mandate of 
Parliament. The public has access to all sittings of the Houses as well as committee 
meetings. Members of the public may attend meetings of committees and may speak 
in those meetings only with the permission of the chairperson of a committee. This 
represents a very limited form of involvement as it relates mostly to observing the 
proceedings of either a House or committee. 
 
Parliamentary Democracy Offices (PDOs) 
 
Parliament aims to fully implement the PPM by 2019 and plans to achieve this by 
strengthening the work of MPs in constituencies, improving public education and 
participation programmes, and establishing feedback and engagement mechanisms. 
As part of a programme to build an effective People’s Parliament that is responsive to 
the needs of the people and that is driven by the ideal of realising a better quality of 
life for all South Africans, a decision was taken to establish Parliamentary Democracy 
Offices (PDOs) in all nine provinces. The objectives of the PDOs are to expand 
Parliament’s access and provide continuous engagement with communities, 
coordinate public participation and involvement in the legislative processes and 
other activities of Parliament, and ensure a greater level of efficiency and 
effectiveness in accessing communities and providing support for parliamentary 
programmes. 
 
Currently, three offices have been established, with a central PDO based in 
Parliament. The PDOs were established with the aim of creating an immediate and 
sustained parliamentary presence, particularly in the rural, under-resourced and 
under-serviced communities. Owing to historical and other reasons, these remote 
areas remain cut off from the mainstream of public involvement and participation in 
parliamentary processes. The PDOs are crucial in the provision of information about 
Parliament and its work to the marginalised rural communities. In this regard, the 
PDOs facilitate, amongst others, environmental scanning, stakeholder empowerment 
workshops, public awareness campaigns and annual reviews with stakeholders. In 
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line with the PPM and in order to strengthen the capacity of the PDOs, these offices 
need to be further resourced in terms of funding and personnel.       
 
5. Parliamentary Oversight and Public Participation 
 
The PPM provides a shared understanding on and alignment of processes, and sets 
minimum requirements and guidelines for the involvement of the public in the 
legislative and other processes of Parliament and those of its committees. The Model 
also outlines public participation mechanisms, determines a best Model that would 
fit Parliament, and explains the role of public education and information 
dissemination, meaningful public participation opportunity, institutional co-
ordination of public participation programmes and reporting on the outcomes 
thereof. 
 
Minimum standards for effective public participation are set as guidelines for 
meaningful public involvement in decision-making processes by those affected by the 
decision involved. Public participation standards in line with the constitutional 
prescripts and legal requirements include: informing, educating and creating 
meaningful opportunity for the public to participate in the decision-making on an 
issue that affects their lives. In addition, reporting, feedback and monitoring and 
evaluation become pivotal for the purposes of tracking the outcomes of a given public 
participation opportunity and thereby ensure effective public participation. 
 
 
But in addition to the law-making function, public participation is required when 
Parliament scrutinises the activities of the Executive arm of government. In this role, 
the PPM will be utilised in the following areas: 
 
Government Departmental Annual Performance Plans  
 
The PPM requires the constant enlistment of external information input for 
independent verification. The departmental annual performance plan stage is more 
rushed than the budget process. However, this process still requires an effort to 
obtain as much external input as possible in order to assist the support staff and the 
committee.  A unit responsible for public participation in Parliament must play a key 
role in assisting with the co-ordination and liaison with civil society groups. In 
addition, such a unit must: 
  

 ensure that there is sufficient involvement of the people through publicising 
scheduled committee meetings;  

 ensure that the performance plans are available to the people and 
stakeholders for effective input; and  

 invite stakeholders of a committee and affected communities to attend 
meetings where departments will be presenting performance plans.  

 
The Appropriation Bill and Departmental Votes  
 
Once the Appropriation Bill / Departmental Votes are tabled in Parliament, 
committee support must immediately circulate these to all the contacts on the 
stakeholder lists of their committees. There are two lists that are recommended. The 
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first includes experts, institutes, academics, and other professional bodies. The 
second list includes community-based organisations, community-based interest 
groups, that is, parent-teacher associations, workers’ associations, police officer 
unions, teacher unions, and other similar bodies that are beneficiaries of a particular 
service. However, these stakeholders should know that they have approximately 1-2 
weeks to make a submission to committee support. Committee support must process 
these submissions and circulate them to all Members of a committee and other 
support staff. The committee then requests certain stakeholders to make 
presentations based on their submission(s), where necessary.  
 
The inputs from external sources are intended to further equip a committee for its 
engagement with a department. These inputs represent the committee’s access to 
non-official data and perspectives, and where these inputs are substantial, they may 
even present the committee with an ‘independent verification’ source against which 
to measure the official data and information presented by a department. The unit 
responsible for public participation in Parliament should play a key role in assisting 
with the co-ordination and liaison with civil society groups. In addition, such a unit 
must:  
 

 ensure that there is sufficient involvement of the general public through the 
publication of the committee’s schedule of meetings;  

 guarantee that there is a synopsis of a report that the committee will be 
dealing with, for example, the citizens’ version of the Annual Report; and  

 ensure that one of the committee meetings is held in communities to ensure 
and solicit community-based verification, where necessary and practicable.  

 
Committee stakeholder lists cannot feasibly include the general public in its entirety. 
However, the Public Participation support unit should assist Committees in 
publicising committee meetings on a department’s budget on a continuous basis.  
 
Government Departmental Quarterly Reports 
 
The Quarterly Report stages, though more rushed than the budget, still require a 
concerted effort to obtain as much external input as possible. This is in order to assist 
the support staff and the committee at the earliest and intermediate stages of a 
committee’s consideration of progress on a certain priority. It is likely that the most 
useful information sources for the committee will be those that can provide clarity on 
the state of implementation of a department’s programmes. The unit responsible for 
public participation in Parliament should play a key role in assisting with the co-
ordination and liaison with civil society groups.  
 
Government Departmental Annual Reports  
 
The emphasis at this stage is on whether government has achieved the intended 
outcomes of service delivery, and the measurable indicators agreed upon for the 
financial year in question, as well as rendering independent verification crucial to the 
efficacy of the committee’s engagement with the department. Stakeholder inputs are 
provided for at every stage, but at the Annual Report stage independent sources of 
information are used to confirm that the department is actually meeting the 
priorities it set out to satisfy at the start of the financial year in question. The unit 
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responsible for public participation in Parliament should play a key role in assisting 
with the co-ordination and liaison with civil society groups.  
 
Strategic Budget Reviews   
 
The Medium-Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS) allows a department to 
anticipate its budgetary allocations for the coming three years. Public participation 
takes on added importance during the MTBPS stage, since it is at this stage, more 
than at any other in the oversight cycle that an impact can be made on the 
department’s budget. All stakeholders should be requested to make submissions, and 
must be provided with more time and opportunities during this stage to make 
presentations, from community members to community-based organisations and 
experts. In addition, as many of the stakeholder representatives and groups as 
possible should be encouraged to attend presentations by departments and to 
witness the interactions between the committee and departments. This is to provide 
some form of immediate external verification to evidence by the department on its 
performance in respect of service delivery over the years.  
 
6. Court Pronouncements on Public Participation and Parliament’s 
Law-making  
 
A few cases illustrate the impact of court pronouncements on Parliament’s 
involvement of the public in the law-making process and the processes of its 
committees:  
 
King and Others v Attorneys Fidelity Fund Board of Control and Another 
 
The Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) had an opportunity to comment on the nature of 
the obligation of Parliament to facilitate public involvement in the law-making 
process in the case of King and Others v Attorneys Fidelity Fund Board of Control 
and Another. The applicants in the matter complained that in enacting the Attorneys 
Amendment Bill the National Assembly failed to comply with a constitutional 
obligation. According to them the failure to facilitate public involvement in the law-
making process rendered the Attorneys Amendment Act constitutionally invalid. At 
paragraph 22 the SCA said the following:  
 
Public involvement is necessarily an inexact concept, with many possible facets, and 
the duty to facilitate it can be fulfilled not in one, but in many different ways. Public 
involvement might include public participation through the submission of 
commentary and representations: but that is neither definitive nor exhaustive of its 
content. The public may become involved in the business of the National Assembly as 
much by understanding and being informed of what it is doing as by participating 
directly in those processes. It is plain that by imposing on Parliament the obligation 
to facilitate public involvement in its processes the Constitution sets a base standard, 
but then leaves Parliament significant leeway in fulfilling it. Whether or not the 
National Assembly has fulfilled its obligation cannot be assessed by examining only 
one aspect of public involvement in isolation of others, as the applicants have sought 
to do here. Nor are the various obligations section 59(1) imposes to be viewed as if 
they are independent of one another, with the result that the failure of one 
necessarily divests the National Assembly of its legislative authority.  
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Public participation therefore includes the duty to facilitate public involvement in 
legislative and other processes; the duty to conduct the business of a legislature in an 
open manner and hold plenary sittings and those of committees in public; and the 
duty not to exclude the public or the media from sittings of the House or committees 
unless it is reasonable and justifiable to do so in an open and democratic society.  
 
Doctors for Life International v Speaker of the National Assembly and Others; and 
Matatiele Municipality and Others v President of the RSA and Others 
 
The Constitutional Court endorsed the SCA’s definition of public participation in 
Doctors for Life International v Speaker of the National Assembly and Others and 
in Matatiele Municipality and Others v President of the RSA and Others. The 
judgment of the Court in Doctors for Life explains the meaning of public 
involvement and gives guidance on what is expected of a legislature in fulfilling this 
obligation. The Court found that the plain and ordinary meaning of the words “public 
involvement” or “public participation” refers to the process by which the public 
participates in something. “Facilitation of public involvement in the legislative 
process, therefore, means taking steps to ensure that the public participate in the 
legislative process. That is the plain meaning of section 72(1)(a).”  
 
In Doctors for Life the Court indicated that legislatures have a significant measure of 
discretion in determining how best to fulfil their duty to facilitate public involvement 
in their processes. Judge Sachs said: 
  
All parties interested in legislation should feel that they have been given a real 
opportunity to have their say, that they are taken seriously as citizens and that their 
views matter and will receive due consideration and could possibly influence 
decisions in a meaningful fashion. The objective is both symbolical and practical: the 
persons concerned must be manifestly shown the respect due to them as concerned 
citizens, and the legislators must have the benefit of all inputs that will enable them 
to produce the best possible laws. An appropriate degree of principled yet flexible 
give-and-take will therefore enrich the quality of our democracy, help sustain its 
robust deliberative character and, by promoting a sense of inclusion in the national 
polity, promote the achievement of the goals of transformation. 
 
 
Although the measures required by the constitutional obligation may vary from case 
to case, a legislature must act reasonably. Furthermore, what is ultimately important 
is that a legislature has taken steps to afford the public a reasonable opportunity to 
participate effectively in law-making processes. 
 
The Restitution of Land Rights (Amendment), Act of 2014 
 
The Restitution Act was enacted in 1994 to give effect to the constitutional 
imperative of restitution of land to persons or communities dispossessed of land 
after 19 June 1913. In 2014, a draft Restitution of Land Rights Amendment Bill was 
tabled and passed by the National Assembly. The Bill was subsequently referred to 
the National Council of Provinces (NCOP), which referred it to the Provincial 
Legislatures to facilitate public participation on its behalf. While the Rules prescribe 
a minimum period of six weeks for this process, less than two weeks were made 
available for the entire public participation process. The NCOP passed the Bill and it 
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was assented to by the President on 29 June 2014 and duly enacted into law on 1 July 
2014. 
 
In their primary challenge, the applicants alleged that the curtailed timeline resulted 
in a failure by the NCOP and Provincial Legislatures to comply with the duty imposed 
by the Constitution to facilitate public participation. Their alternative challenge 
impugned a provision introduced by the Restitution of Land Rights (Amendment) 
Act, 2014. The applicants argued that the Act was impermissibly vague. The NCOP, 
NA and eight Provincial Legislatures opposed the primary challenge. The Minister 
for Rural Development, the Chief Land Claims Commissioner and the President of 
South Africa opposed the alternative challenge.  
 
A unanimous Constitutional Court judgment upheld the primary challenge. The 
legislative processes which resulted in the Amendment Act needed to include 
comprehensive public participation. The truncated timeline in which the Provincial 
Legislatures had to hold public hearings was found to be objectively unreasonable. 
This meant that the Provincial Legislatures and, by logical extension, the NCOP 
failed to facilitate adequate public participation. The Amendment Act was thus 
declared invalid. The new claims lodged by the date of the judgment continue to exist 
and no claims can be lodged in future under the impugned legislation. The Land 
Claims Commission was instructed not to consider new claims for a period of 24 
months. This was to allow for the re-enactment by Parliament of the Amendment Act 
and also for the finalisation of those claims filed by 31 December 1998. The Chief 
Land Claims Commissioner was also directed to approach the Court for further relief 
should Parliament fail to re-enact the Amendment Act within the 24-month period.  
 
The above discussion demonstrates that public participation in the legislative 
processes is mandated by the Constitution. Consequently, Parliament cannot merely 
pay lip-service to this constitutional provision as the courts will always be there to 
determine if Parliament acted constitutionally or unconstitutionally on a given 
matter. Such checks and balances effectively impact on the decisions and actions of 
Parliament. 
 
7. Possible Lessons for other Parliamentary Institutions 
 
In the final analysis, the PPM represents a process of deepening democracy by 
seeking to increase access and improving the quality of public participation in 
parliamentary processes. It recognises informing, consulting, involving and 
collaborating as stages of effective public participation. In line with the minimum 
public participation standards informing and educating are undertaken under the 
informing stage of public participation. Meaningful opportunity to participate is 
provided for under the consulting, involving and feedback stages of public 
participation. Although the informing stage is a prerequisite for public participation, 
the other stages can be deployed based on the context and the public interest 
generated by the relevant issues.  
 
Inform 
 
This stage provides opportunity for access to information and is an absolute 
prerequisite for effective public participation. Parliament cannot undertake public 
consultation, involvement and feedback without first providing information and 
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education relevant to the public participation opportunity. The key components 
(tools) of the “inform” stage include information dissemination, informing and 
educating the public in order to meaningfully participate in the decision-making 
processes regarding issues that affect their lives. These key components, if dealt with 
effectively, would result in public empowerment, which in turn results in an active 
citizenry. Informing and educating the public should take the form of, though not 
restricted to subject-specific information; general non-specific information; 
educational materials; educational workshops; specific information relating to Bills 
or issues of national or local importance; specific information relating to public 
hearings, or opportunities for public participation; and feedback to the public on 
issues that previously emerged through the public’s interaction with Parliament.  
 
Consult and Involve 
 
The consult stage provides an opportunity for public input in order to influence the 
relevant decision-making process. The key components of the “consult” stage 
typically involve the distribution or presentation of information, and a request for 
public comments or submissions on the information provided or gathered. The 
involve stage provides an opportunity for public dialogue and interaction. Effective 
public involvement encourages two-way communication with the focus on 
consideration of public inputs, interests, issues and concerns. Consultation and 
involvement should take the form of, but are not restricted to hearings; focus groups 
and round table discussions; public or community meetings; interaction in small 
group discussions; synthesising and reporting on inputs received from the public; a 
public comment or hearing period and request for written submissions; and feedback 
to the public.  
 
Parliament and its committees can schedule public hearings on legislative matters 
and matters of national public importance such as rhino poaching, climate change, 
and issues related to acts of terror. Public hearings are sometimes held outside of 
Parliament in order to make the institution more accessible to the public. 
Parliament’s experiences of public hearings and other consultative processes alluded 
to above are that they contribute to an informed citizenry and enhanced decision 
making processes.  
 
Feedback 
 
This stage provides an opportunity for Parliament to provide feedback to 
stakeholders and to inform them about the status of an issue and the plans intended 
as interventions to address identified concerns. Feedback should take the form of, 
but is not restricted to follow-up visits to communities; information dissemination; 
communiqués; and monitoring and evaluation reports. The feedback stage, of the 
four stages of public participation, is perhaps the one area which needs continuous 
development and refinement. Feedback must be timeous and given at regular 
intervals, and directed at the affected groups through agreed information 
dissemination and communication channels to ensure effective monitoring and 
evaluation 
  
Various structures and processes need to be established to assist the enabling of 
public participation. These would consider elements that envisage bridging the 
divide between Parliament and the people by communicating the programmes of 
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Parliament and also hearing the concerns that the public has regarding the delivery 
of services by government institutions, as well as the consideration of policies by 
facilitating the processing of relevant submissions and petitions. Furthermore, such 
structures and processes need to be accessible to the most remote locations in under-
serviced, under-resourced and deep rural areas in order to provide communities in 
these areas with an opportunity and mechanisms to take part in the legislative 
processes and activities of Parliament, to enable the institution to fulfil its 
constitutional duty of meaningful public participation with the ultimate aim of 
deepening democracy and promoting an active citizenry. Upon the establishment of 
emerging enablers, minimum guidelines should be developed for these enablers in 
order for them to become national footprints for effective public participation.  
 
It must be added that the PPM requires the commitment of both financial and 
human resources in order for it to be effectively implemented. The PPM needs to be 
incrementally implemented to achieve set implementation milestones. It requires 
synchronisation not only of processes and programmes of Parliament and its 
committees, but also with those of other government structures so as to allow for 
minimum disruptions in their operations. Furthermore, the PPM implementation 
would call for the review of the structural arrangements within Parliaments. 
Organisational structures to support Parliament must not function in a truncated 
manner as this would defeat the notion of the PPM. Therefore, there is need to audit 
available resources so as to eliminate inefficiencies and maximise economic and 
effective utilisation of resources. In addition, at both an institutional level and the 
level of committees a specific line item must be dedicated to public participation in 
the budget. The same goes for appropriately qualified human resources dedicated to 
the areas of public hearings; sectoral engagements; public education and outreach; 
petitions; communication and co-ordination; and public mobilisation.  
 
8. Conclusion 
 
This paper has codified the South African Parliament’s experiences with public 
participation by focusing on its Public Participation Model (PPM) and future 
parliamentary interventions. It emphasised the parameters of constitutional 
democracy and public participation thereby highlighting some principles and values 
that underpin public participation. The paper demonstrated how Parliament will 
employ the PPM both in its law-making and parliamentary oversight functions. It 
also demonstrated how court pronouncements impacted on Parliament’s definition 
of public participation in its operations. Finally, the paper suggested possible lessons 
for other parliamentary institutions that would be interested in adopting and 
contextualising the PPM to their own situations in order to provide regular public 
participation processes on legislative matters and issues of national importance, and 
to increase public access and participation in their parliamentary processes. 
 
Mr Antonio CARVALHO E SILVA NETO (Brazil) said that the Brazilian 
Parliament would launch the virtual citizenship school in November.  
 
Mr Eric JANSE (Canada) asked about citizens identifying themselves. In Canada 
that was a problematic issue and there was a debate about whether identification 
should be made compulsory. A good example was a discussion on aboriginal suicidal 
rates, where anonymity could help to provide protection for vulnerable people, but in 
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other cases people used anonymity to allow them to be rude. The same issues 
pertained to open microphone sessions. 
 
Mr Said MOKADEM (Maghreb Consultative Council) said that in many African 
countries, particularly in North Africa, the principle of decentralisation applied. 
There was a challenge posed by the increase of civil society. There were budgetary 
constraints which got in the way of citizens being prioritised as a development goal. 
He asked whether constitutionalising the principle of putting the rights and duties of 
citizens at the centre of democracy was a good idea. He asked whether it was possible 
to create guidance on this subject. 
 
Mr Jeremiah M. NYEGENYE (Kenya) asked about the practicalities of internet 
access. He asked whether or not South Africa had encountered public participation 
apathy, where only a handful of citizens commented on each single important issue. 
 
Mr MGIDLANA said that education was critical. Often people had issues that they 
wanted to raise but did not know how to engage in the process. Educating staff 
members was also key. Using all forms of education could work. 
 
By engaging with communities early in the process, it was easy to deal with issues 
surrounding identification. Often they engaged on the basis of personal issues. 
 
Each MP had constituency offices. There were also parliamentary democracy offices 
situated in very remote areas. These worked with MPs’ offices and local councils. 
Parliamentary democracy officers also helped with the role of educating the public. 
 
There was a distinction between citizens and civil society. Civil society was given a 
platform, but there were other events where individuals could come, and this 
prevented them being drowned out by civil society. 
 
The budget was an important issue. Before the budget was agreed, a strategy had to 
be formulated, which provided an opportunity for engaging with the public. 
 
There were a number of instruments set down by the constitution which stated the 
level of participation required, and there were internal guidelines, too. 
 
It was important to have trust between the institutions of the state and the citizens. 
This helped to prevent the onset of apathy. Many institutions tended to visit the same 
communities, which could make them apathetic. It was important to try to address 
issues to build public trust and, if the issues could not be addressed, it was important 
at least to engage, and to try to follow-up on behalf of the citizen. 
 
South Africa also had a petitions process. 
 
Citizens wanted to participate more, and the Parliament wanted to capture that 
enthusiasm. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr MGIDLANA for his 
communication. 
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6. Concluding remarks 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked members for their hard 
work. 
 
 
The sitting ended at 5.27 pm. 
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FIFTH SITTING 

Wednesday 26 October 2015 (morning) 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, was in the Chair 
 

The sitting was opened at 10.15 am 
 

1. Introductory remarks 

Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON, Vice-President, welcomed everyone to the 
sitting, and announced that he was standing in for the President whilst she attended 
a meeting of the Executive Committee of the IPU. 
 

2. Orders of the day 

Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON, Vice-President, noted that there were no 
modifications to the orders of the day: 
 
The orders of the day were agreed to. 
 
She reminded members that they should submit topics for discussion in Dhaka to the 
secretariat as soon as possible. 
 

3. New Members 

Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON, Vice-President, said that the secretariat had 
received requests for membership which had been put before the Executive 
Committee and agreed to, as follows: 
 
Ms Eunice GICHANGI   Senior Deputy Clerk of the Senate of Kenya 

 
Mr Fahad ALKHAYAREEN Secretary General of the Advisory Council of 

Qatar 
 

Dr Ghazi ABBAS Deputy Secretary General of the People’s 
Assembly, Syrian Arab Republic 

 
The new members were agreed to. 
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4. Communication by Mr Mehmet Ali KUMBUZOGLU, 
Secretary General of the Grand National Assembly of 
Turkey: “The failed coup attempt in Turkey on 15 July” 

Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON, Vice-President, invited Mr Mehmet Ali 
KUMBUZOGLU, Secretary General of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey, to 
make his communication. 
 
Mr Mehmet Ali KUMBUZOGLU (Turkey) spoke as follows: 
 
Distinguished Secretaries General, 
Dear Colleagues,  
 
As you know, Turkey went through an unprecedented hardship three months ago, on 
the night of 15 July. A group of coup plotters, a faction of its own army bombed the 
parliament, in what seems to be an unprecedented incident in the history of Turkey 
and a very rare event in the history of the world.  
 
However, Turkish people defended its democracy and constitutional institutions, 
took to the squares and resisted the arms. That is how it averted the coup and made 
history of democracy.  
 
If I am here today to make this speech, it is possible because our citizens defended 
democracy at the cost of their lives.  
 
On the night of 15 July, Turkish nation and democracy faced a coup attempt staged 
by a faction that had been designated as a terrorist organization by the National 
Security Council.  
 
On the night of 15 July, the Grand National Assembly of Turkey was bombed thrice 
by fighter jets and targeted by fighter helicopter fire. 
  
At those moments when the attacks were continuing in full swing; our deputies from 
all political parties rolled up their sleeves and opened the Parliament and therefore 
boosted the morale of the people in the streets. Our parliamentary bureaucrats and 
reporters showed up at the Parliament and held a meeting to protest the coup 
attempt. While deputies were in the Plenary Hall, the parliament buildings were 
bombed and heavily damaged, with some parliamentarians and other staff members 
wounded. Today in your presence, I would like to condemn once again the bombing 
and shooting of the Grand National Assembly of Turkey, the symbol of democracy 
and the attempts to demolish it.  
 
Dear Friends, 
 
I and all parliamentary staff members were deeply affected by the bombing of our 
Parliament. However, on that sinister night, we were strongly encouraged by the fact 
that both our bureaucrats and functionaries rushed to the Parliament; the parliament 
was cleaned all night long and all possible efforts were made to prepare the 
extraordinary Plenary session to be held next day; the heads of foreign missions were 
called one by one and invited to the Parliament; all functionaries from legislative 
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employees to the support staff worked selflessly and completed preparations for the 
plenary session to be convened on 16 July; protocol officers restored order; members 
of press showed up there to carry out their functions and all works were carried out 
to put the Parliament back in order as if it had not been bombed at all.  
 
Distinguished Colleagues, 
 
On 16 July, the GNAT convened in an extraordinary session upon call of our Speaker. 
That meeting, attended by almost all of the deputies, was also followed by 
parliamentary bureaucrats, representatives of diplomatic missions and citizens 
wishing to take up a positon against the coup. A joint declaration was issued by all 
the political party groups in our Parliament, showing, to the whole world, their unity 
against the hateful coup attempt. 
  
Our western friends visited Turkey sometime after the coup attempt to show their 
solidarity. They understood the magnitude of the threat we faced after they 
personally observed the physical damage of the Parliament in Ankara with their own 
eyes and received first-hand information on what happened that night in the streets.  
In particular, Mr. Jagland, Secretary General of the Council of Europe visited Turkey 
on 3-4 August and expressed his sadness. Again, recently, the visits made firstly by 
the Georgian Prime Minister and following visits by the Speaker of the Assembly of 
the Kyrgyz Republic, Kosovar Minister of Public Administrations, US Vice-President 
Biden and ongoing visits of other high-level foreign counterparts and foreign 
ministers of many countries were very useful to catch up with the sensitivity.  
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
The coup attempt and the bombing of the Parliament are the heaviest attack ever 
staged against our Democracy in our history. The position taken up by the Turkish 
nation is a heroic saga for us. In order to keep alive the memory of the wound 
inflicted on our Parliament, a museum called “Museum of Democracy” will be 
created in the damaged area. The Turkish nation, that averted the coup on that night, 
also took charge of the repair of the Parliamentary building, which it views as the 
heart of its democracy and donated about 27 million US Dollars for the project with 
the motto “The Nation Building Its Own Assembly”.  
 
Guided by the principle of protection and strengthening of democracies, one of the 
founding principles of the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU); we wish to host you, 
members of the IPU family, as well as the members of the Parliaments you represent 
in Turkey and to give you more first-hand information on the serious threat faced by 
our Parliament. We also expect you to see the “Museum of Democracy” we will build. 
We will be very pleased to host you in our country.  
 
We hope that no other democracy in the world faces similar threats in the future.  
 
Thank you for your attention. 
 
Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON, Vice-President, thanked Mr KUMBUZOGLU for 
his presentation, and the video he showed and expressed his solidarity with his 
colleagues in Turkey. He opened the floor to questions. 
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Mr Modibo SIDIBE (Mali) said that he was overcome by the account given and by 
the engagement of the Turkish people in defending their democracy. He asked his 
colleague about how events had unfolded within the National Assembly. 
 
Mr Harke HEIDA (Netherlands) expressed his solidarity with his Turkish 
colleagues. He asked about the state of emergency, and for an update on the legal 
situation. 
 
Mr Gengezi MGIDLANA (South Africa) expressed his shock. He said that it was 
even more important at such times for the Parliament to engage with the people. He 
said that the fact that the Turkish people had done so was an affirmation of the hard 
work done by the Parliament. 
 
He said that the presentation had for him underlined the dangers of the space in 
which any parliament operated. He asked what lessons had been learnt by the 
Turkish Parliament that could be shared with other members. 
 
Dr Nelson MAGBAGBEOLA (ECOWAS Parliament) congratulated the people of 
Turkey. He asked what concrete measures the Turkish administration had put in 
place to prevent such an occurrence in future. 
 
Mr Abdymanap KUTUSHEV (Kyrgyzstan) said that Kyrgyzstan hoped soon to 
host the Speaker of the Turkish Parliament. He said that he thought that it was 
significant that the MPs had gathered during the coup attempt, and asked what the 
role of the secretariat in that had been. 
 
A Member of the Turkish Parliament present at the sitting said that the 
entire modern world was facing a threat similar to that faced by Turkey. He 
condemned the organisation responsible and provided some details on its activities. 
He said that he was proud to be a citizen of Turkey and was proud to have witnessed 
the peaceful manifestation of the Turkish people. He asked other countries to beware 
of such threats. 
 
Mr KUMBUZOGLU said that when the coup happened, he was in South Korea, 
and that being absent had been an additional trial. If there had not been a love for 
democracy amongst the Turkish people, it would have been impossible to avert the 
coup attempt. It was the Parliament which had mobilised the Turkish people. It was 
the head of the Parliament who had called it to convene. As a result, all MPs, their 
spouses and their children, went to the Parliament, whatever their political 
affiliation. The Turkish people had been unarmed and equipped only with their own 
courage. 
 
He spoke about the perpetrators and the nature of their organisation. The rule of law 
continued to preside in Turkey despite the coup attempt. The state was compelled 
always to act within the law and the constitution, whatever the situation. The initial 
state of emergency had been extended by a further three months. Citizens and 
businesses had been carrying on as usual. 
 
In the Parliament, work was underway to try to convert the damaged areas into a 
museum and he looked forward to being able to host other ASGP members there 
soon. 
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Mr Mohamed YAGOUB (Sudan) expressed his sorrow and support for Turkey. 
 
Mr Antonio CARVALHO E SILVA NETO (Brazil) expressed his solidarity and 
said that it was good to see such issues discussed amongst the administrative heads 
of parliaments. 
 
Mr Lutgardo B. BARBO (Philippines) expressed his solidarity. He recalled the 
imposition of martial law in the Philippines in 1972. In 1986, people power had been 
able to oust a brutal dictatorship. There had been a coup attempt in 1989. It was a 
good thing that the people in the Philippines had stood up to the external threat they 
had faced. He asked whether in Turkey it would be possible for those who attempted 
the coup to run for public office in future, as had happened in the Philippines. 
 
Mr Rene KOTO SOUNON (Benin) expressed his solidarity with the people of 
Turkey and suggested that the situation revealed the supreme power of the people. 
He asked the speaker about the measures taken by the Government and the 
Parliament to ensure human rights during the arrests which followed. 
 
Mr KUMBUZOGLU thanked his colleagues for their interest and reiterated that 
the problems in Turkey represented a threat faced across the globe. In Turkey there 
would be no compromises to the rule of law in dealing with those who had attempted 
the coup. Those concerned had either been arrested or fired, and would probably face 
trial.  
 
He said that a person who had been a member of a terrorist organisation, if it was 
proved, would not be able to run for any sort of public office. 
 
Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON, Vice-President, thanked Mr KUMBUZOGLU for 
his communication and thanked members for the questions they had asked. 
 

5. Communication by Mr Amjed Pervez MALIK, Secretary 
General of the Senate of Pakistan: “External versus 
internal drivers: Parliamentary reforms and 
development” 

Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON, Vice-President, invited Mr Amjed Pervez 
MALIK, Secretary General of the Senate of Pakistan, to make his communication. 
 
Mr Amjed Pervez MALIK (Pakistan) spoke as follows: 
 
INTRODCUTION 
 
The aim of this contribution (which is a sequel to my earlier contribution in October, 
2014) is to underline and highlight that the Parliamentary reforms and development 
are primarily dependent upon the developing Parliaments themselves. External 
push, financial and technical support by Parliamentary development practitioners 
and organizations can in no way substitute the internally demanded desired and 
driven efforts. The external support can at best complement, that too, with certain 
preconditions and at a certain stage. The purpose is not to criticize the donor 
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agencies and countries but to share experiences of effective use of taxpayers’ money 
and value for money.  The expenditure and lesion that I want to ensure also 
highlights the importance of using the (already) established and existing decision 
making structures and sub structures within parliaments instead of wasting too 
much time, energy and resources on creating new or parallel structures, which in any 
case are neither as effective nor having lasting effects or sustainability.  
 
EARLIER CONTRIBUTION AT ASGP 
 
The presentation I made in ASGP meeting in 2014, expounded the challenges and 
complexities in the old, contemporary and emerging donor-recipient continuum.  
Following ‘Myths and Realities’ were highlighted:- 
 

 Myth: International Parliamentary cooperation / assistance is one of 
the key factors in stimulating development of the Parliaments of Less 
Developed Countries (LDCs).  

 Reality: There is hardly any example of any LDC country Parliament that has 
developed through international cooperation and assistance only. It is always 
an indigenous, long term and evolutionary process in which international 
practices can, at best, help in limited ways and manners.  

 

 Myth: Cooperation / assistance may lead to diffusion of best-practices 
adopted by the developed Parliaments and Technology Transfers.  

 Reality: Some technical solutions and suggestions aside, change, reform and 
adoption of new practice / technologies depend on a number of local factors: 
socio-political, cultural and economic ground realities.  

 

 Myth: Financial resources are the constraint in parliamentary development 
increased supply will ensure improved Parliamentary performance by the 
recipient.  

 Reality: To some extent financial constraints are reasons but Parliaments in 
almost all countries have total autonomy of expenditure. It is only a matter of 
right priorities and realization by the Parliament / its House and Finance 
Committees to allocate resources for reforms and development related heads 
of accounts.  

 
DEVELOPMENTS SINCE 2014 
 
When the earlier intervention was made, the ASGP and IPU were discussing and 
finalizing the Common Principles for Support to Parliaments. It is very heartening to 
note that the principles which got approved and had since been ratified by a number 
of parliaments and parliamentary development organizations addressed the 
aforementioned concerns / realities and incorporated some of the suggestions. The 
Common Principle # 1, 2 and 8 specifically talk about these and the Document also 
mentions ‘internal’ and ‘external’ aspects of parliamentary development efforts. 
“Successful parliamentary support journeys therefore need to be led strongly and 
consensually by the ‘family’ of stakeholders surrounding a parliament. Internally, 
this includes both government and opposition parties, leadership and 
backbenchers, and members and staff. Externally, it also includes citizens and civil 
society stakeholders that engage with parliament. Whether internal or external, 
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support should be based firmly on parliament’s own well defined priorities”. This 
contribution further builds on the same but with some difference in degree of 
importance as well as stages of linking the internal efforts with external ones.   
 
THE HISTORIC PARLIAMENTARY DEVELOPMENT IDEALS 
 
In more than three decades service in and around Parliament have been seeing 
almost same or similar goals and objectives of Parliamentary development 
assistance. They talk about same 3 roles or functions of Parliament / 
Parliamentarians: Representation, Legislation and Oversight. The set of goals around 
these roles aim at helping developing countries’ Parliaments to perform these roles in 
more effective manner for which connectivity, outreach, transparency and 
accountability tools and mechanisms are suggested besides a set of technical skills 
and solutions which keep evolving and changing. However, these goals and 
objectives continue to remain ideals despite multi-year and million Dollar / Euro 
projects by different donors. There was no sustainable achievement in any of these 
ideals; which used to die at the end of a project or democratic tenure but got revived 
on a new project or on revival of democracy in the country.  
 
SOME OF THE PAST EXPERIENCES 
 

 Having remained involved with the project driven initiatives both as recipient 
as well as practitioner, experienced a number of attempts which included: 
 

 Need assessment missions / surveys (every time a new mission or survey) 
 

 Use of information technology hardware and software (hardware easy, 
software either not developed or not implemented, a few successful)  
 

 Efforts for PSPAN live telecast or broadcast (infrastructure in place, political 
decision never taken) 
 

 Pakistan Institute for Parliamentary Services (state of the art building but 
faculty modules and participation much less than required and desired).  

 

 Parliamentary monitoring organizations (only data that too partial and 
statistics focused) 

 

 Out of 35 or so Committees each project selected 4 or 5for support (hardware 
+ intern + report publication etc.) 

 

 Internship programmes (more of youth empowerment or exposure than 
support to Parliament no sustainability or retention).  
  

 Conferences, Seminars, Workshops, Visits, Training 
 

 Too much paper work at the time of start and implementation especially 
reporting to the donor.  
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 Administration / Secretariat attempts “Senate Administrative Strategic Plan 
2013-15” (consultative indigenous but political ownership not there).  

 
NEW TENURE, A NEW REGIME / PARADIGM 
 
Senate of Pakistan is renewed in March after every three years when half of the 
Members retire, resultantly, half of the membership is elected afresh alongwith the 
elected leadership i.e. Chairman, Leader of the House, Leader of the Opposition and 
Parliamentary Party Leaders. Pakistan Senate has taken a quantum leap towards 
adopting and implementing a new developmental strategy that is entirely self-
conceived and implemented, driven by the elected leadership especially the 
Chairman / Presiding officer, supported and implemented by the Secretariat. The 
debate about role of individual vs. institution will go on. However, one thing is 
established that in an institution like Parliament it is the individual as well as 
collective leadership of the time that sets in motion changes and reforms which 
remain elusive despite the availability of best of advice and big amounts of money. 
Chairman Senate Mian Raza Rabbani is a seasoned political worker turned leader 
who has more than three decades of experience as elected Parliamentarian / Senator. 
The Leader of the House / Government and Opposition are also experienced 
Parliamentarians.  All three have a common thread of being highly professional and 
experienced lawyers. The Secretariat is headed by me and supported by some 
energetic, educated and passionate team members. But the primary driver of all the 
Reforms and Initiatives is the leadership of Senator Mian Raza Rabbani.  
 
SOME OF THE CHANGES AND REFORMS 
 
A list of initiatives pertaining to Transparency and Openness, Parliamentary Outreach, House 
and Committees is annexed. These initiatives were taken not on the basis of any professional 
need assessment nor after lot of consultancy or paper work listing “Mission”, strategic vision, 
aims objectives, goals and timelines etc. but all of these can fit into or can be retitled / 
rewarded in line with the ideals aims and goals used by parliamentary development 
practitioners. Besides the individual leadership of the Chairman, the role of House Business 
Advisory Committee is of critical importance in building consensus and allowing the required 
rules amendments and other changes. Other established Committees / governance and 
decision making sub structures of Senate especially Senate Finance Committee which has 
fully control of expenditure and Council of Chairmen of the Senate had been used while 
deciding and implementing these changes. The full involvement of the Secretariat is also a 
precondition or essential requirement for timely implementation and sustainability.  
 
NEW STRATEGIC PARADIGM 
 
At Pakistan Senate, we have developed and strengthened internal mechanisms, 
amended rules of procedure and laid the foundations of a new reformation discourse. 
We have conceived and adopted a method that puts Parliament itself in control and 
ownership of the reforms process through indigenous planning and self-reliance, 
leaving minimal dependence on outside/foreign component – and that, too, on the 
basis of partnership, and not unilaterally. This is the way forward for sustainable 
parliamentary development. I would like to highlight one case / project in the Senate 
of Pakistan: one was a donor driven, while the other was indigenously developed but 
more productive and cost-effective. ‘Young Parliamentary Associates’ (YPA) 
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program, was driven by the IP3; while the ‘Clerks of the Parliament’ is the self-
conceived initiative of the Senate of Pakistan.  
 
THE DONOR DRIVEN ‘YPA’ PROGRAM 
 
The donor driven YPA program conceived and designed by a consortium of 4 
international, 2 national and one leading education and development agency of a 
developed country / democracy. The project decided to provide services of 20 YPA’s 
each year to work with the Standing Committees of the Senate for research and other 
support. Highly talented young Pakistani graduates through a competitive 
transparent process were selected and sent to the Senate after a training of one 
month. There was no understanding where these YPA’s will sit, no provision of any 
infrastructure, no clearly defined role or job description. 
  
They were engaged for a period of one year which included one month training, 
another month or two in being deputed with particular Standing Committees and by 
the time they were about to fully understand their role and function their term was 
over and a new badge was selected. This happened with the three cohorts of YPAs. 
We as Secretariat who had initially  reservations about the capabilities of young 
graduates found that they were capable to support but due to lack of prior 
coordination, design / cycle flaw etc. their services could not be utilized properly and 
there was no visible improvement in Committees work. However, it can be termed as 
a youth exposure or empowerment initiative. 
  
INDIGENOUSLY DEVELOPED ‘CLERKS OF THE PARLIAMENT’ 
PROJECT 
 
As opposed to the donor driven YPA program, the ‘Clerks of the Parliament’ program 
was developed from scratch by the Senate of Pakistan to match its needs and 
requirements. This programme aims at infusing dynamism and progressiveness into 
the very working and strategic paradigm of the Upper House by formalizing a 
pathway for young graduates to serve the parliament with fresh perspectives, ideas, 
knowledge, skills and youthful energy. The Clerks programme also fills the missing 
link of permanently retaining talented and well-trained interns, which was absent in 
the previous donor-driven internship progrmmes. As such, this programme has 
made it possible to create a specialized parliamentary cadre, thus becoming a nursery 
and permanent reservoir of skilled human resource, thereby improving the HR 
profile of Senate. 
 
Another highlight of this program is that instead of foreign consultants and executing 
agencies-dominated steering committees, this initiative was internally deliberated 
and finalized by the Senate leadership.  The ‘Clerks of the Parliament’ program 
proves that most of the time it’s just political will, proactive readiness and 
mobilization of indigenous resources to get the job done. 
 
EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL RELATIONS/COOPERATION 
 
Having explained the importance of internal efforts and ownership of Parliamentary 
Development Initiatives, one would like to acknowledge and record that meaningful 
support and cooperation is possible. Happy to note that the IPU common principles 
for Support the Parliament acknowledge and appreciate the pre-requisite and 
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importance of internal aspect both in its thematic notes as well as in three of its 
principles i.e. 1,2 and 8. The focus on sustainability which is being discussed and 
being debated at the round table also underline the same. The lesson by Clerks of 
Parliament vis-à-vis Young Parliamentary Associates (YPA) Programme help 
understand the requirements, essentials and tools for sustainability of externally 
supported projects. In the case of the Clerks of Parliament Program, the Senate of 
Pakistan after designing and operationalizing the programme approved UNDP to 
hire the services of one of country’s top business and training institute ‘IBA Karachi’ 
in the selection as well as the specially tailored training programme. In the case, of 
Senate of Pakistan we are currently working with UNDP and with the active 
cooperation of IPU and have been able to convince the donor that instead of coming 
to parliament with fully designed and structured projects, it is better to encourage 
and let the Parliament take lead and ownership in conception, design and 
implementation to ensure sustainability.   
 
Mr José VARANDA (Brazil) said that good governance and the effective use of 
resources was fundamental to the work of any parliament. Brazil’s Senate had been 
accepted as a role-model for public procurement. He asked about the role of planning 
and training in improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the use of public 
resources. 
 
Mr Said MOKADEM (Maghreb Consultative Council) asked how it was possible to 
resist change. He spoke of the different interests involved. He asked whether these 
proved to be an obstacle to reform. He asked for more information about the lack of 
resources. He asked whether there was a professional environment that tended to 
support change in Pakistan. 
 
Mr Antonio CARVALHO E SILVA NETO (Brazil) said that each month about 
100 university students went to the Brazilian House of Representatives to learn 
about the functioning of the chamber, with a view to them disseminating all that they 
had learnt afterwards. It was similar to the “A Clerk for the Future” programme. A 
participation internship had also been created, which had been extremely productive. 
 
Mr Baye Niass CISSÉ (Senegal) said that Senegal would shortly be beginning a 
programme undertaken with the support of the UNDP with the aim of training 
parliamentary personnel, and he was interested by the experience in Pakistan. 
 
Mr Modibo SIDIBE (Mali) explained that in Mali, instead of bringing people into 
Parliament to do work experience, MPs travelled throughout the country to explain 
the work of Parliament. 
 
Mr MALIK said that strategic planning and staff training were extremely important, 
but not the only drivers for major reform. He felt that it was critical to have 
ownership of change amongst the staff in order to generate momentum. 
 
In Pakistan all the documents of the House Advisory Committee were published on 
the internet to ensure greater transparency around the changes proposed. 
 
He spoke about the energy of young people and the hope they brought for the future. 
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He said that political will for reform was more important than financial resources, 
because existing resources could be used in new ways to bring about change. 
 
Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON, Vice-President, thanked Mr MALIK for his 
communication and thanked members for the questions they had asked. 
 

6. General debate: Training for participants in, and persons 
supporting, parliamentary proceedings 

Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON, Vice-President, invited Mrs Claressa SURTEES, 
Deputy Clerk of the House of Representatives of Australia, to open the debate. 
 
Mrs Claressa SURTEES (Australia) spoke as follows: 
 
Introduction 
 
There are four separate parliamentary departments supporting the Parliament of 
Australia, one dedicated to each House, and two providing services for both Houses. 
Parliamentary service staff who work for the departments are employed under the 
Parliamentary Service Act 1999. While it is liberating to have enabling legislation 
independent from that applying to the staff of executive agencies (Public Service Act 
1999), the Parliamentary Service Act mirrors the Public Service Act in many respects, 
notably in respect to employment matters. Further, the parliamentary service is 
required to operate within the broad public sector regulatory framework. As an 
independent entity, each department is responsible for the training and development 
of its own staff. In relation to the Department of the House of Representatives, the 
Act makes the Clerk of the House the employer of all other departmental staff, with 
each recruitment process based on the merit principle through an open selection 
process. 
 
The Department of the House of Representatives provides a range of support for the 
training and professional development of people working at Parliament. The 
department has a strong commitment to training, development and education of its 
staff, with a particular focus on procedural training because of its specialist nature. 
Training support for Members of the House of Representatives and the staff of 
Members is also regarded as a priority for the department. 
 
While departmental staff and Members and their staff are the two groupings which 
command the most attention and resources in terms of training support, the 
department offers training also to a range of other persons whose work supports 
parliamentary proceedings or is incidental to them. From induction to masterclass, 
there is a wide range of training on offer. Some of the issues faced in providing this 
support are recognising that it can be difficult for some people to accept that they 
might be in need of development of this nature, meeting the expectations of 
Members, the availability and suitability of online training and, in general, what 
works and what doesn’t. 
 
This paper does not address the education services provided by the Parliamentary 
Education Office for the school students who visit the Parliament of Australia and the 
larger number of school students who receive education services online from the 
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Parliamentary Education Office. Nor does it include general community engagement 
or the significant array of other contacts for the Parliament in the form of visiting 
official and unofficial parliamentary delegations and other visitors. The formal 
meetings with these visitors are more in the nature of information exchange or study 
programs, rather than training for participation or engagement with or support for 
the Parliament of Australia, see links:  
 

1) www.peo.gov.au    
2) www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/International_Program 
3) www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/House_of_Representatives/About_the_House

_Magazine 
 
The focus for this paper is the training and development measures which target, 
principally, parliamentary staff, Members and their staff, and other persons who 
work at the Parliament briefly or more long term. 
Parliamentary service staff 
 
The Department of the House of Representatives provides orientation training to its 
own staff and contributes to the orientation of staff employed by other parliamentary 
departments. For example, parliamentary security staff who work in the chambers 
and guides who conduct supported tours of Parliament House, including the 
chambers. Senior staff contribute to the ‘Study of Parliament’ course, which is 
offered to all parliamentary service staff and covers the political, organisational and 
physical parliamentary work environment. Also, on request, senior staff provide 
training sessions on specific parliamentary subjects, for example, parliamentary 
privilege. 
 
Staff of the department 
 
All departmental staff take part in a performance management process, which 
includes upwards feedback for all staff who supervise or manage other staff, and 
individual development plans for all staff. The department has an extensive training 
and development calendar, renewed each year and drawn in part from the individual 
development plans, which includes access to leadership development training. The 
calendar offers a wide array of specialist in-house procedural training, training in 
compliance with public sector governance requirements and training of a more 
general nature targeting specific job skills and career development. 
 
The department supports two debating chambers and some 30 committees. Having 
two chambers means that two simultaneous rosters of clerks must be maintained. 
From general orientation to procedural masterclass, practically, the onus is on senior 
experienced procedural staff to implement training regimes that ensure there are a 
sufficient number of staff who are expert in parliamentary procedure and are able to 
take on the advising and clerkly roles supporting the chambers and committees, and 
indeed to become future leaders and managers of the department. In the past, this 
objective was achieved through a more or less ‘apprenticeship’ approach. However, 
with a more complex parliamentary work environment and workforce trends 
whereby increasingly people change employers more frequently, there is an 
imperative to offer new and broader approaches to deepening procedural knowledge 
and skills, effectively ‘fast tracking’ staff with an aptitude for procedural work. 
 

http://www.peo.gov.au/
http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/International_Program
http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/House_of_Representatives/About_the_House_Magazine
http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/House_of_Representatives/About_the_House_Magazine
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Understanding the parliamentary environment 
 
It is important that all departmental staff appreciate the nature of their unique work 
environment and have an understanding of the parliamentary framework. Senior 
staff provide briefings on parliamentary issues throughout the year. Open to all 
departmental staff, the target is six sessions per annum. Recent topics include: 
 

 separation of powers and consideration of recent decisions by the High Court 
of Australia; 

 petitioning the House; 

 changes in the parliamentary environment; 

 Indigenous bark petitions included in the original records of the House; 

 2016 double dissolution election; and 

 2016 opening of parliament. 
Procedural training and development 
 
Several general measures are used to target procedural training and development, 
including: 
 

 extensive manuals maintained by individual chamber and committee support 
offices, recording work practices and processes; 

 short pre-sittings briefings conducted for staff rostered as clerks and deputy 
clerks-at-the-Table, to share last minute advice about the business agenda and 
incidental issues; and 

 chamber debriefs after each sitting week or fortnight on procedural and 
practice issues (approximately 20 per annum)—open to all departmental staff, 
these sessions allow for sharing and reflection on experiences, and capturing 
procedural information for the next edition of our authoritative book of 
practice. 
 

In addition, there are more specific measures to boost the parliamentary and 
procedural expertise of staff. 
 
Clerkly workshops 
 
Senior staff develop a workshop program and lead individual sessions in which 
certain proceedings are reviewed and examined in detail and experiences shared to 
better equip staff for their roles as clerk and deputy clerk-at-the-Table in the 
Chamber and Federation Chamber. 
 
Sessions are held as sittings permit (approximately 10 per annum), with recent 
sessions including: 
 

 procedural motions of censure, debate management (guillotine), dissent, no 
confidence and suspension of standing orders; 

 special balloting for elections of Speaker and Deputy Speakers; 

 House processes for debate on the annual Budget; 

 counting for divisions and quorums, understanding proxy votes and pairing; 
and 

 dealing with documents and papers in the chambers. 
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Coaching for procedural expertise 
 
Senior staff offer individual coaching to enable staff on the rosters of clerks to extend 
and deepen their preparations for their clerkly roles. This measure is particularly 
important for staff changing to new roles, for example, moving from Clerk in the 
Federation Chamber to Clerk in the Chamber. 
 
Job shadowing 
 
Job shadowing is practiced for key chamber support roles. This measure is in place to 
share the knowledge and experience in relation to key procedural positions and to 
ensure there is backup should someone be sick or otherwise unavailable during a 
sitting. Shadows are valuable during extended sittings to ensure relief for staff who 
would otherwise work several long days in succession. Shadows are in place in the 
Serjeant-at-Arms’, Table and Clerk’s offices, providing confidence for business 
continuity. 
 
Job rotation 
 
The duty statements for most jobs in the department include the notation that the 
individual performing the duties of the position might be required to rotate to a job 
at the same level in a different area of the department. However, this requirement is 
more formally applied at the senior levels. The senior executive staff, those in Clerk 
Assistant roles, rotate positions after several years, as do staff in roles which are 
office leaders, the committee secretaries and directors. 
 
The rotation policy is in place to share the knowledge and experience in relation to 
the various roles and thereby ensure that there is more than one person in the 
department who knows how to undertake each key senior position. It is a valuable 
policy to support the development of procedural and leadership experience and 
expertise in all senior staff. 
 
Committee support 
 
Two separate specialist streams of training and development target committee 
support and are open to all departmental staff: 
 

 committee debriefs conducted in a similar manner to chamber debriefs, 
although less frequently (approximately eight per annum), and discussions 
are more limited because committee confidentiality must be maintained. They 
cover procedural, administrative and cultural matters; and 

 the ‘Inside committees’ stream is conducted by senior committee staff who 
address various aspects of committee operations (approximately eight 
annum). 

 
Extracurricular parliamentary events 
 
A parliamentary conference, seminar or formal study program is an opportunity for 
professional development simply not available from other sources. While the 
department accesses public sector training programs in the areas of general 
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administration, management and leadership, in terms of understanding a 
parliamentary, not executive, institutional focus, only an event which actively 
addresses the parliamentary environment can offer that training experience. 
 
Not only do these opportunities enable staff to research and contribute to discussions 
about parliamentary specific topics, they become familiar with other parliamentary 
systems and thereby better understand their own parliamentary environment. 
Further, staff develop their own professional networks with parliamentary colleagues 
within and outside Australia and learn the value of belonging to a wider 
parliamentary community. 
 
In addition to this forum, the Association of Secretaries General of Parliaments, 
there are several others of importance to the department, including for the training 
effect an active membership provides. 
Australasian Study of Parliament Group (ASPG) www.aspg.org.au 
 
The Australasian Study of Parliament Group (ASPG) is a politically non-partisan 
body which was established in 1979 to encourage and stimulate research, writing, 
teaching and discussion about parliamentary institutions, particularly those in 
Australia, New Zealand and the South Pacific.  
 
The ASPG has chapters in all States and Territories of Australia and in New Zealand. 
Its membership consists of parliamentarians, staff of parliament, academics, 
teachers, journalists, students and other interested individuals. 
 
Its main activities are an annual conference and biannual journal, which is available 
online. 
 
Australia and New Zealand Association of Clerks at the Table (ANZACATT) 
www.anzacatt.org.au 
 
The Australia and New Zealand Association of Clerks-at-the-Table (ANZACATT) was 
formed in 2001 and now comprises an active membership from each House of 
Parliament in Australia, and New Zealand. The same members had originally come 
together from 1999 under a different name, and a biannual bulletin has been 
published since that time. The objects of the association are to advance the 
professional development of its members and to enable its members and other staff 
of Parliaments in Australia and New Zealand to expand their knowledge of the 
foundations and principles of parliamentary systems and parliamentary procedure in 
Australia and New Zealand as well as the administrative practices essential to the 
smooth operation of Parliament. 
 
Since 2000, a professional development seminar has been conducted annually. The 
seminar proceeds by way of plenary and workshop sessions, involving staff from 
across the jurisdictions and focusing on various aspects of parliamentary procedure, 
the institution of parliament and life at parliament. 
 
Since 2004, a ‘Parliamentary Law, Practice and Procedure’ course has been offered 
annually at an Australian university, with the curriculum agreed between the 
university and the executive committee of ANZACATT. This course offers an 
academic discipline to parliamentary training, with formal course assessment and a 

http://www.aspg.org.au/
http://www.anzacatt.org.au/
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residential school component presented by university professors and parliamentary 
clerks. The semester long subject may be counted towards fulfilment of requirements 
for a bachelor degree. 
 
The website has a valuable library of procedural, parliamentary and training 
information, including a parliamentary case law database. 
 
Society of Clerks-at-the-Table (SOCATT) in Commonwealth Parliaments 
www.societyofclerks.org  
 
Founded in 1932, SOCATT encourages the profession of officers of parliament, 
including Clerks-at-the-Table and persons with similar duties, enabling them to 
access the parliamentary practice of chambers of Commonwealth legislatures and 
fostering mutual interest in their duties, rights and privileges. 
Even though the Parliament of Australia is not currently a member of the 
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, fortunately this is no bar to the 
membership of SOCATT for eligible staff of the department and we maintain our 
membership and participate as sittings permit. 
 
Other measures contributing to staff development 
 
Other measures contribute to the retention and development of staff of the 
department, including: 
 

 senior executive staff offer mentoring to staff engaged in some formal 
development activities; 

 special extension positions, working with the Clerk’s and Clerk Assistant 
(Committees) offices enable staff to learn more about the requirements of 
senior roles; 

 mobility assignments during election periods for staff not directly involved in 
supporting end of and beginning of parliament activities; and 

 increasingly important to retention of experienced staff are, flexible working 
arrangements such as job sharing, leave for family responsibilities, career 
breaks and study leave. 

 
Members of the House and their staff 
 
Senior departmental staff provide training for Members and their staff in accordance 
with a formal schedule of events, and there is the opportunity for Members and their 
staff to propose topics for inclusion. In Australia, there are no professional standards 
or education programs for members of parliament and their staff, so the sessions 
provided by the department are sometimes the only training sessions available to 
them which are specific to these roles. The approach to training for this group is: 
 

 orientation program for new Members—for two days, two weeks prior to the 
Opening of Parliament (individual briefings are offered to Members who 
commence after a by-election); 

 orientation program for staff of Members—for one day, in the second sitting 
week; and 

http://www.societyofclerks.org/
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 a continuous briefing program, ‘House Briefing’, for Members and their staff—
one hour session, every second sitting week, on topical issues, including, 
requirements of the House in making declarations to the Registrar of 
Members’ Interests, opportunities to participate in consideration of and 
debate on Budget legislation, and being briefed by the Auditor-General, the 
Ombudsman and other officers of the Parliament. 
 

Members who have a role as Speaker, Deputy Speaker or member of the Speaker’s 
Panel are provided with specific briefing material and group and individual briefings, 
including in the chambers in relation to their duties. The Deputy Clerk together with 
the Deputy Speaker provide ongoing professional support to members of the 
Speaker’s Panel. On occasion, video material of chamber proceedings is used for 
training purposes. 
 
Other briefing material includes a handbook for Members prepared for the 
commencement of each new Parliament as an introduction to the role of a Member 
of the House of Representatives and a guide to services, entitlements and facilities. 
Members are offered a dedicated series of procedural briefs, ‘Members’ Notes’ 
prepared from the point of view of Members and designed to support their work in 
the chambers, for example, first speech, chamber etiquette, parliamentary privilege 
and private members’ business. 
 
All briefing material which is prepared for Members is available to their staff also, 
and it is available online through a specific intranet for Members. 
 
Community and professional visitors to Parliament 
 
Individuals of certain groupings have annual or biannual attachments with Members 
and Senators and intensive orientation programs are provided to each group at the 
beginning of their visits. These programs help to prepare them for their time working 
with the parliamentarians in Parliament House. Currently such visitors include: 
 

 Australian National Internships Program—university students complete an 
attachment over a semester with a Member, Senator or committee; and 

 Australian Defence Force Parliamentary Exchange Program—members of 
Australia’s defence services, army, navy and air force, complete an attachment 
over two weeks with a Member or Senator. 

  
Briefings are also provided to the members of the diplomatic community about 
Australia’s system of government and information is provided about how to engage 
with Members and Senators, and relevant parliamentary committees and friendships 
groups. From time to time, briefings have been provided to members of the Federal 
Parliamentary Press Gallery about their access at Parliament House and the 
application of the Parliament’s media rules to their work. 
 
Public seminar program 
 
The House of Representatives offers people interested in the work of the 
House, and Parliament, opportunities to find out how Parliament works. 
Modest fees are charged for these half day seminars. Audiences typically 
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include new graduate, and other, staff of executive departments, lobbyists, 
consultants and even journalists and other media workers. The program covers 
general and detailed areas of study: 
 

 About Parliament—run together with the Senate, this seminar provides an 
introduction to Australia’s system of parliamentary government; 

 About the Budget—focussed on proceedings in the House, this seminar gives 
insight into the various stages of budget consideration from the moment of the 
Treasurer’s introduction of the bills and second reading speech; 

 About Legislation—this is a House centric stream explaining the complete 
legislative process. Most legislation is introduced into the House of 
Representatives and it may be dealt with in the Chamber alone, or also partly 
in the second debating chamber of the House, the Federation Chamber; 

 About Committees—this stream provides detailed information on all aspects 
of committee work. The department supports some 30 committees comprising 
investigatory committees of the House, domestic committees and numerous 
joint committees; and 

 custom seminars—the department also offers seminars tailored to meet the 
needs of individual organisations. Typically such seminars cover the range of 
subjects covered in the set program, and it might be quite cost effective for an 
organisation to have a dedicated seminar which targets a particular aspect of 
parliamentary process and, if required, for our staff to present the session at 
their premises rather than Parliament House. 
 

Future outlook for delivery of training 
 
Technology has had a significant impact on how training is delivered. It is very easy 
to disseminate training material through intranets. The video format is most 
beneficial in terms of illustrating situations and events, the next best thing to being 
there. We anticipate delivering more training material through video format. 
 
Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON, Vice-President, thanked Mrs SURTEES and 
opened the floor to debate. 
 
Dr Ulrich SCHÖLER (Germany) said that one critical aspect was how to deal with 
new parliamentarians. In Germany introductory courses were provided. Many MPs 
were reluctant to be told by staff what to do or how to do it. Thus an offering was 
made, but the term “education” was studiously avoided. Not many of them wanted to 
learn about procedural matters. One indirect method for providing training was to 
train their staff. 
 
Parliamentary staff were exposed to the widest possible range of roles to assist them 
in their career progression. 
 
His written contribution was as follows: 
 
Aim of continuing education and training 
 
“Ensuring that tasks are performed efficiently and effectively by competent and 
motivated staff” – that is the German Bundestag’s aim in providing continuing 
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education and training, as set out in our Training Strategy. The Strategy also states 
that the training is intended: 

 
“– to boost the staff’s capabilities, potential and development opportunities, 
– to broaden the range of positions which staff are capable of filling, and thus create 
the conditions for their flexible and diverse deployment, 
– to reduce the work familiarisation period when new tasks are taken on, 
– to accompany specific projects, such as the introduction of administrative reform 
mechanisms or the deployment of new software, or the organisational assignment of 
new tasks”. 
 
With the aim established, the next question is: for whom is the training specifically 
intended?  
 
Target groups 
 
In principle, it can be said that the training offered by the German Bundestag is 
aimed at all members of staff with permanent posts in the Administration, 
irrespective of their career group, employee category and age. 
 
The staff employed by the Members of the Bundestag are also offered a range of 
training courses, independently of those offered for the Administration. Their 
training is managed by a dedicated division, and tailored to the needs of those 
working for a Member of Parliament: for example, there are seminars dealing with 
office management or public relations. 
 
That said, there is a degree of overlap in certain areas, meaning that training is 
offered both to Administration employees and Members’ staff. The budget is one 
example of this; training on this subject is important not just for the staff of Members 
of the Bundestag who sit on the Budget Committee. Training on this subject is also 
offered to Administration employees who work in a division which manages budget 
funds and who work with and support the Administration’s Budget Division. 
 
Types of training and training providers 
 
That kind of training is an example of job-specific training. The other two types of 
training provided are function-specific training and general training. Function-
specific training includes training for people in management positions, for example, 
or for those members of staff who are responsible for the German Bundestag’s 
vocational trainees. The general training includes language courses. 
 
The training is primarily delivered by federal training institutions – particularly by 
the Federal Academy of Public Administration, the Federal University of Applied 
Administrative Sciences and the Federal Office of Languages. Coordination takes 
place with these institutions to ensure that the needs and the past experience of the 
Administration of the German Bundestag are taken into account in the design of the 
programmes. 
 
If training needs cannot be met by the federal training institutions, and the required 
budget funds are available, other public providers are initially consulted before, if 
necessary, external training providers are approached (such as companies or 
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individual external trainers) – with due regard for the principle of efficiency and 
economy at all times, of course.27 In the case of requests for job-specific and 
function-specific training, managers’ and employees’ experience of external 
providers is drawn on to identify suitable external providers.  
 
The Administration of the Bundestag also offers its own in-house seminars, which 
include IT training seminars, in particular. One very topical example is a seminar on 
IT security, which – following a hacker attack on the German Bundestag’s servers – 
is mandatory for all Administration staff. The term “in-house training” generally also 
encompasses all seminars, events, etc., offered to employees of the Administration of 
the German Bundestag which are organised and supported by the Training Division. 
The training provided to staff by their own colleagues is to be expanded further, as 
this not only offers an opportunity for needs-based, flexible and timely training. It 
also encourages identification with one’s own role (for the trainer) and boosts 
motivation and the sense of being part of a team (for both sides). Practical, “first-
hand” information is also accepted more readily. 
 
The Training Division also aims to enable staff to expand their horizons and learn 
about other areas of the Administration. This takes place in an unbureaucratic 
manner through “mini-seminars”, as they are known, which are held six times a year. 
These involve a division giving an hour-long lunchtime presentation on its work, 
enabling interested colleagues to learn a little about the work of a committee 
secretariat or the Visitors’ Service, for example, from those directly involved. The 
staff of the Members of the Bundestag can also attend these mini-seminars. 
 
But the Bundestag not only encourages people to learn from each other within its 
own Administration. It is also possible for staff to expand their horizons even further. 
For example, Bundestag employees have the chance to apply to take part in a regular 
staff exchange with the parliaments of the following countries: the United States, 
France, Poland, Israel, Ireland, the United Kingdom and Italy. These programmes 
generally last a week and are reciprocal, meaning that the Bundestag also invites 
members of staff from these parliaments to Berlin. This results in staff forming direct 
work contacts and, above all, it ensures that participants gain a greater 
understanding of other parliaments and their procedures. This also leads 
participants to reflect on their own work procedures and improve them where 
necessary. 
 
The programme with France has been running since 1973, the programme with 
United States since 1983, and there has been an exchange with the Knesset since 
2003. These programmes, in particular, reflect Germany’s special bilateral relations 
with these countries. More than 1100 colleagues have taken part in the staff exchange 
programmes so far. 
 
An in-depth understanding of how other parliaments organise their work and take 
decisions is becoming more important within the EU. That is one of the reasons why 
the Bundestag also offers a long-term exchange with the Assemblée nationale, lasting 

                                                   
27 As well as the principle of efficiency and economy (Sections 7, 34 (2), and 63 (1) of the Federal Budget Code 
(Bundeshaushaltsordnung), the provisions of the Bundestag Administration’s Service Regulations on Contract 
Awards for Supplies and Other Services under the Regulations on Contract Awards for Public Supplies and 
Services (VOL) and the Regulations on Contract Awards for Independent Professional Services (VOF) 
(Procurement Regulations) also apply. 
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one year. Although this is only relevant for a comparatively small number of staff 
members, as participants should have an advanced working knowledge of the other 
country’s language, this programme strongly fosters cooperation between the 
Bundestag and the Assemblée. Twelve people have participated in the programme 
since 2000. 
 
Mr Sergey MARTYNOV (Russia) said that he would like to focus on the training 
of parliamentarians. The Russian lower house was formed using party lists, and the 
upper house had two senators from each constituency, one from the executive power 
and one from the legislative power. This reduced the burden of training of senators. 
 
The Russian Senate had a committee on the rules of the Senate. When a Senator 
arrived in Parliament they were made familiar with the rules. It was more 
complicated to train senators’ staff, and the training they were given was more 
detailed. 
 
In the upper House there was also a Legislators’ Council comprised of about 100 
members. One of its functions was education and training. 
 
His written contribution was as follows: 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, Esteemed Colleagues, 
 
1. Unlike the State Duma, which is the Russian Parliament's lower house, the Council 
of the Federation, which is the Parliament's upper house, is not subject to dissolution 
and simultaneous re-election. Based on the results of regional elections, every year 
there is a partial rotation of the existing members of the upper house28. 
 
The most recent scheduled renewal of members of the Council of the Federation took 
place in September as a result of the elections of highest officials of the RF 
constituent entities and of members of the regional parliaments29. All of the newly-
elected senators are highly-experienced and highly-trained professionals in their 
respective fields. However, not all of them have a sufficient experience of law-making 
at the Federal level.  
 
2. That is exactly why the regular renewal of that parliamentary body imposes upon 
the Staff of the Council of the Federation the task of creating conditions necessary for 
ensuring adequate work of the newer Council Members and of the persons 
supporting their activities.  
  
In the initial stages, parliamentarians are given all necessary support and assistance 
from the Staff of the Council of the Federation in acquainting them with the 

                                                   
28 The respective governing procedures are laid down in the Federal Law No. 229-FZ “On Procedures 

Governing the Formation of the Council of the Federation of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation” 
dated 3 December, 2012. 

29 On 18 September, 2016, elections were held to the 7th State Duma of the Russian Federation. 
Simultaneously, elections were held of top officials of the RF constituent entities in 9 Regions and elections of the 
deputies to regional legislative assemblies in 39 Regions. 
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chamber's functioning procedures. They are provided with special reference 
literature and necessary informational materials.  
 
In their day-to-day work, the Senators are given all necessary assistance from the 
secretariats of respective committees of the Council of the Federation staffed with 
highly-trained experts. They support the Senators work in their respective 
Committees in which they are active while ensuring continuity of work and a high 
level of professionalism in the law-making process. 
 
In 2013, a computerized information system was put into service, which is known as 
the Council of the Federation Member's Workstation. That mobile office gives the 
Senators access to all necessary documents and databases that are prepared for 
meetings of the chamber and its various Committees or other types of meeting. 
Among its other features, it allows remote access, which is very convenient in the 
day-to-day work and, especially, during on-site visits and business trips. 
 
3. Russia has a federal system of government, with every Region having its own 
executive and legislative (representative) government branches. The Federal 
Assembly of the Russian Federation has an operating body known as the Council of 
Legislators of the Russian Federation, an advisory body bringing together the 
Chairpersons of all regional parliaments of the Russian Federation30. It also includes 
the Chairpersons of both chambers of the Federal Assembly of the Russian 
Federation, their First Deputies, and the Chairpersons of the various Committees of 
the two chambers.  
 
The Council of Legislators makes it possible for Russian legislators of different levels 
to develop consolidated positions on the more important legislative matters.  
 
In 2012, it was decided that, once every two years, an educational workshop would be 
held for members of the Council of Legislators. 
 
In 2012 and in 2014, such workshops were held using the resources of Moscow State 
University31. 
 
Apart from educational programs, such workshops give members of the Council of 
Legislators an opportunity to directly interact with members of the Federal 
Government and with leading scholars and scientists and to discuss the prevailing 
trends in various fields of economic development, finance, social politics, socio-
cultural developments, and other issues. 
 
The next such workshop for members of the Council of Legislators coming from the 
Regional Parliaments is scheduled for this December. And, once again, it is going to 
be held on the premises of Moscow State University32. The program will include 
lectures and discussions on a wide range of issues, from measures to increase the 
efficiency of social support programs for the poorer citizens to measures aimed at 
increasing the investment attractiveness of the different regions of Russia.  

                                                   
30 The Statute on the Council of Legislators of the Russian Federation with the Federal Assembly of the 

Russian Federation as approved by the Resolution of the Council of Legislators of the Russian Federation on 31 
May, 2012. 

31 19-22 November, 2012 and 20-22 November, 2014 
32 Moscow State University, 7-9 December, 2016 
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4. In facilitating the work of the Council of the Federation Members, an important 
role is assigned to their assistants. They are required to have a good understanding of 
the laws; to participate in the drafting of new laws and in monitoring the 
implementation of the existing laws; to help publicize the Senators' activities in the 
mass media; and to make arrangements for their trips to their respective electoral 
regions.  
 
That is why there exit special training programs designed for persons assisting the 
Council of the Federation Members 33. For example, workshops have already been 
held on such topics as the Handling of Petitions from the Public34, Business Etiquette 
and Public Relations35; and Document Management36.  
 
Particular emphasis is placed on the training in the use of the latest information 
technologies aimed at facilitating the parliamentary work37. 
 
In 2016, training was conducted for assistants to the Senators on the subject of the 
Status and Functions of Assistants to the Deputies: Experience of Foreign Countries. 
 
Our Chamber's Staff is interested in ensuring that the assistants to the Council of the 
Federation Members should receive the required methodological assistance and all 
necessary reference, teaching, and analytical materials, similar to what is given to the 
federal government employees. A large body of such materials is available on the 
Council of the Federation information network. 
 
5. Professionalism and preparedness for parliamentary work, of the Senators 
themselves and of their Assistants and other Staff officers, is very important for 
achieving good results in their legislative work. We understand that very well and are 
determined to make every effort to ensure their proper training and regular re-
training.  
 
Thank you. 
 
Dr Khalid Salim AL-SAIDI (Oman) wanted to talk about training for members of 
both chambers in the Parliament in Oman. Six months’ previously, an institution for 
parliamentary training had been created for each chamber. The use of the word 
“training” was avoided, and the words “introductory programme” were used instead. 
All MPs went through the programmes. The institutions also helped those wanting to 
run for election, whether for parliament or for municipalities. 

                                                   
33 Here and elsewhere, all information is based on the data provided by the chamber’s Public Service 

and Personnel Department. 
34 Workshop on the subject of Procedures Governing the Examination of Citizens' Complaints and 

Petitions in the Council of the Federation of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation. Procedures 
Governing the Dispatching of Documents. 

35 Workshops on the subjects of the Culture of Parliamentary Speaking and Business Rhetorics; and 
Improvement of the Business Communications between Government Employees. Protocol. 

36 Workshops on the subject of Organizing and Managing the Documentation Kept by the Council of 
the Federation Members: Principal Lines of Activity of the chamber’s Information Technology and Document 
Management; Department and others. 

37 Workshops on the subjects of Matters Concerning the Operation of the Computerized Information 
System Known As the Council of the Federation Member's Workstation; Using Tablet Computers in the 
Environment of the Council of the Federation Member's Workstation; and Use of Information Technologies in 
Public Administration. 
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Staff exchanges, within Oman and between Oman and other countries, were 
facilitated. 
 
MPs were supported in obtaining information, for example in support of their 
scrutiny of legislation. MPs who had the necessary tools to do their work would be 
more productive. 
 
Mr Jake VAUGHAN (United Kingdom) said that the UK House of Lords had been 
trying to improve its training for members. It had to be accepted that members all 
had different objectives: some became ministers straight away, but needed a second 
induction when they ceased to be ministers. Some members did not belong to 
political parties, and everyone had different levels of experience. Some of the most 
difficult members to train were former MPs, and they needed gentle re-education. 
 
It had been quite difficult to persuade members to turn up to the induction provided, 
leading to increased collaboration with the political parties. Sometimes members 
themselves delivered the training, and the secretariat had been forced to accept that 
perhaps those members would not communicate everything, but that it was better 
than nothing. 
 
One important aspect was ensuring that members knew that they could ask 
questions when they needed answers. 
 
Dr Nelson MAGBAGBEOLA (ECOWAS Parliament) said that a major challenge 
was the training budget, which was always the first to be cut. He expressed the view 
that the more established parliaments should support the newer parliaments, 
including by inviting their staff to observe their work. He suggested that there should 
be a forum for training institutes to share their experiences. 
 
Mrs Yardena MELLER-HOROVITZ (Israel) said that there was an induction day 
for new MKs at the start of each new Knesset. Almost a quarter of MKs tended to be 
new each time, which was equivalent to about 40 MKs. Incentives were offered for 
attendance. The induction day was divided into two parts: parliamentary work, and 
the administration. A toolkit was prepared in advance. At the end of the day, a tour 
was provided, and all MKs sat in their new places. The following day they themselves 
became guides for their families. 
 
After the induction day, the legislative department held a second induction day, 
which showed MKs how to table their draft bills. 
 
Mr Philippe SCHWAB (Switzerland) confirmed that the training of 
parliamentarians had been a delicate issue insofar as some of them were convinced 
that their election was itself a mark of their competence, and that they had not been 
elected in order to follow parliamentary procedure. 
 
He had been impressed by the variety of training programmes offered in different 
countries. In Switzerland, law and parliamentary procedure were barely taught at all 
and were not understood by the staff of parliamentarians. A process which was 
triggered at the moment of the appointment of parliamentarians’ staff had thus been 
put in place. Work experience students were paid by Parliament for a year during 
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which they learnt their about the functioning and procedures of Parliament. Once 
they had completed this process, they constituted a pool of trained personnel from 
which parliamentarians could later recruit their staff. 
 
Mr Modibo SIDIBE (Mali) said that the list of countries with which Germany had 
conducted exchanges did not mention Mali, but that parliamentary staff from Mali 
had nonetheless been trained at the Bundestag. He wanted to know whether the list 
represented a different type of partnership. 
 
Mr Gengezi MGIDLANA (South Africa) said that an induction was held at the 
start of each Parliament. Former members were used to provide training, as were 
former staff members. There was also a programme run in conjunction with 
universities. The political parties allowed their members to participate in the training 
programme, and some improvement in quality had been seen. 
 
The programme for staff needed some improvement. 
 
Dr Ulrich SCHÖLER (Germany) said that the countries listed in the German 
contribution were countries where exchanges took place on a yearly basis. The 
Bundestag also received regular delegations. 
 
Mr Antonio CARVALHO E SILVA NETO (Brazil) said that a Master’s degree in 
legislative powers could be taken by both members and staff who qualified to take it. 
Some external candidates participated, too. 
 
In Brazil it was also difficult to persuade members to attend training. A two-day 
workshop was available for new members, which covered even very basic 
information. 
 
He said that instructors were selected from amongst the permanent staff. 
 
Mr Jeremiah M. NYEGENYE (Kenya) said that the House of Representatives in 
Australia had helped to benchmark the training offered in Kenya. The Joint Services 
department in Kenya seemed to be disconnected from the work of the two Houses, 
and the staff felt as if they were working in a separate institution. This manifested 
itself in training. 
 
Secretariats were multi-disciplinary and supported parliament in other fields than 
legislation. Many of the joint staff sought training to advance their careers rather 
than to bring them in line with the work of the Parliament. 
 
He wanted to encourage developed parliaments to consider that they could learn new 
things every day, including from developing parliaments. 
 
Mr Manuel CAVERO (Spain) said that in the Spanish Senate the parliamentary 
groups preferred to train their members themselves. However, at the end of 2015, a 
new parliamentary group was created, and that group had requested practical 
training for their staff. The secretariat had been delighted to provide it. It had helped 
members to overcome their instinctive mistrust of the parliamentary administration. 
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Mrs SURTEES said that the way in which training was presented, and its name, 
was critical. In Australia it was called “briefing”. Video-based material was used 
much more frequently, and the training was made available via the intranet. 
 
In Australia, the parliamentary library was considered to be a joint service. 
 
It was interesting to note that separate training was being provided each time that a 
member took on a new role, and she thought that this could be critical to ensuring 
their success. 
 
She agreed that it was important for parliaments to learn from each other. A better 
term for it was “partnership”. Australia took seriously its part in the process of 
providing and receiving support. 
 
Providing material that could be taken away was an effective tactic, as was having 
direct contact and building good relationships. 
 
It was clear that Australia had a great deal of work to do in terms of the 
professionalization of parliamentary studies. One module was available for 
parliamentary staff, but there was nothing for members. 
 
She shared the concern that sometimes members only got their information from 
their political party or group. For this reason it was important to try to engage with 
the parties and groups. 
 
She thanked members for the range of issues that they had raised. 
 
Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON, Vice-President, President, thanked Mrs 
SURTEES for her moderation and members for their contributions to the debate. 
 

7. Concluding remarks 

Mr Geert Jan A. HAMILTON, Vice-President, closed the sitting. 
 
 
The sitting ended at 12.45 pm. 
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SIXTH SITTING 

Wednesday 26 October 2016 (afternoon) 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, was in the Chair 
 

The sitting was opened at 2.35 pm 
 

1. Introductory remarks 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, welcomed everyone back. She 
reminded them about the joint conference with the IPU on “How parliaments 
change: recommendations to strengthen parliamentary oversight (Global 
Parliamentary Report)”, which would be held in the morning of Thursday 27 
October. She invited as many members as possible to attend. 
 

2. Communication by Mr Claes MÅRTENSSON, Deputy 
Secretary General of the Swedish Riksdag: “The Swedish 
Parliament and the European Union: creating the best 
possible opportunities for influence at international 
level” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Mr Claes 
MÅRTENSSON, Deputy Secretary General of the Swedish Riksdag, to make his 
communication. 
 
Mr Claes MÅRTENSSON (Sweden) spoke as follows: 
 
Madame Chair, Dear colleagues, 
 
Thank you for giving me this opportunity to speak about an issue which is always 
topical, but maybe now more than ever: parliamentary influence at the international 
level. In my speech, I will focus on the Swedish Parliament’s opportunities for 
influence at EU level. For us in Europe, the European Union is the foremost 
expression of regional integration. Having said this, I believe the topic is applicable 
at any international level, as regional integration or cooperation can be found in 
several parts of the world. I hope my speech will inspire to continued discussion and 
I look forward to hearing your opinions on improved possibilities in this area.  
 
I want to start with a glimpse in the rear-view mirror. Sweden became a member of 
the EU in 1995. In a referendum, 52.3 per cent of the electorate voted in favour of 
accession. Sweden only applied to join the EU after the end of the Cold War. The 
importance that Sweden attached to its neutrality explains why it did not apply for 
membership earlier. During the first decade of membership, Sweden was often 
described as reluctant, foot-dragging or sceptical, and accused of believing in its own 
exceptionalism. Nonetheless, Sweden adapted well to the obligations of membership, 
and compliance with pre-existing EU legislation did not pose a major problem. Over 
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the years, reticence has given way to a more positive stance, best characterised as 
pragmatic support.  
 
Sweden’s membership of the EU was incorporated into the Swedish Constitution in 
2011. The Constitution also states that Sweden participates in international 
cooperation within the framework of the United Nations and the Council of Europe, 
as well as in other contexts.  
 
However, EU membership is unique. The EU treaties are binding agreements 
between 28 EU member countries. They set out EU objectives, rules for EU 
institutions, how decisions are made, and the relationship between the EU and its 
member countries. According to one study, 27 per cent of Swedish law originates 
from the EU. These laws are passed in the same way as any other national legislation. 
When an EU law is adopted into Swedish law, the question arises of whether 
legislation by the Swedish Parliament, the Riksdag, is required, or whether a new 
regulation issued by the Government and its agencies is sufficient. 
 
The role of the Riksdag 
 
According to the Swedish Constitution, the Riksdag is the foremost representative of 
the people. Legislative and budgetary powers rest with the Riksdag and the 
Government must have the backing of a majority in the Riksdag. When Sweden 
became a member of the EU, the Riksdag stated that it must play an important role 
in EU affairs. The rules on the role are considered very important in providing 
opportunities for parliament to influence developments in the EU. These rules and 
regulations concern basic principles of the democratic system, and were therefore 
enshrined in the Riksdag Act, the legal status of which is somewhere between the 
Constitution and normal legislation. 
 
Nonetheless, as a result of Sweden’s membership of the EU, the Riksdag has 
transferred a good deal of its decision-making rights to the EU. It is the Government 
that represents Sweden internationally and in the EU. But, the Government is 
obliged to inform and gain support for its actions in the EU from the Riksdag. 
According to the Constitution, the Government is to inform the Riksdag of, and 
consult the Riksdag on, developments in the EU and on its intended actions. In this 
way, the Riksdag has an influence on the Swedish position in advance.  
 
For this purpose the Committee on EU Affairs (EAC) was set up when Sweden joined 
the EU in 1995. The EAC focuses on matters on the agenda of the Council of the EU. 
In practice, this means that every Friday the ministers who will participate in the 
Council meeting the following week deliberate with the EAC. The Government must 
also consult the EAC on the conduct of negotiations in the Council before any 
decisions are made there, and before meetings in the European Council. The 
Government is expected to act in accordance with the mandate it is given during the 
consultations with the EAC, and only to deviate from this mandate if there are very 
good grounds for doing so. 
 
In order to give the Riksdag even more influence on the Swedish position in advance, 
the role of the 15 sectoral committees has been gradually strengthened in successive 
reforms since Sweden joined the EU. The Government must deliberate with the 
committees on items of EU business. The idea is that these deliberations in the 
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sectoral committees should take place well before the items appear on the Council 
agenda. 
 
The role of national parliaments in the EU 
 
The Riksdag also has another role within the framework of EU cooperation. Pursuant 
to Article 12 of the Treaty on European Union, the national parliaments contribute 
actively to the good functioning of the EU, among other things, having draft 
legislative acts of the EU forwarded to them, as well as by carrying out subsidiarity 
checks of draft legislative acts. Through the introduction of these provisions, the 
Riksdag has been given the opportunity to communicate directly with the EU 
institutions. 
 
The Riksdag has a system that enables all legislative acts submitted for subsidiarity 
control to be scrutinised. Many other parliaments scrutinise only a limited number of 
draft legislative acts. According to the subsidiarity principle, the EU shall act only 
and in so far as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved 
by the Member States alone. The Riksdag plays an active role here and has submitted 
more reasoned opinions on subsidiarity than any other parliament in the EU.  
 
The European Commission’s political dialogue with the national parliaments has 
soon been in force for ten years. The national parliaments participate in this dialogue 
to varying extents and on the basis of varying national conditions. The majority of 
the national parliaments participate more or less actively in the written exchange of 
opinions with the Commission. The dialogue is used for comments in substance on 
proposals and for comments connected with subsidiarity checks.  
 
Following the division of roles between the Government and the Riksdag set out in 
the Constitution, the political dialogue between the Commission and Sweden takes 
place through the Government, which is accountable to the Riksdag. The Riksdag’s 
scope for expressing opinions directly to the EU institutions is limited to reasoned 
opinions as a result of a subsidiarity check according to the EU treaties.  
 
Under the Lisbon Treaty, the 28 national parliaments and the European Parliament 
are to decide how effective inter-parliamentary cooperation is to be organised and 
promoted. This recognition existed before the Lisbon Treaty came into force, and the 
national parliaments have cooperated for many years by means of: 
 

 the conference of EU Speakers which is responsible for general coordination 
of inter-parliamentary activities in the EU; 

 recurring conferences for specific matters or committees. 
 
20 years of development of the role of the parliament 
 
The Riksdag’s work with EU matters has been developed several times since Sweden 
joined the EU more than 20 years ago. For some time now there have been ongoing 
discussions about how the role of the national parliaments can be further 
strengthened in the EU. EU cooperation in general has developed during the last ten 
years, partly as a result of the new provisions that came into force with the Lisbon 
Treaty, but also in response to developments both within the EU and outside the 
EU’s borders. This has in many cases required coordinated and rapid action at EU 
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level. Ten years have passed since the last all-party committee of inquiry was 
established, with the task of reviewing the Riksdag’s work with EU matters. On 
account of this, and in view of developments at EU level an all-party committee of 
inquiry has been called for to conduct an overall review of the current procedures for 
the work of the Riksdag with EU matters, including the conditions and forms for the 
Riksdag’s contacts with the EU institutions and participation in inter-parliamentary 
cooperation.  
 
Ongoing inquiry 
 
The remit of the all-party committee of inquiry is to examine the Riksdag’s work with 
EU matters, including what position the Riksdag should and can take regarding 
developments in the EU towards a reinforced role for the national parliaments. The 
inquiry shall include work both in theory and in practice, with the purpose, among 
other things, of investigating whether the division of roles between the Riksdag and 
the Government has changed.  
 
More specifically, the committee of inquiry will analyse whether the Riksdag’s work 
with EU matters is conducted in an expedient way, and whether the forms for this 
work are appropriate and provide the best possible opportunities for the Riksdag to 
fulfil its tasks. Further aims of the analysis are to find out whether the Riksdag has 
the influence that was anticipated, whether the Riksdag succeeds in capturing 
important issues sufficiently early to be able to exercise a genuine influence and 
whether the Riksdag is prepared for the kind of rapid decisions demanded by recent 
crisis measures in the EU?  
 
As I mentioned earlier, the Riksdag has transferred some of its decision-making 
rights to the EU, and therefore the Government is obliged to inform and gain support 
for its actions in the EU from the Riksdag. The committee of inquiry will also look 
into whether the Government provides the Riksdag with the right information at the 
right time, or does the Riksdag lack information from any stage of the EU’s decision-
making process?  
 
Another point of departure for the inquiry is the conditions for the Riksdag’s contacts 
with the EU institutions and participation in inter-parliamentary cooperation, in 
order to ascertain what position the Riksdag should and can take regarding 
developments in the EU towards a reinforced role for the national parliaments. Does 
the Riksdag’s communication with the institutions regarding subsidiarity checks 
affect the division of roles between the Government and the Riksdag?  
 
As a last point, I would like to mention that the committee of inquiry will also 
consider whether there are grounds for proposing amendments to current provisions 
and procedures for the Riksdag’s work with EU matters. The committee started its 
work in September 2016, and is to present its report by October 2017.  
 
For us back home in the Riksdag, it will be interesting to follow the work of the 
committee of inquiry. For me here today it would also be of great interest to hear 
more about your opinions or experiences when it comes to creating the best possible 
opportunities for parliamentary influence at the international level.  
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Finally, I would like to thank you for letting me speak and for your attention. I am 
very happy to answer any questions you may have. 
 
Dr Sabah Jumaah ALBAWI (Iraq) asked whether there was any situation where 
the Parliament could approve a part of a text emanating from the European Union. 
 
Mr Eric JANSE (Canada) said that it was a prerogative of a government to send the 
army somewhere. Increasingly there were calls for a debate in the Canadian 
Parliament on this subject, but also sometimes for a vote. He asked if similar issues 
had been experienced in Sweden. 
 
Mrs Claressa SURTEES (Australia) said that she had been reflecting on the lack 
of public understanding between the Executive and the Parliament. The issues raised 
by this communication brought this distinction to light. 
 
Mr Manuel CAVERO (Spain) asked if subject-specific committees were becoming 
increasingly involved in European Union matters as was the case in Spain. 
 
Mr Philippe SCHWAB (Switzerland) wanted to know about the relationship 
between the Swedish Parliament and Swedish MEPs. 
 
Mr Paul EVANS (United Kingdom) said that he promised that in two years’ time he 
would be able to return and make a communication on how the UK had engaged in 
international negotiations with regards to Brexit. 
 
In the UK there was a fight in the courts about whether the triggering of article 50 
was a prerogative act, or whether it required the consent of Parliament. There was 
nonetheless a trend in the UK for the Parliament to take over prerogative powers. In 
2010, Parliament had been given the right to veto treaties. In the UK there was no 
constitution. Going to war remained a prerogative right, but more recently 
Parliament had been allowed to veto the decision to go to war. There was, in short, a 
muddle between statute and convention. Scrutiny of these decisions was not 
straightforward either, with multiple committees wanting to conduct this. 
 
Mr MÅRTENSSON said that where decision on EU legislation had been made 
within the EU, the Swedish Parliament had no say in them. However, EU directives 
had to be transformed into national law, and these had to be approved just as 
domestic law would be. 
 
In Sweden the Parliament had to approve Swedish military missions abroad, or 
indeed the prolonging of such missions. Free-trade agreements had not caused much 
of a problem. 
 
He felt that to some extent Sweden was open to some discussion on the balance of 
powers between the Executive and the Legislature. Traditionally the Parliament 
could only express a view by taking a formal decision within the chamber. 
 
In Sweden, subject-specific committees had become increasingly involved in EU-
related matters. The European Standing Committee (EAC) required that all matters 
that were brought before it had previously been discussed in the subject-specific 
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committees. If there was a problem, it was that sometimes the subject-specific 
committees felt that they had not had sufficient time to discuss the issues in advance. 
 
The question had been raised of Swedish MEPs going to speak in the Swedish 
national Parliament, but to date the ruling that they could not had been clear. Work 
was underway to try to improve the relationship between the two Parliaments. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr MÅRTENSSON for 
his communication. 
 

3. Communication by Dr Nelson O. MAGBAGBEOLA, 
Secretary General of ECOWAS Parliament: “status of 
enhancement of powers of a regional parliament: 
evidence from the ECOWAS Parliament” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Dr Nelson O. 
MAGBAGBEOLA, Secretary General of ECOWAS Parliament, to make his 
communication. 
 
Dr Nelson O. MAGBAGBEOLA (ECOWAS Parliament) spoke as follows: 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Parliament or Legislature is a strong pillar of representative democracy in any 
country or group of countries. The traditional role of every parliament in a 
democratic setting is to represent the people, enact laws for the society and oversight 
the Executive arm of government. 
 
Efforts are being made in sub-Saharan Africa, particularly in West Africa, to promote 
representative democracy within the rule of law with a view to enhancing the 
standard of living of the citizens.  Increasing the standard of living of West African 
citizens was the raison d’être for the establishment of the Economic Community of 
West African States (ECOWAS) as a regional economic community (REC) created to 
integrate and develop the member countries (or states) of the Community.  ECOWAS 
is also one of the RECs that serve as the building blocks for the formation of the 
African Economic Community (AEC). 
 
To actualize regional representative democracy in West Africa, the 1975 treaty 
establishing ECOWAS was revised in 1993 to create, among others, a Community 
Parliament also known as ECOWAS Parliament.  Pending election of Members of 
Parliament by direct universal suffrage38, Parliament is expected to serve as an 
advisory and consultative body to the decision making organs of the Community 
especially the Authority of Heads of State and Government and Council of Ministers.  
Over a period of time, the Parliament is to move from an advisory body and evolve 
gradually to a co-decision making and legislating body.   
 

                                                   
38 Election by direct universal suffrage is not feasible now in ECOWAS because of the huge 
financial costs involved in conducting elections simultaneously in the fifteen Member States. 
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In spite of the efforts made since the inauguration of both the ECOWAS Parliament 
in 2000 and the First Legislature in 2001 up till the end of the Third Legislature 
which ended in August 2015, the Parliament is yet to become a co-decision making 
and legislating Parliament.  This important issue of enhancement of powers of the 
ECOWAS Parliament is also a cardinal agenda item of the Fourth Legislature which 
was inaugurated in February 2016.  It is, therefore, pertinent to examine the status of 
the enhancement process and the activities needed to be implemented before its 
adoption as a Supplementary Act which would complement the ECOWAS Treaty. 
This is the focus of this communication. 
 
2. OVERVIEW OF ECOWAS 
 
2.1. Preamble 
The Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) was established on 28 
May 1975 in Lagos, Nigeria via a treaty.  The 1975 treaty was revised in 1993 and the 
1993 Treaty was also revised in 2006.  ECOWAS is a 15-member regional group 
comprising Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d’Ivoire, The Gambia, Ghana, 
Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Senegal and Togo.  
They are categorized as 8 francophone, 5 anglophone and 2 lusophone countries. 
 
Its geographical size is 5.1 million square kilometre, which is 50.1 percent of the land 
surface area of Europe. Its economic size, measured in terms of gross domestic 
product (GDP), in 2016 is estimated by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as 
$571.434 billion39, which is 41.0 percent of 2016 GDP estimates of group of sub-
Sahara African countries. 
 
The vision of ECOWAS is the creation of a borderless region where the population 
has access to its abundant resources and is able to exploit same through the creation 
of opportunities under a sustainable environment. The vision involves 
transformation of ECOWAS from “an ECOWAS of States to an ECOWAS of People”. 
ECOWAS is meant to be a region governed in accordance with the principles of 
democracy, rule of law and good governance. 
 
ECOWAS underwent restructuring in 2006, which led to a consolidation of the 
Community spirit, strengthening of supra-nationality as well as the adoption of a 
new legal regime (decisions directly applicable in Member States and by the 
Institutions).  There is now a new regime for the ECOWAS Community Acts. Before 
the new legal regime came on board, obligations of Member States were captured 
principally in Protocols and Conventions, which are subject to lengthy Parliamentary 
ratification processes. These processes delayed the entry into force of the legal texts 
thereby impeding the integration process. Decisions of the Authority were, however, 
immediately applicable and binding on Member States, whilst those emanating from 
the Council of Ministers were only applicable and binding on the Community 
Institutions. 
 
However, under the new legal regime, the principle of supra-nationality becomes 
more pre-eminent and there is now a de-emphasis on the adoption of Conventions 
and Protocols. Community Acts are now Supplementary Acts, Regulations, 
Directives, Decisions and Recommendations. Thus, the Authority passes 

                                                   
39 IMF (2016) World Economic Outlook Database, October edition. 
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Supplementary Acts to complement the Treaty. Supplementary Acts are binding on 
Member States and the institutions of the Community. 
 
On its part, the Council of Ministers enacts Regulations and Directives and makes 
Decisions and Recommendations. Regulations have general application and all their 
provisions are enforceable and directly applicable in Member States. They are also 
enforceable in the institutions of the Community. 
 
 
2.2. Institutions of ECOWAS 
 
The highest institution of ECOWAS is the Authority of Heads of States and 
Government, which consists of all Presidents of the fifteen Member States of 
ECOWAS.  The next institution is the Council of Ministers.  Other institutions are 
ECOWAS Commission, the Community Parliament, the Community Court of Justice, 
Specialized Technical Committees, the ECOWAS Bank for Investment and 
Development (EBID), West African Health Organization (WAHO) and the Inter-
governmental Action Group against Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing in 
West Africa (GIABA). 
 
ECOWAS comprises three arms of governance, namely, the Executive, the 
Legislature and the Judiciary. At the helm of the organization structure is the 
Chairman of the Authority of Heads of State and Government. The Chairman is the 
current Head of State and Government appointed by other Heads of State and 
Government to oversee the affairs for a period of one year, renewable once. The 
Minister in charge of ECOWAS affairs in the country of the Chairman of the 
Authority automatically becomes the Chairman of Council of Ministers. Similarly, 
that country presides over all other ECOWAS statutory meetings for the year 
(ministerial and senior level, such as the Technical Committees). 
 
At the helm of the Executive arm of the Community is the President of ECOWAS 
Commission appointed by the Authority for a non-renewable period of four years. He 
is assisted by a Vice President and 13 Commissioners. The Commission facilitates the 
implementation of all ECOWAS programmes, projects and activities in the ECOWAS 
Member States. 
 
The legislative arm of the Community is the Community Parliament headed by the 
Speaker of the Parliament. The administrative functions of the Parliament are 
directed by the Secretary General of the Parliament. Pending elections by direct 
universal suffrage in future, parliamentarians are seconded by national Parliaments 
to the Community Parliament for a period of four years.  
 
The judicial arm of the Community is the Community Court of Justice, headed by the 
President. The Court is composed of seven (7) independent Judges who are persons 
of high moral character, appointed by the Authority of Heads of State of 
Government, from nationals of Member States, for a four-year term of office, upon 
recommendation of the Community Judicial council. The Court ensures the 
interpretation and application of Community laws, protocols and conventions. The 
administrative functions of the Court are handled by the Court Registrar who is 
assisted by other professional staff. 
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Details about the ECOWAS Parliament are provided below.  
 
The ECOWAS Parliament was created in November 2000 in Bamako, Republic of 
Mali in compliance with the 1993 Revised Treaty of ECOWAS.  Its first ordinary 
session was held in January 2001 and the Republic of Mali provided the first Speaker 
of the Parliament.  
 
Following a restructuring of ECOWAS Institutions by the Authority of Heads of State 
and Government in 2006 in which the life span of the Legislature was reduced from 
five to four years, the second Legislature was inaugurated in November 2006 for a 
four year period till 2010 under the Speakership of the Republic of Niger. The third 
Legislature from August 2011 – 2015 was under the Speakership of the Federal 
Republic of Nigeria. The current Legislature, from 2016 – 2020, was inaugurated in 
February 2016 and its Speaker is from the Republic of Senegal.  In fact, Speakership 
of the Parliament is based on alphabetical order.  It is expected that the next Speaker 
would come from Sierra Leone. 
 
There are 115 Members of Parliament drawn from the 15 Member States based on the 
population of each Member State. Irrespective of the population of each country, the 
minimum number of Members per country is five (5).  Nigeria has the highest 
number of Members, which is thirty five (35).   
 
The 115-Member Parliament has an advisory and consultative role towards the 
decision-making organs of the Community. In accordance with relevant provisions of 
its Protocol, the Parliament may consider any matter concerning the Community in 
particular issues relating to Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.  Parliament 
may also be consulted for its opinion on matters concerning the Community and the 
opinion of the Parliament shall also be sought in certain areas enumerated in the 
Protocol. 
 
The structure of the Parliament consists of the Plenary which is the highest decision-
making body of Parliament; a Bureau comprising the Speaker and four Deputy 
Speakers as the governing board; a Conference of Committee Bureaux that 
represents all Standing Committees of Parliament; and a General Secretariat under 
the leadership of the Secretary General to provide technical, administrative and 
financial services to the Parliament.   
 
The Parliament sits in session three times in a year consisting of two ordinary 
sessions in May and September and an extraordinary session at any time in the 
course of the year to discuss an urgent specific agenda item.   
 
Currently, the Members of ECOWAS Parliament are elected from amongst Members 
of the National Assemblies of Member States for a period of four years.  Proceedings 
in ECOWAS Parliament are governed by its Rules of Procedure and plenary decisions 
are adopted by way of Resolutions. 
 
3.  POWERS BEING SOUGHT BY THE ECOWAS PARLIAMENT 
 
Article 4(2) of the Supplementary Protocol A/SP.3/06/06 amending Protocol 
A/P.2/8/94 relating to the Community Parliament states that “the powers of the 
ECOWAS Parliament shall be progressively enhanced from advisory to co-decision 
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making and subsequently to a law making role in areas to be defined by the 
Authority”. In compliance with the provisions of the Article, the ECOWAS 
Parliament seeks enhancement of its powers to enable it perform effectively its 
statutory role as a regional Parliament. 
 
Proposals in the draft Supplementary Act have been reviewed to involve the 
Parliament in the legislative process in the following manner:  
 
3.1. Mandatory Referral  
Referral to the Parliament will be mandatory in the following areas: 

 Community budget; 

 Revision of the Treaty and its annexes;  

 Annual Audit Reports of Community organs and institutions; 

 Adoption or Review of all Community Acts relating to ECOWAS Economic and 
Monetary Integration including trade, customs, free movement of persons, goods and 
services, infrastructure, monetary cooperation, industry and mining, private sector 
and investment promotion; 

 Other integration matters covered by the Technical Committees established under 
New Article 22, new paragraph (1.b) of the Supplementary Protocol A/SP.3/06/06 
amending the Revised Treaty; and 

 Any other sectoral policy decided upon by the Authority. 

 
3.2. Non-Mandatory Referral  
Referrals to Parliament will not be mandatory in the following areas:  

 International Agreements affecting the Community Institutions; 

 Membership, sanction, Suspension or Exclusion of Member States by the 
Community; 

 Creation of Institutions as referred to in Article 3 of the Treaty; Community defense, 
peace and security policies. 

  
3.3. Opinion of Parliament  
Subsequent to a matter being referred to Parliament, two possibilities become 
available to Parliament: Opinion and Mandatory Assent 
 
3.3.1. Opinion 
An Opinion of Parliament will be required on the consideration of the Community 
Budget, the annual audit reports on Community Institutions, and other areas 
referred to under Article 9.1e of the Supplementary Act. 
 
3.3.2. Mandatory Assent 
The Council of Ministers shall continue to adopt Community instruments in line with 
Community Regulation. However, preceding the adoption by Council, matters within 
the following specific areas shall require the mandatory assent of Parliament: 

 Revision of the Treaty and its annexes; 

 Promotion and protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. 

 Adoption or Review of all Community Acts relating to ECOWAS Economic and 
Monetary Integration policies including trade, customs, free movement of persons, 
goods and services, infrastructure, monetary cooperation, industry and mining, 
private sector and investment promotion. 

 
4. NEXT STEPS  
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Following the adoption of the report of the Ad-hoc Committee on Enhancement of 
Powers of ECOWAS Parliament in October 2016, the following activities have been 
noted for implementation:   

i. Presentation of Draft Supplementary Act on Enhancement of Powers (in a 
descending order) to: 

• Legal Experts from Member States 
• Ministers of Justice 
• Council of Ministers 
• Authority of Heads of State and Government for consideration and 

adoption. 
ii. Election of Members of Parliament through Direct Universal Suffrage in 

future. 
iii. Following election by direct universal suffrage, there would be inauguration of 

a Legislature with full powers to undertake the traditional roles of Parliament 
which include representation, legislation and oversight. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 
The ECOWAS Parliament strives to represent the peoples of West Africa.  Currently, 
the Members of Parliament are indirectly elected by citizens into ECOWAS 
Parliament through the national Parliaments.  Ultimately, the Members of 
Parliament will have to be elected through direct universal suffrage. 
 
Efforts have been made by all successive Legislatures to enhance the powers of the 
Parliament.  However, up till now, a Supplementary Act on the enhancement of 
powers of ECOWAS Parliament is yet to be adopted by the Authority of Heads of 
State and Government.  Renewed efforts are being made to ensure that the 
Supplementary Act is adopted. 
 
As part of the gradual evolution of the Parliament, all areas in the Draft 
Supplementary Act which are contentious with the roles and powers of the Council of 
Ministers, ECOWAS Commission and ECOWAS Court of Justice have been removed.  
All the contentious areas will be revisited once the representatives are elected 
through direct universal suffrage. 
 
It is believed that enhancement of powers of the ECOWAS Parliament will bring 
ECOWAS closer to the peoples of the region.  It will also promote regional 
integration and development in West Africa which will ultimately lead to an effective 
functioning of the African Economic Community (AEC).  It is expected that all the 
outstanding activities necessary for the adoption of a Supplementary Act on the 
enhancement of powers of ECOWAS Parliament will be effectively implemented as 
soon as possible. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr MAGBAGBEOLA 
for his communication. 
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4. Communication by Mr Jiří UKLEIN, Secretary General of 
the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic: “The 
20th anniversary of the Senate of the Parliament of the 
Czech Republic” 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, invited Mr Jiří UKLEIN, 
Secretary General of the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic, to make his 
communication. 
 
Mr Jiří UKLEIN (Czech Republic) spoke as follows: 
 
Under the Constitution of the Czech Republic which came into force on January 1, 
1993, legislative power is entrusted to the Parliament of the Czech Republic which 
has two chambers: the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies. 
  
The Senate is a permanent institution, it cannot be dissolved and every two years 
one-third of its members stand for re-election. 
 
The seat of the Senate is in Prague, Malá Strana (Lesser Town) at the Waldstein, 
Kolowrat and Small Fürstenberg Palaces. 
 
The first elections to the Senate were held in 1996 and on December 18 of that year 
the first constituting plenary session took place in the Main Hall of the Waldstein 
Palace. It was presided over by Jaroslav Musial, doyen of the body. Petr Pithart was 
elected the first President of the Senate.  
 
Historical consequences 
 
The Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic had a predecessor during the era 
of Austria-Hungary. The Austro-Hungarian chamber of peers and nobility was 
composed of e.g. members of noble families, church dignitaries and appointed 
members. Czech noble families were also represented there, for example the Kinský 
family, the Šlik family or the Chotek family. Outstanding Czechs appointed by the 
emperor sat there from the 2nd half of the 19th century, were sitting there. The first 
Czech appointed in this way was František Palacký in the 1860's . He was followed by 
Emil Škoda, František Ringhoffer, Josef Hlávka, František Křižík, Josef Václav 
Myslbek, Jaroslav Vrchlický, and Antonín Dvořák at the turn of the 19th and 20th 
centuries.  
 
The first constitution of the independent Czechoslovak state from 1920 also 
stipulated a bicameral parliament. The authors of the constitution took their 
inspiration from the Austrian constitution, as well as the French and American 
constitutions.  The National Assembly of the Czechoslovak Republic was composed of 
a 300-member Chamber of Deputies and a 150-member Senate. A proportional 
system was used in elections to both chambers. Senators were elected for eight years 
and they were required to be 45 years of age or older. The seat of the Senate was in 
Thunovský Palace, the current seat of the Chamber of Deputies. The then Chamber of 
Deputies had its seat in Rudolfinum.  
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The first election to the Czechoslovak Senate took place in 1920. After the 
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia had been declared, the Senate was dissolved in 
March 1939 and it never met again after WWII.  
 
A bicameral parliament was established again after the constitutional Act on the 
Czechoslovak Federation was passed. A Federal Assembly replaced the unicameral 
National Assembly, and was composed of two equal chambers – the House of People 
with 200 members and the House of Nations with 150 members. While the number 
of mandates in the House of People was derived from the population, the number of 
mandates in the House of Nations was equal for both Czechs and Slovaks. The 
bicameral Federal Assembly existed from 1969 till the break-up of the federation in 
1992.  
 
Senate elections 
 
The upper parliamentary chamber has 81 members, the mandate lasting for six 
years. 
Every citizen of the Czech Republic who has the right to vote and is aged 40 or over 
may be elected a Senator. Candidates may be proposed by a political party or a 
movement or may run as independent.  
 
Every other year, elections are held in one-third of the constituencies. Elections take 
place in one-mandate constituencies, have two rounds and are based on the majority 
system.   
 
A Senator may be elected in the first round if he or she gets more than  
50 % of the votes cast. Otherwise, the two most successful candidates advance to the 
second round. If the mandate of any Senator is cancelled during his/her term of 
office, by-elections are held in his/her constituency.  
 
There are some offices which are incompatible with the Senators' mandates, e.g. the 
President of the Czech Republic, a member of the Chamber of Deputies or a judge. 
However, Senators may be ministers, presidents of self-governing regions or mayors. 
 
The Senatorial oath of office 
 
“I pledge loyalty to the Czech Republic. I pledge that I will uphold its Constitution 
and laws. I pledge on my honour that I will carry out my duties in the interest of all 
the people, to the best of my knowledge and conscience.” This is the wording of the 
oath of office provided for by the Constitution that Senators take at the first meeting 
of the Senate after the elections. If a Senator declines to take the oath of office or 
takes it with reservation, his/her mandate is cancelled. 
  
During the ceremony, the oath of office is read by one, usually the youngest, Senator. 
The other Senators utter the phrase “I promise” and shake hands with the President 
of the Senate or with the Senator presiding over the session. Each Senator confirms 
the promise with his or her signature. 
 
Powers of the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic  
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The main role of the Senate is its legislative activity. The Senate debates bills tabled 
by the Chamber of Deputies and is entitled to approve them, reject them or return 
them with amendments to the lower chamber.  
 
Constitutional and election laws cannot be passed without the explicit approval of the 
Senate.  
 
The Senate as a whole has law-making initiative.  
 
If the Chamber of Deputies is dissolved, the Senate adopts statutory measures for 
matters that cannot be deferred and would otherwise require the passing of an act. 
Such measures may be tabled only by the Government. The statutory measures 
adopted by the Senate must be approved by the Chamber of Deputies at the first 
session of a newly constituted chamber, otherwise they cease to be valid.  
The Senate expresses its consent to the ratification of international treaties and, in 
conjunction with the Chamber of Deputies, declares war, approves the deployment of 
foreign troops in the territory of the Czech Republic and the sending of Czech troops 
abroad.  
 
The Senate comments on proposed EU legislation and other EU documents. It may 
instigate proceedings for violation of the principle of subsidiarity by an EU act.  
 
Powers of the Senate in relation to other institutions of the Czech 
Republic 
 
The Senate has a range of powers relating to other institutions in the Czech Republic.  
The President of the Senate announces the election of the President of the Czech 
Republic. The President of the Senate administers the oath of office to the President-
elect at a joint meeting of both chambers and the president's possible resignation. It 
is the exclusive power of the Senate, with the approval of the Chamber of Deputies, to 
bring a charge against the President before the Constitutional Court.  
 
Approving the appointment of judges to the Constitutional Court who are proposed 
by the President of the Czech Republic is also within the remit of the Senate.  
 
The Senate presents to the President of the Czech Republic proposals for the 
conferring or awarding of state honours. It also puts forward candidates for the 
position of the President of the Office for Personal Data Protection and its inspectors.  
Senators have the right to elect members to the Council of the Institute for the Study 
of Totalitarian Regimes.  
 
The Senate puts forward two candidates for the position of Public Defender of Rights 
and two candidates for the position of Deputy of the Public Defender of Rights to the 
Chamber of Deputies.  
 
Legislative process 
 
Bills are introduced at the Chamber of Deputies. A deputy, a group of deputies, the 
Senate, the Government or a regional authority may table bills. 
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All bills except the Act on the State Budget, which is debated solely by the Chamber 
of Deputies, are submitted to the Senate once they have been passed by the Chamber 
of Deputies.  
 
The Senate Committee on Agenda and Procedure assigns those bills to committees 
for discussion and recommends the schedule and agenda for the session to the 
President of the Senate. The Senate has a limit of only thirty days to discuss bills, 
with the exception of constitutional or election bills.  
 
The Senate may approve the bill, reject it, return it with amendments to the Chamber 
of Deputies or express its will not to examine the bill. If the Senate does not adopt 
resolution within thirty days, the bill is considered to have been adopted.  
 
If a bill is returned with amendments to the Chamber of Deputies, deputies vote on it 
again. They vote on all amendments and cannot select only some of them. To pass a 
bill in the wording approved by the Senate, the majority of those deputies present is 
required. To override Senate amendments and pass a bill in its original wording, the 
majority of all deputies, i.e. at least 101 votes, is required.  
 
If the Senate rejects a bill, the Chamber of Deputies votes on it again. To override the 
Senate and pass a bill, the approval of the majority of all deputies, i.e. at least 101, is 
again required. If there are insufficient votes, the bill is not passed. 
 
Constitutional bills and amendments to the Constitution of the Czech Republic must 
be approved by both chambers with the votes of three-fifths of all deputies and three-
fifths of those Senators present. In this case, the Chamber of Deputies cannot 
override the Senate. The situation is similar for election acts, the Act on the Rules of 
Procedure of the Senate and the Act on Relations between the Chambers.  The limit 
of thirty days does not apply to the Senate for those bills.   
 
Legislative initiative of the Senate 
 
The Senate as a whole also has legislative initiative. A bill may be tabled at the Senate 
by a Senator, a group of Senators or a Senate committee or commission. Such a bill is 
debated in two readings. If the bill is approved by the plenary, the President of the 
Senate is authorised by a resolution to submit it to the Chamber of Deputies and a 
Senator is delegated to provide the reasoning for the bill in the Chamber of Deputies.    
 
Officials and bodies of the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic 
 
Each term of office of the Senate lasts for two years and it is opened by a constituting 
plenary session. At the beginning, the plenary elect the President and Vice-Presidents 
of the Senate.   
 
Committees, commissions and permanent delegations 
 
In addition to the Committee on Agenda and Procedure and the Committee on 
Mandate and Parliamentary Privilege which are required by law, the Senate 
establishes other committees and commissions during its first plenary session. Their 
number, names and agendas are not defined by law. 
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The following committees have been established in the 10th term of office: 
  

 Committee on Agenda and Procedure (required by law)  

 Committee on Mandate and Parliamentary Privilege (required by law) 

 Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs 

 Committee on National Economy, Agriculture and Transport 

 Committee on Public Administration, Regional Development and the 
Environment 

 Committee on Education, Science, Culture, Human Rights and Petitions 

 Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Security 

 Committee on EU Affairs 

 Committee on Health and Social Policy 
 
The committees discuss matters that are assigned to them and matters they agree to 
discuss. With the exception of the Committee on Agenda and Procedure and the 
Committee on Mandate and Parliamentary Privilege, a Senator may be a member of 
only one committee. The President and Vice-Presidents of the Senate are members 
solely of the Committee on Agenda and Procedure. Members of the Government may 
also be deputies or Senators but they cannot hold the office of the President of a Vice-
President of the Senate, nor can they can be members of Senate committees or 
commissions.  
 
A committee may set up subcommittees to resolve particular issues. Even Senators 
from other committees may be members of those subcommittees.  
 
Commissions are established primarily to discuss issues that are covered by several 
bodies of the Senate or issues that are not covered by any of them. Temporary 
commissions may also be established. Commission membership is not limited only to 
Senators. At the beginning of a term of office, the Senate first makes arrangements to 
set up the Commission on Election.   
 
The following commissions have been established in the 10th term of office:  
 

 Standing Senate Commission on Compatriots Living Abroad 

 Standing Senate Commission on Senate Chancellery Activities 

 Standing Senate Commission on Rural Development 

 Standing Senate Commission on Media 

 Standing Senate Commission on the Constitution of the Czech Republic and 
Parliamentary Procedures 

 Commission on Election 
 
The plenary of the Senate elects its representatives in interparliamentary 
organisations. The permanent delegations to those organisations are composed of 
members of both chambers of the Parliament.  
 
Caucuses 
 
Senators may form caucuses. A Senator may only be a member of one caucus. At 
least five Senators are required to set up a caucus.  
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Foreign policy 
 
The upper chamber of the Czech Parliament is an important player in the foreign 
policy of the Czech Republic. Meetings with foreign partners at the Senate and the 
active participation of Senators in permanent parliamentary delegations and 
multilateral platforms all contribute to the development of international relations.  
 
Senate representatives use their foreign trips, usually accompanied by business 
delegations, to seek new opportunities for Czech exporters and to strengthen the 
relations Czech companies already have.  
 
Foreign trips are approved by the Committee on Agenda and Procedure. The choice 
of countries which Senate delegations plan to visit is usually discussed with the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Industry and Trade so that an official 
visit to a particular country is as beneficial as possible to the development of the 
economy, the travel and tourist industry and other sectors.  
 
European agenda 
 
The Senate is one of the most active parliamentary chambers in all EU Member 
States as regards debating EU legislation.  
 
The Government informs the upper chamber of the Parliament about the outcomes 
of European Council meetings and other  key activities relating to the 
European agenda.  
 
The Committee on EU Affairs deals regularly with European legislative proposals, 
the Government's position on them, communication or other EU papers.  
 
Events held at the Senate 
 
Conferences and seminars held on Senate premises help find solutions or clarify 
problems relating to law-making. Intensive dialogue with professionals enables 
Senators to have as complex a view as possible of upcoming and debated legislation. 
 
Organising conferences that commemorate important national or international 
anniversaries contributes to preserving the nation's historical memory, reflecting on 
national traditions and enhancing the people's knowledge of the most important 
historical moments that concern them either directly or indirectly. 
 
In 2011, the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic and the Academy of 
Sciences signed a Memorandum about Permanent Conference in order to intensify 
cooperation between lawmakers and academics.  
 
Silver commemorative medals of the Senate 
 
The President of the Senate awards Silver commemorative silver medals to 
outstanding personalities from the world of science and the sphere of economics, 
culture, sport and social life who are deserving of recognition in their profession or 
have contributed to the Czech Republic's  positive reputation abroad. Those who 
have bravely saved a human life are also acknowledged. 
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Since 2012, the President of the Senate has regularly organised a gala social event on 
the eve of the Day of Czech Statehood, during which laureates receive Silver 
commemorative medals in front of distinguished guests and TV cameras that 
broadcast the event.   
 
Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic and the public 
 
Senate plenary sessions are open to the public, who may follow them from the gallery 
that is reserved for them at the Plenary Session Hall of the Waldstein Palace. Those 
who are interested have the opportunity to visit the Senate website, www.senat.cz, 
and watch the session live or look for Senate documents or for verbatim reports of all 
plenaries.  
The Senate may resolve to hold a session in camera if the agenda contains classified 
information relating to the defence or security of the State.  
 
Debates on bills and statutory measures of the Senate shall always be held in public. 
 
Petitions and public hearings 
 
Petitions addressed to the Senate are served on the Committee in charge of dealing 
with petitions, usually in the presence of the petitioners and parties involved. Where 
a petition delivered has been signed by 10,000 persons or more, the Committee in 
charge of dealing with petitions shall table it for debate at the plenary. If supported 
by five or more Senators or by a Senate committee, the plenary may resolve to hold a 
public hearing.  
 
The purpose of debating petitions and holding public hearings is to exchange 
information and seek consensus among groups of citizens, administrative authorities 
and other parties concerned by the particular issue.  
 
Events for the public 
 
The Senate opens its seat to the public as often as possible. People may visit the 
Waldstein Garden every day from April till October. The historical premises of the 
Waldstein Palace are open from April till October on weekends, during winter 
months on the first weekend in the month and on public holidays. It is possible to 
arrange guided tours for organised groups even on weekdays. People may visit 
Trčkovská Gallery, with its permanent exhibition of protocolar gifts, or the 
Exhibition Hall, where exhibitions held under the auspices of individual Senators 
change. The Information Centre is open on weekdays.  
 
Meetings between Senators and citizens in the Waldstein Garden, open door days, 
the Night of Castles and Chateaux and concerts as part of Cultural Summer are 
among the regular events that the public are invited to.  
 
Senators in their constituencies 
 
Apart from decision-making during plenary sessions and expert work in their 
committees and commissions, Senators are intensively engaged in supporting, 
developing and promoting their regions. The range of regional activities in which 

http://www.senat.cz/
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Senators are involved includes economics, often aimed at improving the 
infrastructure and supporting small and medium-sized enterprises, and social 
aspects, usually emphasising improved services for the youth and elderly people, 
cultural aspects etc. 
 
Mr Jake VAUGHAN (United Kingdom) asked how much contact there was 
between the Senators and the Deputies. He asked whether the process of legislative 
amendment was an ongoing negotiation or whether the Senate just had a single 
opportunity to make its opinions known. 
 
Mr Jeremiah M. NYEGENYE (Kenya) said that the Senate in Kenya was four 
years’ old. He asked about the Czech experience of sharing services between the two 
chambers. 
 
Dr Winantuningtyas Titi SWASANANY (Indonesia) said that in Indonesia only 
the House of Representatives could initiate legislation. She asked how the Senate 
decided which draft legislation would be deliberated first. She asked how many bills 
were passed on average per year. 
 
Mrs Emilia Ndinelao MKUSA (Namibia) said that in Namibia the system was 
bicameral with two separate administrations but a shared library and IT service. The 
National Council was the house of review: without such review, bills initiated by the 
National Assembly could not pass into law. As there were not many bills to consider, 
the calendar for the National Council was not very busy. It had four scheduled 
sessions but did have its own committees. 
 
Mr UKLEIN said that once a bill had been forwarded from the House of Deputies, 
the Senate was obliged to handle it within thirty days, except in the case of 
constitutional bills. The Senate also handled the EU agenda. There were many 
informal negotiations, not least because some members had previously been 
members of the other House. 
 
He said that separate administration was inevitable within the Czech system, not 
least because the length of mandate differed between the two chambers. Sharing 
services was a good idea when you could find synergies. In addition, all technology 
had to be purchased by public tender, which made things complicated. The 
separation did not affect the effectiveness of the administration. 
 
He said that that the Senate had to operate under time constraints when dealing with 
legislation. 
 
He talked about the cyber-attacks experienced in the Czech Republic, and the 
conviction that this would have been worse had there been only a single, joint 
administration. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, thanked Mr UKLEIN for his 
communication. 
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5. Financial and administrative matters 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, drew the Association’s attention 
to the budget. 
 
She reminded members that, at its meeting in Lusaka, the Association had agreed 
that it would increase its membership subscriptions by 10% in order to meet 
additional interpretation costs as a result of catering for additional languages in the 
plenary. Accordingly, the IPU had also agreed to increase its contribution. 
 
Mr Luiz Fernando BANDEIRA DE MELLO (Brazil) asked whether the 
contributions were made per Assembly or per country. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President replied that contributions were 
made per Assembly. 
 
Mr Paul Evans (United Kingdom) asked about the process for agreeing the budget, 
and whether there had been a vote. 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President replied that the decision had 
been reached by consensus. 
 
She noted that, as part of its cost-saving drive to support additional interpretation 
costs, the Assembly would meet for only three consecutive days in future, with any 
excursions taking place the day before or the day after a session. 
 
The budget was approved. 
 

6. Draft agenda for the next meeting in Dhaka 
(Bangladesh), 2-5 April 2017 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, presented the draft agenda as 
follows: 
 
Possible subjects for general debate 
1. Is the function of the Secretary General a political function? 
Moderator: Mr Najib EL KHADI, Secretary General of the House of Representatives, 
Morocco 
2. Methods for ensuring parliamentary oversight over the quality of legislation 
Moderator: to be decided 
 
Communications 
Theme: Parliament and society 
1. Mr Philippe SCHWAB, Secretary General of the Federal Assembly of Switzerland: 
“Taking into account interest groups in the drafting of legislation: the consultation 
procedure” 
2. Mrs La-Or PUTORNJAI, Deputy Secretary General of the Senate of Thailand: “The 
role of social media in spreading awareness about the National Legislative Assembly of the 
Kingdom of Thailand” 
 
Theme: Powers and mechanisms of Parliament 
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1. Mr Gali Massa HAROU, Deputy Secretary General of the National Assembly of Chad: 
“The issue of quorum in relation to accusations made against members of the Government 
and the President of the Republic” 
 
* * * 
 
1. Mrs Claressa SURTEES, Deputy Clerk of the House of Representatives of Australia: 
“Specific circumstances of the 2016 Australian general election” 
 
Other business 
1. Presentation on recent developments in the Inter-Parliamentary Union 
2. Administrative questions  
3. Draft agenda for the next meeting in Dhaka, Bangladesh 
 

*** 
 
Mr Antonio CARVALHO E SILVA NETO (Brazil) suggested a general debate on 
the challenges of innovations in Parliament 
 
Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, said that she would add the 
suggested topic to the list and would look further to receiving further suggestions, 
preferably on one of the two themes that had already been identified. 
 
She asked members to take note of the deadlines for the receipt of proposals and 
submissions in order to facilitate meaningful discussion. 
 
The draft agenda was agreed to. 
 

9. Closure 

Mrs Doris Katai Katebe MWINGA, President, announced that Inés 
FAUCONNIER would be leaving the Association secretariat. She would be replaced 
by her colleague from the Assemblée Nationale, Perrine PREUVOT. 
 
She introduced a short video from Bangladesh in advance of the session to be held 
there in April 2017. 
 
She thanked members, staff, and interpreters for their hard work. She hoped to see 
as many members as possible at the meeting with the IPU at 5.30pm and in the 
morning of Thursday 27 October. 
 
The sitting ended at 16.17 pm. 
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